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Beijing 
From Wikipedia, the free e:ncyclopedia 

Beijing, sonietim_es romanized as Pe_k:ing,!Ol is the capital of the People's Republic of China and one 

of the most populous cities in the world. The population as of 2013 was 21, 150,000. The gty 

~ is the 3rd largest in the world.lZ! The nietropolis, located in northern China, i_s governed a_i; 

a direct-controlled municipality under the national government, with 14 urban and suburban districts 

and two rural counties.!OlBeijing Municipality is surrounded by Hebei Proliince:with the exce·ption of .. . - .. 

neighooring Tianfin Municipality to the sotJt_heast.00 

Beijing is the second largest Chinese city by urba'npociulation afterShahghai _and is the 

nat_ion's pofitical, cultural, and educational center:llOllt is home to the headquarters of most of China's 

largest state-owned companies, and is a major hub for the n_ational highway. expressway.railway. 

and high-speed rail netwo_rks. The Beijing Capital International Airport is the second busiest in the 

world by passenger traffic. WJ 

The city'.s.history dates ba<;k; three millennia. As t_he l?,St of th!:! Four Great Ancient Capitals of China, 

Beijing has been the political center of the country for much of the past eight centuries.ll.21 The.city is 

renowned for its opulent palaces, temples, parks arid garaens, tombs, walls and ·gates,IW and its art 

treasures and universities have made it a center of culture and art in China.J.W EncyclopaJdia 

Britannica notes that "few cities in the world have served for so long as the political headquarters 
' 
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and cultural c;entre of an area as immense as China. "Wl Beijing has ~even UNESCO World Herita9e 

Sites~ the Forbidden City. Temple of Heaven, Summer Palace, Ming Tombs, Zhoukoudian, Great 
' ' 

Wall, and the" Grand Canal.ll>l 1 

Histofy 

The earliest traces of human habitation in the Beijing municipality were found in the caves of Dragon 

Borie Hill near the village of Zhoukciud!an in Fancjs_han District, where Peking Man lived. Homo 

erectus fcissils from the caves date to :2_30,060 to 250,000 yea~ ago. Paleolithic Homo sapiens also 

lived there more recently, about 27,000 years ago.1a11 Archaeologists have found neolithic.settlements 

throughout the municipality, including in Wangfujing, loC;ated in d_owntoWn Beijing. 

By the 15th century, Beijing had essentially taken its current shape: It is generally believed that 

Beijing was the largest city in the world for most cif th·e 15th, 16th, 17th, and 18th 

centuries. I»I The first known church was constructed by Catholics in 1652 at the former site 

of Matteo Ricci's chapel; the modem Nantang Cathedral was later built upon the same site.00 · 

During the Second Opium War, Anglo-French forces captllred ihe city, looting and burning the Old 

Summer Palace in 1860. Under the Convention of Peking ending that war, Western powers for the. 

first time secured the right to e_stablish permanent diplomatic presences within the ci_ty. In 1900, the 

attempt by the "Boxers" to eradicate this presence, as weir as Chinese Christian converts, led to 

Beijing's reoccupation by fcireign powers.~~ During the fighting, several important structures were 

destroyed, including ihe Hanlin Academy and the (new) Summer Palace. 

Republic 

The fomenters of the Xinhai Revolution of 1911 sought to replace Qing rule with a republic•and 

leaders likeSun Yat-seri originally intende_d to return the capital to Nanjing. After the Qing 

general YuanShikai forced the abdication of the last Qing emperor and ensured the success of the 

revolution, the revolutionaries accepted him_ as president of the new Republic of China. Yuan 

maintained his capital at Beijing and quickly consolidated power, declaring himself emperor in 1915. 

His death less tha·n a year laterWI left China under the controJ of the warl9rd_s comma_nding t_he 

regional armies. Following the success of'theNationalists' Northern Expedition, the capital was 

formally removed to Nanjing in 1928. On 28 Ju·ne the same year, B_eijing's name was returned to 

Beiping (Written at th:e time as "Peiping").= 

During the Second Sino-Japanese War, llil1 Beiping fell to Japan on 29 July 1937~ and was made the 

seat.of the Provisional Government of the Republic o_f Chin<il, a puppet state that ruled the ethni_c-
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Chinese portions ofJapan_ese-occupied northern Chiria.wi This government was later merged into 

the larger Wang Jingwei government based in Nanjing.i,,i 

People's Republic 

In the final phase~ of the Chinese Civil War, the People's Liberation Army seized control of the city 

peacefully on 31 January 1949 in the course of thePingjin Campaign. On 1 October that year, Mao 

Zedo_ng announced the creation of the People's Republ!c o! China from atop Tian'anmen. He 

restored ihe name of the city, as the new capital, to Beijing,Wl a deci.iicm thathad been reached ~Y 

the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference just a few days earlier. 

In the 1959s, the city began to expand b¢yond the old walled city and its surrounding 

neighborhoods, with heavy industries in the west and residential neighborhoods in the north. Many 

areas of the Beijing city wall were tom down in the 1960s to make way for the construction of 

' the Beijing Subwayand the 2nd Ring Road. 

Duririg the Cultural Revolution from 1966 to 1976, the Red Guard movement began in Beijing and 

t_he city's government fell victim to one C>f the first purge.i. By the fall of 1966, all city schC>ols were 

shut down and over a million Red Guards from across the country gathered in Beijing for eight rallies 

in Tian'anmen Square with Mao.1<§1 In April 1976, a large public gathering of Beijing resid_ents again·st 

the Gang of Four and the Cultural Revolution in Tiananmen Square was forcefully suppressed. In 

October 1976, the Gang was arrested in Zhongrianhai a·nd the Cultural Revolution came to an end. 

In December 1978, the Third Plenum of the 11th Party Congress in Beijing underihe leadership 

of Deng Xiaoping reversed the verdicts against victims of the Cultural Revolution and instituted. 

t_he "policy ofreform and opening up." 

Since the early 1 ~80s, the urban area of Beijing has expanded greatly with the completion of the 2nd 

Ring Road in 19.81 and the subsequent addition of the 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th Ring 
. . . I 

Roads."""'1 According to one 2005 newspaper report, the size of newly developed Beijing was one-
• I . . 

and-a-half times larger than before. lffl Wangfujing and Xidan have develop¢d into flourishing 

shopping districts,IO!ll while Zhongguancun has become a major center of electronics in China.Ifill In 

recent years, the expansion of Beijing has also brought to the forefront some problems of 

urbanization, such as heaw traffic. poor air quality. the loss of historic neighborhoods, and a 
significant influx of migrant workers from less-developed niral areas of the cciuntry.1>'1Beijing has also 

been the location of many significant events in recent Chinese history, principally the Tiananmen 

Square protests of 19891531 and the2008 Summer Olympics. This city was awarded to host the 2015 

World Championships in Athletics.wi 
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Economy 

Wangfujinq Street is cirie of the busiest shopping streets in Beijing with nea·rIy 100,000 visitors daily (August 
. . . - - - ; . . . . . . . . -

2008). The sale of consumer goods both retail and wholesale.accounted for about¼ of Beijing's economic 

output.in 2013."'1 

Beijing's econon,y ran_k_s among the most developed and prosperous in C_hina. In 2013, the 

municipality's nominal gross domestic product JGDP) wasCN ¥ 1 :95 trillion (i.JS$314 billion), about 

3.43% of the country's total output, and ranke¢ 13th among province-level administrative units."" Per 

capita GDP, at CN ¥93,213 (US$15,051) in nominal terms and J..o!i21,948 at purchasing power 

.Pfili!¥, was 2.2 times the national average and rarikedsecorid among province-level administrative 

uni_ts.mn The economy tripled in siz!:! from 2004 to 2012,"" and grew at an annual rate of 7.7% in 

2013."'1 

Due to the concentration ·ot state owned enterprises in the national capital, Beijing in 2013 had 

more Fortune Global 500 Company headquarters than any other city in the world. ""The city also 

ranked No. 4 in the number cif billionaire residents after Moscow, New York and Hong Kong.im In 

2012,PricewaterhouseCoopers rated Beijing's overall economic influence as No. 1 in China.ll!.il 

Demographics 

In 2013, Beijing had a total population of 21.148 million within the municipality, of which 18.251 

million resided in urban districts or suburban townships and 2.897 million lived in rural 

villages."'1 Within Ch_ina, the city ranked second in urban population after Shanghai and the third in 

municipal population after Shanghai and Chongqing. Beijing also ranks among the most populous 

cities in the world, a distinction .the city. has.held for much cit the past800 years, e_specially du.ring the 

15th to early 19tti centuries when it was the largest city iri the world .. 

About 13 million of the city's residents in.2013 had local hukciu permits, which entitles them to 

permanent residence in Beijing.m>I The remaining 8 million residents had hukou permits elsewhere 

and were not eligible to receive some soc_ial benefits provided by the Beijing municipal 

govemment."'1 · 

The population increased in 2013 by 455,000 or abput 7% from the previous year an:d continu_ed a 

decade-long trend of rapid growth.m>I The total population in 2004 was 14.213 million.mm The 

population gains are driven largely by migration. The population's rate of_ natural increase in 2013 

was a mere 0.441%, based on a birth.rate of 8.93 and a mortality rate of 4.52.mfil The gender 

balancewas 51.6% males and 48.4% females.!Ofil 
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Working age pe_ople account for nearly 80% of _the population. C_ompared to 2004, residents age~ 

14 as a proportion of the population dropped from 9.96% to 9.5% in.2013 and residents ov~rthe age 

of 65 declined from 11.12% to 9.2%.mww 

-Accordi~g to the 201 o census, nearly 96% of Beijing's population are ethnic Han Chinese. 1100J Of the 

800,000 ethnic minorities living in the 

capital, Manchu(336,000), Hui (249,000), Korean (77,000), Mongol (37,000) and Tujia (24,000) 

constitute the five largest groups.11QJJ In addition, there were 8,045 Hong Kong residents, 500 Macau 

residents, and 7,772 Taiwan residents along with 91,128 regis_tered foreigners l_iving in Beijing.- A 

study by the Beijing Academy of Sciences estimates that in 2010 there were on average 200,000 

foreigners living in Beijing on any giveri day, including students, business travelers and tourists, who 

are not counte:d as registered residentt1_.= 

From 2000 to 2010, the percentage of city residents with at least some college education nearly 

doubled from 16.8% to 31.5_%.llQO] About 22.2% have_ some high school educati_on and 31 % had 

reached middle school.l100! 
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Cheng_du _____ ~---------
F,om Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 

Chengdu (ftshan.tu], formerly romanized as Chengtu, is a sub-provincial city which serves as the 
capital of China's Sichuan province. It is one of the three most populous cities in Western China, the 
other two being Chongqing and.Xi'an. As of 2014, the administrative area houses 14,427,500 
inhabitants, with an urban population of 10,152,632. At the time of the 2010 census,-Chengdu was 
the 5th-mostpopulous agglomeration in China, with 10,484,996 inhabitants in the built-up area 
including Xinjin County and Deyang's Guanghan City. 

The surrounding Chengdu Plain is also known as the "Country of Heaven" (Chinese: ::RiftZI!]: 
pinyin: TiSnfu zhi ~u6) and the "Land of Abund_ance". Its prehistoric settlers included the Sanxingdui 
culture. Founded by the state of Shu prio_r to it~ incorporation into China,.Chengduis unique as a 
major C_hines_e settlement tha_t hal> m11intained its name (nea_rly) unchanged throughout the imperial, 
republican; and communist E!ras. It was the capital 9f Liu Bei's Shu during the Three Kingdoms Era, 
as v,,ella_s severa_l gther l_oc_al kingd_oms during ihe Middle Ages.1d'•'0" ••edediAtter the fall of Nanjing to 
the Japanese in 1937, Chengdu briefly served as the capital of China. It is now one ofthe most 
important economic, financial, commercial, cultural, transportation, and communication centers in· 
Western China·. Chengdu Shuangliu International Airport, a hub of Air China and Sichuan Airlines is 
one of the 30 busiest airports in the world, and Chengdu Railway Station is one of the six biggest in 
China. Chengdu also host_s m_any inte_rnai;onal companies ~nd more than 12 consulates. More than 
260 Fortune 500 companies have e:stablished branches in Chengdu: 
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Histo!)' -------------------------------
Early history 

Archaeol_ogic13I d:iscoveries at the Sanxingdui and Jinsha sites have established that the area . 
surrounding (;he_ngdu was inh,abfted over four thousand years ago. At the time of China's Xia, 
Shana. and Zho4 dynasties, it_ represent_ed a separate an_cient bronze-wielding culture which
foUpwi_ng its partia_l sinification:-became ~nown to the Chinese as Shu.= In the early 4th century 
BC, th·e ninth ki_ng of Sh.u's Kaim.ing dynasty reioc_ated from nearby Pi County. giving his new capital 
the name Chengdu. S_hu was conquered by Qin in 316 BC and the se.~lernent_ refounded by the Qin 
general zh·an·g Yi: (A C_hinese legend explains the town's nickname "Turtle City" by claiming Zhang 
planned the course of his city walls by foUowing 13 t~rt)e's tracks.) Although he. had argued against 
the invasion, the settl.ement th.rived and the addiUonal reS<lu.rces from Sichuan helped enable the 
First Emperor of Qin to unify the Warring States which had succeed_ed the Zhou. 

l111perial era 
Under the Han, the brocade produced at Chengdu became fashionable and was exported 
throughout China. A "Brocade Official" (fffl"g', jinguan) was established to oversee its quaHty and 
supply. After the fall of the Eastern Han, Liu Bei ruled Shu, the southwestern of the Three Kin"gdoms, 
from Chengdu. His minister Zhuge Liang called the area the "Land of Abundance". Under'the Tariq. 
Chengdu was considered the second most prosperous city in. China after'Yanqzhou.11" Both Li Bai 
and Du Fu lived in the city. Li Bai praised it as "lying above the empyrean". Ttie city's present · 
Caotang ("Grass Hall") was constructed iri 1078 in honor of an earlier, more humble structure of that 
name erected by Du Fu in 760, the second year of his 4-year stay. The Taoist Qingyang Gong 
("Green Goat Temple") was built in the 9th century. 

Chengdu was the capital of Wang Jian's_ Former Shu from 907 to 925, when it was conquered.by the 
. Later Han. The bater Shu was founded by Meng Zhixiang in 934, with its capital at Chengdu. Its King 
Mengchang beaLJtified the city by ordering hibiscus to be planted upon the city walls. 

The Song conquered the city in 965 and used it for the introduction of the first widely used~ 
money in the world. Su Shi praised it as "the southwestern metropolis". At the fall of the Song, a 
rebel leader set (Jp a s}lprt-liVed kingdom k.n.own as Great Shu (~. DashtJ). The Mongols sacked 
Chengdu in 1279 with a general sIa·ughter that Homer estimated _at over a n:,illion.11.0l During tl)Eaiir 
Yuan dynasty. Marco Polo visited Chengdu™ and wrote about the Anshun Bridge or an ea.rlier 
version of it."' · 

At the fall of the Ming. the rebel Zhang Xianzhong established his Great Western Kingdom (~) 
with its capital at Chengdu; it lasted only from 1643 to 1646.J§J Zhang was said to have massacred 
large number of people in Chengdu and throughout Sichuan. In any case, Chengdu was said to 
have become a virtual ghost town frequented by tigerslJll and the depopulation of Sichuan . 
necessitated the resettlement of millions of people from other provinces during the Qing dynasty. 
Following the Columbian Exchange, the Chengdu Plain became one of China's principal s·ources of 
tobacco. Pi County was considered to have the highest quality in Sichuan, which was the center of 
the country's £i9fil and cigarette production, the rest of the country long continuing to consume 
snuffinstead.1101 · 

Modern era 

In 1911, Chengdu's branch of the Railway Protection Movement helped trigger the Wuchang 
Uprising. which led to the Xinhai Revolution that overthrew the Qing dynasty.™ · - · · 
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During World War II, the capital city of China was forced to move inland. from Nanjing to Wuhan in 
1937 and from Wuhan to Chengdu, then from:Chengdu to Chongqing in 1938; as the Kuomintang · 
(KMT) government under Generalissimo Ctiiarig Kai-shek ultimately retreated to Sictiuari tci escape 
from the invading Japanese forces. They brought witn ttiem into Sichuan business people, workers 
and academics, who founded many of ttie industries and cultural institutions wtiich. continue to make 
Chengdu an important cultural and commercial production center. Chengdu had become a military 
center for the KMT to regroup in the War .of Resistance, and while.d'utof reach of the Imperial 
Japanese grounct forces and escort fighter planes, the then highly adva·nced twin-engine long
ranged G3M "Nell" medium bombers were routinely flown in to conduct massive aerial 
bombardments of both civilian and military targets in Chongqing arid Chengdu;""' the massed 
fonmation ofthe G3M bombers provided heavy firepower against Chinese fighter planes assigned to 
the defense of Chongqing and Chengdu, which continued to cause problems forttie Japariese 
attacks.= However, in late 1940, unbeknownst to the Americans and European allies, the Imperial 
Japanese appeared in the skies over Chongqing and Chengdu with the world's most advanced 
fighter plane at the time: the A6M "Zero" fighter th.at dominated the skies over China against the 
increasingly obsolete Russian-made Polikarpov l-15/l-153s and I-1 Ss that were the principal fighter 
planes of the Chinese Nationalist Air Force; that which would later prove.to be a rude awakening for 
the Allied forces In the Pacific War following the attack on Pearl Harbor."" One of the first American 
ace fighter pilots of the war and volunteer for the Chinese Nationalist Air Force, Major Wong Sun
shui (nicknamed "Buffalo" by his comrades) died as a result.of battling the Zero fighters iri defense of 
Chengdu on.14 March 1941.= 

In 1944, the American XX Bomber Command launched Operation Matterhorn, an ambitious plan to 
base B-29 Supertortresses in Chengdu and strategically bomb the Japanese Home lslands:"'1 The 
Operating base was located in Xinjin Airport in the southwestern part of the Chengdu metropolitan 
area.Iml1fil Because the operation required a massive airlift of fuel and supplies over the Himalayas, it 
was not a significant military success, but it did earn Chengdu the distinction of launching the first 
serious retaliation against the Japan·ese homeland.WI 

During the Chinese Civil War, Chengdu was the last city on the Chinese mainland to be held by the 
Kuomintang. President Chiang Kai-shek and his son Ctiiang Chinqckuo directed the defence of the 
city from Chengdu Central Military Academy until 1949, when the city fell into Communist hands. 
The People's Liberation Anmy took the city without any resistance after a deal was negotiated 
between the People's Liberation Anmy and the commander of the KMT Army guarding the city. On 
10 December the remnants of the Nationalist Chinese government evacuated to Taiwan.1>2lllll 

The industrial base is very broad, including light and heavy manufacturing, aluminum smelting and 
chemicals: The textile indusiry remains important, with cotton and wool milling added to the 
traditional manufacturing of silk brocade and satin. 

Chengdu is the headquarters of the Chengdu Military Region. Until the end of the year 2015, due to 
the revocation of military reform in Chengdu, West Theater is founded and Headquarter is stationed 

· in Chengdu. 

The Chengdu Tianfu District Great City is a sustainable planned city that will be outside of Central 
Chengdu, and is expected to be completely built later in the decade, The city is also planned to be 
self-sustaining, with every residence being a two-minute walk frcim a park."" 

Economy 

Chi.na's state council has designated Chengdu as the country's western center of logistics, 
commerce, finam::e, scie.nce a.nd t.ec.hnology, as well as a hub of transportation and communication. 
It is also an important base for m.a.nufacturing and agriculture. 

This niaterial is distributed by CSpitoi Counsel LLC on behalf of l).S.~Chin~ Tr~nsp~cifii; i::our:id_ati_or:i. 
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According to the World Bank's 2007 survey report on global investment environments, Chengdu was 
declared "a ~enchmark city for investment environment in inlahd China".oo 

I ; 

Also based on a research report undertaken by the Nobel economics laureate, Dr. Robert Mundell 
and the celebrated Chinese economist, LiYining, published by the State Information Center in 2010, 
Chengdu ha's become an "engine" of the Western Development Program, a benchmark city for · 
investment environment in inland China, and a rhajor leader in new urbanization. 

In 2010, 12 of the Fortune 500 companies, including ANZ Bank, Nippon Steel Corporation, arid 
Electricite De France, have opened offices, branches, or operation centers in Chengdu, the largest 
number in recent years. Meanwhile, the Fortune.SQQ companies that have opened offices in 
Chengdu, including JP Morgan Chase, Henkel, and GE, increased their investment and upgraded 
the involvement of their branches in Chengdu. By the end of 2010, over 200 Fortune 500 companies 
had set up branches in Chengdu, ranking it first in terms of the number of Fortune 500 companies in 
Central and Western China. Of these, 149 are foreign enterprises and 40 are domestic companies. 

According to the 2010 AmCham China White Paper on the State of American Business in China, 
Chengdu has become a top investment destination in China. 

The main industries in Chengdu-'-including machinery, automobile, medicine, food, and information 
technology-are supported by numerous large-scale enterprises. In addition, an increasing number 
of high-tech enterprises from outside Chengdu have also settled down there. 

Chengdu is· becoming one of the favorite cities for investment in Central and Western China.rui 
Among theworld's 500 largest companies, 133 multinational enterprises have had subsidiaries or 
branch offices in Chengdu by October 2009.rui These MNEs include Intel, Cisco, Sony and Toyota 
that have assembly and manufacturing bases, as well as Motorola, Ericsson, and. Microsoft that 
have R&D centers in Chengdu.,rui The National Development and Reform Commission has formally 
approved Chengdu's proposed establishment of a national bio-industry base there. The government 
of Chengdu has recently unveiled a plan to create a 90 billion CNY bio pharmaceutical sector by 
2,012. China's avi_ation indu_stries have begun construction ofa high-tech industrial park in the city 
th_at_ will fe_a_t_ure space an_d aviation technology. The local government plans to attract overseas and 
d_omestic co_mpani_es fo_r service out.sourcing and become a well-known service outsourcing base in 
Ch_ina and world~de. 

Electronics and IT industries 
. Chengdu has long been established as a national base for the electronics and IT industries. The first . 
te_lecom R&D centre was set up by an Indian company called Primetel in 1996 and since then the 
city has developed as the global centre for the telecom R&D industry. Chengdu's growth accelerated 
alongside the growth of the telecom services sector in India and China, which together account for 
over 70 percent of the world telecommunications market. Several key national.electronics R&D 
institutes are located in Chengdu. Chengdu Hi-tech Industrial Development Zone has attracted a 
variety of multinationals, at least30 Fortune 500 companies and 12,000 domestic companies, 
including Intel, IBM, Cisco, Nokia, Motorola, SAP, Siemens, Canon, HP, Xerox,.Microsoft, Tieto, 
NUT, MediaTek, and Wipro, as well as domestic powerhouses such as Len6v6:wfDell·pIansf6 open 
its second major China operations center in 2011 in Chengdu as its center in.Xia·rheri expands in 
201 Q_J;>J . .. . 

Intel Capital acquired a strategic stake in Primetel, Chengdu's first foreign technology company in 
2001. Intel's Chengdu factory, set up in 2005 is its second in China, after its Shanghai factory, and 
the first such large-scale foreign investment in the electronics industry in interior mainland China. 
Intel, the world's largest chipmaker, has invested US$525 million in two assembly and testing 
facilities in Chengdu. Following the footsteps of Intel, Semiconductor Manufacturing International 
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Corporation (SMIC), the world's third largest foundry. set up an assembly and testing plant in 
Chengdu. Intel's rival AMO is likewise set to open an R&D center in this city. 

In November 2006, IBM signed an agreement with the Chengdu High-Tech Zone to establish a 
Global Delivery Center, its fourth in China after Dalian, Shanghai and Shenzhen, within the Chengdu 
Tianfu Software Park. Scheduled to be operational by February 2007, this new center will provide · 
multilingual application development and maintenance services to clients globally in English, 
Japanese and Chinese, and to the IBM Global Procurement Center, recently located to the southern 
Chinese city of Shenzhen.WI On 23 March 2008, IBM announced at the "West China Excellent 
Enterprises CEO Forum" that the southwest working team of IBM Global Business Services is now 
formally stationed in Chengdu. On 28 May 2008, Zhou Weikun, president of IBM China disclosed 
that IBM Chengdu would increase its staff number from the present 600 to nearly 1,000 .by the end 
of the year.1'>lll§l 

Over the past few years, Chengdu's economy has flourished rapidly. Chengdu is a major base for 
communication infrastructure, with one of China's nine top level postal centers and one of six 
national telecom exchanges hub. · · 

In 2009, Chengdu hosted the World Cyber Games Grand Finals (11~15 November). It was the first 
time China hosted the world's largest computer and video game tournament.I>ll -

Financial industry 
Chengdu is positioning itself to be a financial center for Western China and has attracted a large 
number of foreign financial institutions, including Citigroup. HSBC, Standard Chartered Bank, ABN 
AMRO, BNP Paribas. JPMorgan Chase, ANZ and The Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ. In 1988; Dr~
Joseph Fowler, a British professor of optoelectronics from Cambridge founded Scsi Capital, Asia's 
first venture capital firm focused on opportunities in the digital age, in Chengdu. Scsi currently 
manages an active portfolio in excess of CNY 300 billion_ and has operations in India, Israel, 
$i_ngapore a_nd USA. Scsi Capital is the world's largest private equity investor and fund of funds in 
the photovoltaic, compound semiconductor, multilayer cmos, ceramic packaging, display and 
advanced materials sector. 

Historically, Chengdu has marked its name in the history of financial innovation. The world's first 
paper currency 'Jiao Zi' was seen in Chengdu in the year 1023, during the Song dynasty. 

Now, Chengdu is not only the gateway of Western China for foreign financial institutions, but also a 
bCJoming t9wn for Chinese domestic financial firms. The Chinese monetary authority, People's Bank 
of China (China's central bank), set it~ southwest China headquarters in Chengdu City. In addition, _ 
almost all domestic banks and securities brokerage firms·located their regional headquarters or 
branches in Chengdu. At the same time, the local financial firms of Chengdu are strengthening their 
presences nationally, notably, Huaxi Securities, Sinolink Securities and Bank of Chengdu. Moreover, 
on top of banks and brokerage firms, the flourish of local economy lured more and more financial 
service firms to the city to capitalise on the economic growth. Grant Thornton, KPMG, PWC and 
Ernst & Young are the four global accountants and business advisers with West China headoffices· 
in the city._ · 

It is expected that by 2012, value-added financial services will make up 14 percent of the added
value service industry.and 7 percent of the regional GDP. By 2015, those figures are expected to 
grow to 18 percent and 9 percent respectively. 

Modern logistic industry 
Because of its logistic infrastructure, professional network, and resources in science, technology, 
an_d ccimmunicaticm, Chengdu has become home to 43 foreign-funded logistic enterprises, including 
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up·s, TNT, DHL, and Maersk, as well as a number of well-known domestic logistic enterprises 
including COSCO, CSCL, SINOTRANS, CRE, Transfar Group, South Logistic Group, YCH, and 
STO. By 2012, the logistic industry in Chengdu will realize a value.added of RMB 50 billion, with an 
average annual growth exceeding 1 B percent. Ten new international direct flights will be in service; 
five railways for five-scheduled block container trains will be put irito operation; and 5_0 large logistic 
enterprises are expected to have annual operation revenue exceeding RMB 100 million. · 

Modern business and trade 
Chengdu is the largest trade center in western China with a market covering all of Sichuan province, 
exerting influence on a population of250 million in six provinces, cities, and districts _in western 
China. Chengdu ranks first among cities _in western China in terms of the scale of fcirei(Jn investment 
in commerce and trade. Out of the 40 World Top 250 retail enterprises based in China, 15 have 
opened branches in Chengdu. In downtown Chengdu, there are 71 department stores whose 
business area exceeds 10,000 sq. m, with the total business area reaching 2,600,000 sq. rri. By · 
2012, total retail sales of consumer goods in Chengdu will exceed RMB 300 billion, up 1.8 percent 
annually on average; the total wholesales will exceed RMB 400 billion, with an annual increase of 25 
percent. Total retail sales of the catering industry will exceed RMB 60 billion, up 20 percent annually; 
and the total exports and imports of Chengdu will be above US$35 billion, increasing 30 percent 
annually. · 

Convention and exhibition industry[edit] 
Boasting the claim as "China's Famous Exhibition City", Chengdu takes the_ lead in central and 
western China for its scale of convention economy. It has become one of th_e five la"rge·st convention 
and exhibition cities in China. In 201 O, direct revenue from the convention and exhibition industry 
was RMB 3.2 billion, with a year"On-year growth of 26.9 percent. The growth reach:ed a histori_cal 
high. 

More than 13.2 million people have come to Chengdu to participate in conventions and exhibitions 
from fcireign countries and other parts of China. Numerous convention arid exhibition companies 
have invested in Chengdu such as the UK-based Reed Exhibition, as well as do·mestic companies 
such as the Chinese European Art Center, Sanlian Exhibition, and Eastpo lritertiaticinal Expo. . I . . . . 

Software and service outsourcing industry 
Chengdu is one of the first service outsourcing bases in China. Mci_re than 150, ooo people i_n 
Chengdu are engaged in software-related \iilcirk. Among the Top 1 o service put~_o1,1rcing enterprises 
in the world, Accenture, IBM, arid Wipro are based in Chengd_u. In additi_on, 20 intE;mational 
enterprises including Mcitcirbla, Ubi ~oft Entertainm"ent, and 1'gilent, haye set up internal shared 
service centers or R&D centers in Chengdu. Mae:rsk Glob.al Dcic1Jm1;nt Processing Center and 
Logistic Processing Sub-center, DHL Che_ngdu Service Center, Financial Accounting Center for DHL 
China, arid Siemens Global IT Operation Center wiH be put intp oper_ation. In 201 o, offshore service 
outsourcing in Chengdu realized a regis_tered con~ract value of US$336 million, 99 percent higher 
than the previous year. 

New energy industry 
Chengdu is the "National High-Tech Industry Base fcir New Energy ln:dustry", as appro\'.ed by the 
National Development and Reform Commission. Leading enterprises are 6peratin·g in Chengdu and 
providing research and technology support such as Tianwei New Energy Holding Co., Ltd., S_ichuan 
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Sanzhou Special Steel Tube Co., Ltd., Zhejiang Tianma Bearing Co., Ltd., and key resea"rch 
institutions s_uch as the Nuclear Power Institute of China, Southwestern Institute of Physics, 
Southwest Electric Power Design Institute. 

In 201 0, the ,new energy enterprises above realized 31.1 billion RMB in revenue from main 
()perations, 43.2 percent more than the previous year. Chengdu ranked first again in the list of 
China's 15 "Cities with Highest Investment Value for New Energies" released iit'the beginning of 
2011, and Shuangliu County under its jurisdiction entered "2010 China's Top 100 Co.unties of New 
Energies". By 2012, Chengdu's new energy industry will realize ari investment over 20 biUion RMB 
and sales revenue of 50 billion RMB. 

Electronics and information industry 
Chengdu is home to the most competitive IT industry cluster in western China, an important 
integrated circuit industry base in China, and one of the five major national software indu_stry baseos. 

Manufacturing chains are already formed in integrated circuits, optoelectronic_s displays, digital video 
& audio, optical communication products, and original-equipment p:roducts of e_lectronic terminals, 
represented by such companies as IBM, Intel, Texas Instruments, Microsoft, Motorola, Nqkia, 
Ericsson, Dell, Lenovo, Foxconn, Compal, Wistron, and others. 

Automobile industry 
Chengdu has built a comprehensive automobile industry system, and prelimi_narily formed a system 
integrated with trade, exhibitions, entertainment, R&D, and manufacturing of sp_.;i_r(;! pa_rts and whole 
vehicles (e.g., sedans, coaches, sport.utility vehicles, trucks, special vehicl_es). Theore a(e lll!hole 
vehicle makers, such as Dongfeng-PSA (Peugeot-Citroen), Volvo, FAW-Volkswagen, FAW-Toyota, 
Yema, and Sinotruk Wangpai, as well as nearly 200 core parts makeirs covering German, Jap_a_n.ese, 
and other lines of vehicles. 

In 201.1, Volvo announced that its first manufacturing base in China with an investment of RM:B 5.4 
billion was to be built in Chengdu. By 2015, the automobile production capacity of Che_ngdu's 
Comprehensive Function Zone of Automobile Industry is expected to reach 700,000 ve.hicles and 
1.25 million in 2020. 

Modern agriculture 
Chengdu enjoys favorable agricultu"ral coiij:litioris and rich n·atural resourc_es. It is an important base 
for high-quality agricultural products. A natipnal cO:mmerci.§1I gra_in and edible oil production base, the 
vegetable and focid supply base as well as the key agric_ultu_ral products processing center and the 
logistics distribution center of western Ctiina are lo.cated in Chengdu_. 

· Defense industry 
Located within the city I.imits is the Chengdu Aircraft Company which produces the recently 
declassified J-10-VigorousDragon cc;,mbat aircraft as well as the JF-17 Thunder; in a joint 
collaborative effort with Pakistan Air. Force. Chengdu Aircraft Company is also currently developing 
the J-20 Black Eaglestealth fighter. The company is one of the major manufacturers of Chinese 
Military aviation technology. 
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Culture 

Culinary art and tea culture 

The distinct characteristic of Sichuan cuisine is the use of spicy chilies and peppercorns. Local 
dishes include Mapa doufu, Chengdu Hot pot, and Dan Dan Mien. Mapa Doufu and Dan Dan Mien 
contain Sichuan peppers. An article!<£ by the Los Angeles Times (2006) called Chengdu "China's 
party city" for its carefree lifestyle. Chengdu has more tea houses and bars than Shanghai despite 
having less than half the population. Chengdu's tea culture dates back over a thousand years 
including its time as the starting point of the Southern Silk Road . 

. Co_mmon snacks in Chengdu include noodles, wantons, dumplings, pastries, tangyuan (sweet rice 
. bal_ls), drinks, s_alads and soups. 

Chengdu is an officially recognised UNESCO City of Gastronomy."'1 

Teahouse 
Tea houses are uniquitous in the city and range from ornate traditional establishments with bamboo. 
furniture to simple modern tea houses. Teas on offer include jasmine, longjing and biluoctiun tea. 
·Tea houses are popular venues for playing mahjong. Some larger tea houses-offer live 
entertainment such as Sichuan opera performances_i,,i 

Hot Pot 

Hot pot is a traditional Sichuanese.food, made by putting vegetables, fish, or meat inti:i a specially
made spiced soup. Chengdu residents eat hot pot often, sometimes inviting friends to go with them 
to one of the many hot pot restaurants that are widely-distributed throughout Chengdu .. Hot pcit is a 
typical pait of Chengdu residents' daily diet. 

Mahjong 

Mahjong has been an essential part of most local peoples' lives. After every day' s workirig, people 
gather their friends in their home or in the tea houses on the street to play Mahjong. On sunny days, 
local people like to play Mahjong on the sidewalks to enjoy the sunshine. arid also the time witti 
friends. Almost every person plays Mahjong with money: rich people play with more money, and the 
poor people play with less money. In all, everyone is excited and interested in playing 1/iith mcin_ey. 

Mahjong is the most popular entertainment choice among locals for several reasons. Chengdu locals 
have simplified the rules and made it easier to play as compared to, Cantonese Mahjong. AIS:o, 
Mah jong in Chengdu is a way to meet old friends and to strengthen family relati_onships, In fact, 
many business people n·egotiate deals while playing Mahjong.lill Furthermore, the elderly li_k1, to play 
Mahjong because they believe Mahjong makes them think and prevents demen_t_ia. 

Home ofthe giant Rc::a=nc=:d=.a ____________________ _ 

. The Giant Panda a Chinese national treasure, is one of the rarest animals in the world. The total 
number is estimated to be 1,500, including those living in the wild, 80 percent of which are in 
Sichuan Province, 

• 
A breeding center for giant pandas called Chengdu Research Base of Giant Panda Breeding was 
founded in the north suburbs of Chengdu. It is the only one ofits kind in the world that's located in a 
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metropolitan area. In order to better protect wild giarit pandas, Chengdu has established nature 
reserves' in Dujiangyan City, Chongzhou City: and Dayi County. Sichuan Wolong Giant Panda 
Nature Reserve, ttie biggest of its kind in the'world, is only 130 kin (81 mi) outside Chengdu. After 
tlieWerii::huari earthqual<e, most of it was moved to Ya'an. 

The western. world c:ame to l<now giant pandas only after a French missionary named David first 
ericouritered this species in Sichuan i11 1869.l<fil Now, the s·omewhat clumsy giant pa·nda is a symbol 
representing the World Wildlife Fund. They are also a messenger of friendly comm·u·nicauo·n between 
Chengdu and international cities. Currently,.gia11t pandas are also reared in U.S.A. Germany, 
Austria, Belgium, Canada, Japan, Thailand as well as Mexico. 

Chengdu has established the world-renowned breeding and research base for giant pandas, which 
attracts almost 100,000 visitors each year. Covering tens of hectares with bamboo groves and a 
riative-like habitat, the base is the orily one of its kind located in an urban area. A museum is op:en to 
the public throughout the year. 

ln.2008, after the release of the American animation movie Kung FuPanda, DreiimWorks CEO 
Jeffrey Katzenberg arid other DreamWorks members visitea the cify ofCtiengdu .. ln addition to 
seeing live pandas, crew members learned about the local cultUre. Katzenberg has stated that Kung 
Fu Panda 2 incorporates many elements of Chengdu in the film. The film's landscape and · 
architecture also found inspiration from those found at Mount Qingcheng, a renowned Taoist 
mountain. In an interview with Movieline, Berger stated that ·we never really thought of this as a 
movie set in China for Americans; it's a m·ovie set in a my1hic:al, (miversaliied China for everyone in 
the world'. 

On 11 January 2012, six captive-bred pandas were relea·sed to a "semi0wild" environment in 
Dujiangyan, Chengdu. Scientists believe that success in the reintroduction project would potentially 
help save the endangered giant panda. Retired NBA basketball star and animal activist Yao Ming 
attended the ceremony. 
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Deyang _______________ _ 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 

Deyang (mm1n: Deyang) is a prefecture-level city of Sichuan province, People's Republic of China. 
Deyang is a wealthy, mostly industrial city, with ilie Erzhong Heavy Machinery Company (tj,lil=:i:), 

Dongfang Electrical Company (J:fsJ'JE§;!IL), and the high-tech industry contributing to its economy. l_t 
had ·a population of around 3,810,000 in 2004 and an area of 5,818 km' (2,246 sq mi).w 

Less tha·n one hour fr6m the provincial capital of.Chengdu, Deyang is k_nown for a l_iqu9r fact9ry 
called jiannanchun iri the co'unty-levelcity of Mianzhu.and the Sanxing.d_ui museum in Guanhan City 
(county0 level) al:>out.the ancient Shu culture famous for its bronze m_ask. Deyang's main c_ity of 
Jinyang is based on the Jin'ghu River passing under seven bridges flowng n9rth to sou~h .. The river 
nas b_een widened, five of the bridges are part d_ams, and it has ass.urned the name of Jinghu Lake. 
The c:ity boasts Con_fucian temples and a stcine sculpture park, the east mountains arid lake areas. 
Countrysid_e in all directio_ns le,;1ds to rura_l villages. · 

Almough Deyang i_s prima_rily based on industry, it is remarkably clean (and well known throughout 
Sichu_anProvince for it) with the.local gCJvemment vigilant. Air quality is very high being supplied with 
breeze,s comi_ng from the immediate east mountain ranges and large expanse of countryside. With 
the high turnover of _industry, many businessmen visit so there are many established 
ac:commodatio_n options, wiih h_otels in restc1urarits in all price categories. Transport is well serviced 
with an extensive bus se,rvice and routeis and taxis. 

Earth uake 
On May 12, 2008, a magnitude 8.0 earthquake occurred. An estimated 90,000 people we:re killed or 
still missing with an estimated 400;000 injured: Around 5 million were effected through property 
losses, many left homeless.JmJ Schools in Mianzhu and Shifariq ccillapsed_1m1 
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Deyang county has mostly recovered from the devastation of the 2008 earthquake with mostpeople 
now compensated where required (injuries, etc.) and established in new houses. In some cases they 
are in new areas, as well as factories arid work being re-established. For the riew houses, in most · 
cases, the owners are requested tci meet 30% of the cost while the government covers the rest. 
While the government didn't meet its initial (and a"rilbiticius) one-year plan to rehouse all victims, it did 
manage to mostly be successful within two years. In the meantime, residents lived in government
provided mobile home type cities with weekly cash payments for all victims to purchase food and 
clothing. 

Econom 
Deyang is an important part of Cheng (Chengdu) De (Deyang) Mian (Mianyang) Economic District cif 
the Sichuan province; it is a base for heavy machinery production in China, with companies such as 
China 2nd Heavy Machinery Corporation and China Dongfang Motor & Turbine Corporation having 
operations there. It also plays host to an automation and new energy industry. 

In addition, the local Food & Beverage industry is well known in China as well. The major 
manufacturers include Jian Nan Chun Winery, Lan Jian Beer Factory & Shi Fang Tobacco Company. 
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Mianyan . ...,_ _____ ~---------'---
F,om Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 

Mianyanp (WadE83iles: Mien2-yang') is ,the second largest prefecture-level city of Sichuan province 
in Southwest China. Its population was 5.45 million in 2015 covering an area of 20,281 square 
kilo.metres (7,831 sq mi) consisting of Jiangyou, a county-level city. six counties and two urban 
districts. Its built-up (or metro) area was home to 1,722,133 inhabitants including the city proper of 
Mianyang. In 2006, Mianyang was ranked as China's third "most suitable city for living" by China 
Daily. after coastal cities Dalian and Xiamen.,"1 but it has since dropped out of ihe top 10.l>l 

History 
Mianyang, called Fuxian (Fu County) i.n ancient times, had apvanced in agriculture di/ring the Qin 
(221-206 BCE) and Han (206 BCE~220 CE) dyn.asties. It has a histC>ry of over 2,200 years since the 
Em·peror Gaozu Qf Han establish:e.d the first county i.n this area i,n 2.01 !;ICE:. Du.e to its a,lvantageous 
location, it had always been a town of great military importance and formed a nat.ur.a.I defence for 
Chengdu.™ 

Mianya·i,g is home to the CAEP and S.cienc,e City, an im.men:se Military Research Complex which 
was the site of the development of China's first nuclear bomb. 

The city proper itself \(1/as only lightly d.am.aged by the earthquake of 12 May 2008. However, 
Beichuan County, which is inl.hE! prefecture is among I.he mqst severely hit of all disaster regions , 
folloYling the e,a.rthquake, im:I.uding the Beichuan High Schoolcampus, where more than 1,000 
student.s lost their lives after two main buildings collapsed.ID Around 80% of the county's buildings 
arE! s.aid to have coUapsed, including it~. main government building.I§! The casualty toll for the quake 
in Mianyang Prefecture as of 7 June 2008 was 21,963 people killed, 167,742 injured, and 8,744 
peopfe missing l1llfil . . ' 

· GeograIJ.!!y and climate 
Mianyang is at the northwestern end of the Sichuan Ba.sin, on the upper to middle rea.chE!S of the flL 
River: Its administrative area ranges in latitude from 30°·42• to 33° 03' N and in longitude from 103° 
45' to 105' 43' E. Bordering prefectures are Guangyuanto the northeast, 111.~~chcirig to the east, 
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Suining to the south, Deyang to the southwest, Ngawa Tibetan and Qiana Autonomous Prefecture to 
the west. It also borders Gansu for a srnall ·section ii'ithe ncirth. .. . . . . . . .. 

Miariyang ha~ a m·onsoon-influenced humid subtropical climate (K0ppen Cwa) and is largely mild 
and humid, with four distinct seasons. Winter is sliort, mild, and foggy, though precipitation is lo'N. 
January averages 5.3 •c (41.5 °F), arid while frost may occffr, snci.w is rare. Summers. are long, hot 
and humid, with highs often exceeding 30 •c (86 °F). The daily average in July, the warmest month, 
is 25. 7 •c (78.3 °F). Rainfall is light in winter and can be heavy in surnrner, and more than 70% of 
the annual total occurs from May to septernbe"r. The annual frost-free peric:id across most of the 
prefecture lasts from 252.to 300 days, arid there are only 1,100 hours of sunshine annually, which is 
not even 30% of the possible total. 

Transport 
The city has highway and railway connections to several major cities and is on the road from Xi'an to 
the provincial capital of Chengdu as well as the Baocheng Railway running from Baoji in Shaanxi · 
province to Chengdu. 

Mianyang Nanjiao Airport, which is the second largest airport in Sichuan province, has direct flights 
to Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Xi'an, Shenzhen, Kunming. Hangzhou, and so on. 

Economy:'----------------------~------
Mianyang is one of China's major centres for the electronics industry. It has many well-known 
research institutions, such as the China Academy of Engineering Physics and China Aerodynamics 

· Research and Development Center. Many large-scale enterprises, such as Changhong Electronics 
Group Corporation, Sichuan DND Pharmaceutical Co .. Ltd., Jiuzhou Electronics Group. Shuanqma. 
Cement Group, and Chanqcheng Special Steel Company also have their home in Mianyang. 

Mianyang is an important national defence, scientific research and production base, consisting of 18 
institutes including the China Academy of Engineering Physics and the China Aerodynamics 
R~sE!arch Institute. Moreover, it houses 50 large- and medium-size enterprises and six science 
COIIE!ges. 

The provin!';_ial go\'.emment will hand over greater administrative powers of economic·man·agement at 
the provincial-level authority to propel (he development of Mianyang. The new economy 
management atJthority \II/ill pay close attention to the construc:tion of the scientific city. The provincial 
comrryittee party and government are presently drafting the "Opinions on Propelling China Scientific 
City Cons_tru:Ction" report which is expecte_d to come out soon. · 

Education 
There are six u_niversities and ccilleges in the city, and it is well known as a science and technology 
centre. · 

The best known of ihese is Southwest University of Science and Technology. with a campus of 4000 
mu (about 260 hec:tares (640 acres)). There is a wide-band multimedia campus network, which is 
connected to the Internet. The student donm has access to telephone, Internet and TV. There are 
over 900,606 copies of books and over 10,000 electronic books in the library. The studying and 
livi_ng facilities are all on the campus. 

Others: 

• Tianfu College, Southwestern University of Finance and Economics 

• ll,1iariyang. No!Tfi<;i'.,University 
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Sir1g11larity ·of' Cl1irlcl 

S.. OCIETIES AND. NATfONS tend_ to t~1i!1k of thet~sdves as etcr~a-1. 

They also cherish a tale of their or1g1n. A special feature of Ch1-

11csc civilization is that it seems to have n<> beginning. It appears in 

history less as a conventional nation-state than a permanent natural 

phcn01nenon. ln the tale of the Yellow Emperor, revered by 1nany 

Chinese .i.s the legendary founding ruler, China seems already to exist. 

When the Yellow En1peror appears in myth, Chinese civilization has 

fallen into chaos. C91npeting princes h.arass each 6ther and the people, 

)'l't an enfeebled ruler fails to 1naintain order. Levying an army, the 

m:w hero pacifies the realm .i.nd is acclaimed as emperor. 1 

The Yellow Emperor has gone down in_history as a founding herb; 

yet in the founding 1nyth, he is reestablishing, not creating, an empire. 

China predated hi1n; it strides into the historical consciousness as an 

t·s1:iblished _state requiring only restoration, not creation. This parndcix 

of Chinese history recurs with the ancient sage Conft1cius: again,.he is 

si.:cn as the "fotJn<ler" of a culture although he stressed that he had 

invented nothing, that he was ml'.'.rely trying to reinvigon1te the prin

ciples of harmony which bad once existed in the golden age but had 

hct·n lost in Confucius's own era of political chaos. 

Reflecting on the paradox of China's origins, the nineteenth-century 

missionary and traveler, the Abbe Regis-Evariste Hue, observed: 
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Chinese civilization originates in an antiquity so remote that 

we vainly endeavor 'to discover its commencement. There are 

no traces of the state of infancy among this people. This is a 

very peculiar fact respecting China. We are accustomed in the 

history of nations to find some well-defined point of depar

ture, and the historic documents, traditions, and monuments 

that remain to us generally pern1it us to follow, almost step by 

step, the progress of civilization, to be present at its birth, to 

watch its development, its onward march, and in many c_ases, 

its subsequent decay and fall. But it is 'not thus with the Chi

nese. They seem to have been always living in the same stage 

of advancement as in the present day; and the data of antiquity 

are such as to confinn th_a_t opinion.2 

When Chinese w'ritten characters first evolved, during the Shang 

Dynasty i:n the second millennium B.c., ancient Egypt was at the height 

of its glory. The great city-states of classical Greece had not yet emerged, 

and Rome was millennia away. Yet the direct descendant of the Shang 

writing system is still used by well over a billion people today. Chinese 

today can understand inscriptions written in the age of Confucius; con

temporary Chinese books and conversations arc enriched by centuries-

. old aphorisms citing ancient battles and court intrigues. 

At the same time, Chinese history featured many periods of civil 

war, interregnum, and chaos. After each collapse, the Chinese state 

reconstituted itself as if by· some immutable law of nature. At each 

stage, a new uniting figure emerged, following essentially the prece

dent of the Yellow Emperor, to subdue his rivals and reunify China 

(and sometimes enlarge its bounds). The famous ope:ning of The Ro

mance of the Three Kingdoms, a fourteenth-century epic novel treasured 

by centuries of Chinese (including Mao, who is said to have pored over 

it almost obsessively in his youth), evokes this continuous rhythm: ''The 

empire, long divided, must uni_te; long united, must divide. Thus it has 
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ever b~en,"l Each period of disunity was viewed as an aberration. Each 

new dynasty reached back to the preyious dynasty's principles of gov

ernance in order to reestablish continuity. The fundamental precepts 
' 

of Chinese culture endured, tested by the strain of periodic calamity. 

Before the seminal event of Chinese unification in 221 11.c., there 

had been a millennium of dynastic rule that gradually disintegrated as 

the feudal subdivisions evolved from autonomy to independence, The 

culmination was two and a half centuries of turmoil recorded in his

tory as the Warring States period (475-221 B.C,), Its European equiva

lent would be the interregnum between the Treaty of Westphalia in 

1648 and the end of the Second World War, when .a multiplicity of 

Euiopean states was struggling for preeminence within the framework 

of the balance of power; After 221 B.c., China maintained the ideal of 

empire and unity but followed the practice of fracturing, then reunit

ing, in cycles sometimes lasting several hundred years. 

When the state fractured, wars between the various cor:nponen.ts 

were fought savagely. Mao once claii;ned that the population of China 

declined from fifty million to ten million during the so-called Three 

Kingdoms period (A.D. 220-80),' and the conflict among the contend

ing groups between the two world wars of the twentieth century was 

extremely bloody as well, 

At its ultimate extent, the Chinese cultural sphere stretched over a 

continental area much larger than any European state, indeed about 

the size of continental Europe. Chinese language and culture; and the 

Emperor's political writ, expanded to every known terrain: from 

the steppdands and pine forests i_n the north shading into Siberia, to the 

tropical jungles and terraced rice farms in thesouth;from the east coast 

with its canals, ports, and fishing villages, to the stark deserts of Central 

Asia and the ice-capped peaks ofthe Himalayan frontier. The extent 

and variety of this territory bolstered the sense that China was a world 

unto itself. It supported a conception of the Emperor as a. figure of 

universal consequence, presiding over tian xia, or "All Under Heaven." 
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,,,,1 L' . f'('L' F"' I . . ·1c r.,ra o _ ,r11ncsc rccrn1nencc 
Through many millennia of Chinese civilization, China was never 

obliged to deal with other countries or civilizations that were compa

rable to it in scale and sophis_tication. India was known to the Chinese, 

as Mao later noted, but for much of history it was divided into separate 

kingdoms. The two civilizations exchanged goods and Buddhist influ

ences along the Silk Road but were elsewhere walled off from casual 

contact hy the almost impenetrable Himalayas and the Tibetan Pla

teau. The. massive and forbidding deserts of Central Asia sciXtratcd 

China from the Near Eastern cultures of Persia and Babylonia ancl even 

more from the Roman Empire. Trade caravans undertook intermittent 

journeys, but Chi_na as a society did not engage societies of comparable 

scale and achievement. Though China and Japan shared a number of 

core cultural and political in_stitutions, neither was prepared to recog

ni_ze the other's superiority; their solution was to curtail contact for cen

turies at a time. Europe was even further away in what the Chinese 

considered the Western Oceans, by definition inaccessible to Chinese 

culture and pitiably incapable of acquiring it-. -as the Emperor told a 

British envoy in 1793. 

The territorial claims of the Chinese Empi_re stopped at the water's 

edge. As early as the Song Dynasty (960.,--1279), China led the world in 

nautical technology; it~ fleets could have carried the empire into an era 

of conquest an<l exploration.5 Yet China acquired no overseas colonies 

and showed relatively little interest in the countries beyond its coast. It 

developed no rationale for venturing abroad to convert the barbarians 

to Confucian 11rinciples or Buddhist virtues.' When the conquering 

Mongols commandeered the Song fleet and its experienced captains, 

they mounted ewe> attempted invasions of Japan. Both were turned 

back by inclement weather-_ the kamikaze (or ''Divine Wind") of Jap

anese lore.6 Yet when the Mongol Dynasty collapsed, the expeditions, 

though technically feasible, were never again attempted. No Chinese 
This material is distributed by Capitol Counsel LLC on behalf of U.S.-China Transpacific Foundation. 
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leader ever articulated a ratioriale foJ why China ~oulcl wa:1c to ccintrol 
I I 

the J),panese archipelago. 

l~ut iri chi: early yeurs of the Ming Dynasty, between 1405 and 14.B, 

( :hina launched one of history's most remarkable and mysterious naval 

n,ccrprises: Admiral Zheng He set out in fleets of technologically un

paralleled ''t1·easure ships" to ckstiriacions as far as Java, India, the I-lorn 

uf Africa, and the Strait of Hormuz. At the tinte of Zhen g's voyages, 

I he Europca,n age of exploration had nor yet begun. China's fleet pos

sessed what would have seemed an unbridgeable technological advan

f age: in the size, sophistication, and number of its vessels, it clwarfrcl 

the Spanish Armada (which was still 150 years away). 

Historians still debate the actual purpose of these missions. Zheng 

He was a singular figure in the age of exploration: a Chinese Muslim 

,:1111uch conscripted into imperial service as a child, he fits no obvious 

l1istorical precedent. At each stop on his journeys, he formally pro

rl:1imed the magnificence of China's new Emperor, bestowed lavish 

gifis on the rulers he encountered, and invited them to travel in person 

11r send envoys to China. There, they were to acknowledge their place 

i11 the Sinocentric world order by performing the ri,tual "kowtow" to 

;idrnowledge the Emperor's superiority. Yet beyond declaring China's 

1:rl'atness and issui,ng invitations to portentous ritual, Zheng He dis

l'laycd no territorial ambition. He brought back only gifts, or "tribute''; 

he claimed no colonies or resources for China beyond the metaphysical 
• 

liot1nty of extending the limits of All Under Heaven. At _most he can. 

I"' said to have created favorable conditions for Ch_inese merchants, 

1 Ii rough a kind of early exercise of Chinese "soft power."7 

Zheng He's expeditions stopped abruptly in 14.33, coincident with 

1 I 1c rL·currence of threats along China's norther'n land frontier. The next 

l·.111pcror ordered the fleet dismantlecl and the records of Zheng 

• 1 lc's voyages destroyed. The expeditions were never repeated. Though 

t :l,i11cse traders continued to ply the routes Zheng He sailed, China's 

11,11·,tl abilities faded-so much so that the Ming rulers' response to the 
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subsequent menace of piracy bffChina's southeast coast was to attempt 
. ' . 

a forced migration of the co:i;stal population ten miles inland. China's 

naval history was thus a hinge that failed to swing: technically capabl_e 

of dominance, China retired voluntarily frofn the field of naval explo

ration just as Western interest was beginning to t,1ke hold. 

China's splendid isolation nurtured a particular Chinese self

perceptiun. Chinese elites grew accustomed to t.he notion that China 

was unique-not just "a great civilization" among others, but civiliza

tion itself. A British translator wrote in 1850: 

An intelligent European, accustomed to reflect on the state of 

a number of countries enjoying a variety of diffeient advan

tages, and laboring each unde:r pecul.i.ar disadvanrn:ges, could, 

by a few we.II directed questions, and from very little data, 

form a tolerably correct. notion of the state cif a people hitherto 

unknown to him; btit it would be·a great error to suppose that 

this is the case with the Chinese. Their exclusion of foreigners 

and confinement to their own country has, by depriving them 

of all opportunities of making comparisons, sadly circum

scribed their ideas; they a.re thus totally un.able co free them

selves from the dominion ofassociatiun, and judge everything 

by rules of purely Chinese convention." 

China knew, of course, of different societies around its periphery 

in Korea, Vietnam, Thailand, Burma; but in the Chinese perception, 

China was considereq the center of the world, the "Middle Kingdom," 

and other societies were assessed as gradations from it. As the Chinese 

saw it, a host of lesser states that imbibed Chinese culture and paid 

tribute to China's greatness constituted the natural order of the uni

ve.rse. The borders between (~hina and the surrounding peoples were 

not so much political and territorial demarcations as cultural differen

tiations. The outward radiance of Chinese culture throughout East 
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Asia led the American political sc_ii::mist Lucian Pye to comment fa

mo~sly that, in.the modern age, Chi;na remains a "civilization pretend

ing to be a nation-state.'"' 

The pretensions underlying this traditional Chinese· world order 

cndured well into the modern era. As late as 1863, China's Emperor 

(himself a member of a "foreign" Manchu Dynasty that had conquered 

( '.hina two centuries earlier) dispatched a letter informing Abraham 

Lincoln of China's coinmitinent_ to good relations with the United 

Srnces. The Emperor based h_is communication on the grandiloquent 

assurance that, "lh]aving, with reverence, received the commission 

from Heaven to rule the universe, we regard both the middle empire 

I ChjnaJ and the outside countries as constituting one family, without 

any distinction.''10 When the letter was dispatched, China h_ad already 

lost two wars with the Western powers, which were busy staking ·out 

spheres of interest in Chinese territory. The Emperor seems to have 

l reated these catastrophes as s_imilar to other barbarian invasions that 

were overcome, in the end, by China's endurance _and superior culture. 

For most cif history, there was, in fact, nothing particularly fanciful 

about Chinese claims. With each generation, the Han Chinese had 

c.-xpanded from their original base in the Yellow River valley, gradually 

drawing neighboring societies into various stages of approximaticin of 

Cl:)inese patterns. Chinese scientific and technological achievements 

equaled, and frequently outstripped, those of their Western European, 

Indian, and Arab counterparts/1 

Not only was the scale of China traditionally far beyond that of 

the European states in population and in territory; until the Industrial 

Revolution, China was far richer. United by a vast system of canals 

con~ecting the great rivers an_d population centers, China was for cen

turiesthe world's most productive economy and most populous trading 

area. 12 But since it was largely self-sufficient, other regions had only 

peripheral comprehension of its vastness and its wealth. In fact, China 

produced a greater share of total world GDP than any Western society 
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I 
i11 eighteen of the last twenty ce~turies. As late as 1820, it produced over 

30 percent of world GDP-· -an amount exceeding the GDP of Western 

1-<:mope, Eastern Europe, and the United States combined/1 

· Western observers encount~ring China in the early modern era 

were stunned by its vitality and material prosperity. Writing in 1736, 

the French Jesuit Jean-Baptiste Du Halde summed up the awestruck 

reactions of Western visitors to China: 

The riches peculiar to each province, and the facility of convey

ing merchandise, by means of rivers and canals, have rendered 

the domestic trade of the empire always very flourish.ing .... 

The inland trade of China is so great that the cqrninerce of all 

Europe is not to be c<impared therewith; the provinces being 

like so many kin!{doms, which communicate to each other 

their respective productions.,. 

Thirty years later, the French political economist Fram;ois Quesnay 

went even further: 

I Nlo one can deny that this state is the most beautiful in the 

work!, the most densely populated, and the most flourishing 

kingdom known. Such an empire as that of China is equal to 

what all Europe would be if the latter were united under a 

single sovereign." 

China traded with foreigners and occasionally adopted ideas and 

inventions from abroad. But more often the Chinese believed that the 

111ost valuable possessions and intellectual achievements were to be 

found within China. Trade with China was so prized that it was with 

orily partial exaggeration that Chinese elites described it not as ordi

nary economic exchange but as "tribute" to China;s superiority. 
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Almi,st all empires were created hy ti,rre, hut ·,10nc can he sustained 

I 

1,y it. Universal rule, to last, needs to translate fi,rce into obligation. 

t Jliwrwise, the energies of the rulers will he exhausted in mainrnining 

, 1,,-i, dominance at the expense of thl·ir ability to shape the futlrre. 

wliirh is the ultimate task of statcsm;'.nship. Eui1;ires persist if reprcs

•,i, Ill gives way to consensus. 

So it was with China. The methods by which it' w:,s unified; and 

periodically overturned and reunified again, were oc'r,isirnrnlly brutal. 

I :hii1cse history witnessed its share of sanguinary rebellions and dynas-

1i,· 1yrants. Yet China owed its millennial suri•ival far less to the pnnish-

111<·111s meted our by its Emperors than to the community of values 

fos1crcd among its population and its governme111 of scholar-offici_als. 

Not the least exceptional aspect of Chinese cultuic is that these val-

1ws were essemially_secular in n:iture. At tht· time when Huddhism ap

peared in Indian culture stressing rnntnnplation and inner peace, and 

1111111otheism was proclaimed liy the Jewish-and, latn, Christian and 

lslamic-prophct_s wit_h an evocation of a lite :iftcr death, China pro

durnl no religious themes in the Western sense at all. The Chinese 

1)t'vcr generated a myth of cosmic creation. Their univt·rse was created 

l,y the Chinese themselves, whcise values, even when declared of uni

n:rsal applicability, were conceived of ,is Chinese in origin. 

The predominant val_ues of Chinese society were derived from tht' 

prt·scriptions of an ancient philosopher know·n to posterity as Kong 

Fu-zi (or "Confucius" in the Latinizcd vc:rsion). Confucius (5'i!-479 

1u :.) lived at the end of the so-called Spring and Autumn perioc.J (770-

·17<, B.c:.), a ti.me of political upheaval that led to the brutal struggles of 

the Warring States period (475-221 11.c:.). The ruling House of Zhou 

was in decline, unahle to exe_rtit_s authority over rchdlious princes com

l'cting for political power. Greed and violence went irncheckccl. All 

Under Heaven was again in disarray. 
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Like Machiavelli, Confucius was an itinerant in his country,-hoping 

to be retained as an advisor to one of the princes then contending for 

survivaL But unlike Ma<:h_iavelli, Confucius ·was concerned more with 

the cultivation of social harmony than with the machinations of power. 

His themes were the principles of compassionate rule, the performance 

of correct ritua_ls, and the inculcation of filial piety. Perhaps because 

he. offered his prospective employers no short-terin route to wealth 

or power, Confucius died without achieving hi~ goal: he never found a 

prince to implement his maxims, and China conti_nued its slide toward 

political collapse and. war."' 

But Confucius's teachings, recorded by his disciples, survived. When 

the bloodletting ended and China again stood unified, the Han Dy-
•. 

nasty (206 B.C.-A.D. 220) adopted Confucian thought as an official state 

philosophy. Compiled into a central collection of Confucius's sayings 

(the Analects) and subsequent books of learned commentary, the Con

fucian canon would evolve into something akiri to China's Bible and its 

Constitution combined. Expertise in these texts became the central 

qualification for service in China's imperial bureaucracy--'a priesthood 

ofliterary scholar-officials selected by nationwide competitive exarriiria

tions and charged with maintain\ng harmony in the Emperor's vast 

realms. 

Confucius's answer to the chaos of his era was the "Way" of the just 

and harmonious society, which, he taught, had once been realized 

before-in a distant Chinese golden age. Mankind's central spiritual 

task was to re-create this proper order already on the verge of being 

lost. Spiritual fulfillment was a task not so much of revelation or lib

eration but patient recovery of forgotten principles of self-restraint. The 

goal was rectification, not progress.17 Learning was the key to advance

ment in _a Confucian society. Thus Confucius taught that 

ll)ove of kindness, without a love to learn, finds itself obscured 

by foolishness; Love of knowledge, without a lov~ to learn, 
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finds itself obscured by loose speculation. Love of hon-
' 

esty, without a lov~ to learn, finds itself obscured by har1i1ful 

candour. Love c1f strnightforwa~dnt!ss, without a love to learn, 
I 

finds itself obscured by misdirected judgment. Love of dar-

ing, without a love to learn, finds itself obscured by insubor

. dination. And love for strength of character, wjthout a love to 

learn, finds itself obscured by intractability.'K 

Confucius preached a hierarchical social creed: the fundamental 

duty was to "I<.now thy place." To its adherents the Confucian order 

offered the inspiration of service in pursuit of a greater harmony; Un

like the prophets of monotheistic religions, Confucius preached no 

tdcology of history pointing mankind to personal redemption. His 

P.hilosophy sought the redemption ofthe state through righteous indi

vidual behavior. Oriented toward this world, his thinking affirmed a 

code of social conduct, not a roadmap to the afterlife. 

At the pinnacle of the Chinese order stood the Emperor, a figure 

with no parallels in the Western experience. He combined the spiritual 

as well as the secular claims of the social order. The Chinese Emperor 

was both a political ruler and a metaphysical concept. In his political 

role, the Emperor was conceived as mankind's s'upreme sovereign-the· 

Emperor of Humanity, standing atop a world political hierarchy that 

mirrored China's hierarchical Confucian social structure. Chinese pro

tocol insisted on recognizing his overlordship via the kowtow-the act 

of complete prostration, with the forehead touching the ground three 

times on each prostration. 

The Emperor's ~econd, metaphysical, role was his status as the 

"Son of Heaven,'' the symbolic intermediary between Heaven, Earth, 

and humanity. This role also implied moral obligation on the Em

peror's part. Through humane conduct, performance of correct rituals, 

and occasional stern punishments, the Emperor was perceived as the 

linchpin of the "Great Harmony" of all things great and small. If the . 
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' 
Emperor strayed from the path 'of virtue, All Under Heaven would fall 

I 

into chaos. Even natural c"atast:rophes might signify that cfoharmony 

had b~:sct the universe. The existing dynasty would be seen to have lost 

the "Mandate of Heaven" by which it possessed the right to gliver11: 

rcbcllitms W<iuld break out, and a new dynasty would restore the Grent 

Harmony of t_he universc.1''. 

Concepts of' I nlcrnal ional Hclalions: 
I 111pa1'liali1.y or l~<1uali1y:1 

Just as there a_rc no great ca_thcdrals in China, there are no Blenheim 

Palaces. Aristocratic political grandees like the Duke of Marlborough, 

Who built Blenheim, did not come into being. Europe entered the mod

ern age a welter of political clivcrsity-inclepcndent princes and dukes 

and counts, cities that governed themselves, the · Roman Cathol_ic 

Church, which daimecl an authority outside ·of state purview, and Prot

estant groups, which aspired to building their own self-governing civil 

societies. Ry contrast, when it entered the modern period, China had 

for wdl overone thousa_nd years a fully formed imperial bureaucracy 

recruited by competitive examination, permeating and regulating all 

aspects of the economy an·d society. 

The Chinese approach to world order was thus vastly different from 

the system that took hold in the West. The modem Western conception 

of in_tc_rnat_ional relations c_mergcd in the sixteenth and seventeenth cen

turies, when the medieval structure of Eufope dissolved into a group 

of states of approxill\atdy equal strength, and the Catholic Church split · 

itito vari<?us denominations. Halance-of0 power diplomacy was less a 

choice than an inevitability. No state was strong enough to impose its 

will; no religion retained sufficient authority to sustain universaiity. 

-The concept of sovereignty and the legal equality of states became the 

basis- of international law and diplomacy. 

China, hy contrast, was never engaged in sustained contact with 
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another country on the basis of equality for the simple reason that 
! 

it never· encountered societies of comparable culcu.re or m.agnitude. 

Th.it the Chincs.e Empire s\:iould tower over its geographical _sphere 
' 

was taken virtually as a law of nature, an expression of the Mandate of 

_I leaven. For Chinese Emperors, the mandate did not necessarily i1nply 

:in adversarial relationship with neigh_boring peoples; preferably it did 

11ot. Like the United States, China thought of itself as playing a special 

rol_c. Rt:tt it never espoused the American notion of universalism to 

. spread its values around the world. It confined itself to controlling the 

h:irharians immediately at its doorstep. It strove for tributary states like 

K"rca to recognize China's special status, and in return, it conferred 

i>l'11<.:fits such as trading rights. As for the remote barbarians such as 

hm>peans, about whom they knew little, the Chinese maintained a 

i"rirnclly, if condescending, aloofness. They had little interest in convert

ing rhem to Chinese ways. The founding Emperor of the Ming Dy-

11:1s1 y expressed chis view in 1372: "Countries of the western ocean arc 

ri)!.lidy called dista.nt regions. They come I to Lrsi across the seas. And it 

is difficult for them to calculate the year and month !of arrival I: Re

g:irdlt·ss of their numbers, we treat them ion the principle ofl 'those 

wlu, come modestly arc sent off generously."'1" 

Tl1t· Chinese Emperors fdt it was impractical to contemplate influ

,·,,ciu~ countri.es that nature hacl given the misfortune of locating at 

•,11,·I, :i great distance from China. In the Chinese version of cxception

_.,Ji,,n, China did not export its ideas but let others come to seek them. 

:"i,·ighhoring peoples, the Chinese believed, beneficed from contact 

· wi1 h China and civili7 . .ation so long tis they acknowledged thc ·su7.er

.,in1 y of"the Chinese government. Those who did not were barbarian. 

:•:11l,M·n·il·11ce to the Emperor and observance of imperial rituals was 

d,c n,rc of cultilre.11 When the empire was strong, this cultural sphere 

,:111;1111lnl: All Under Heaven was a multinational entity comprising 

d,;. ,:1 l111ir Han Chinese majority and numerous non-Han Chinese eth-

111• ,.:.1n11ps. 
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In official Chinese records, foreign envoys did not come to the im

perial court to engage in neg,otiations or affairs of state; they "came to 

be transformed" by the Em1iernr's civilizi~g influence. The Emperor 

did not hold "summit meetings" with other heads of .state, instead, 

audit'nccs with him represented the "tender cherishing of men from 

afar," who brought tribute to recognize his overlordship. When the 

Chinese court deigned to send envoys abroad, they were not diplomats, 

hut "Heavenly Envoys" from the Celestial Court. 

The organization of the Chinese government reflected the hierar

. chical approach to world order. China handled ties with tribute-paying 

states such as Korea, Thailand, and Vietnam through the Ministry of 

Rituals, implying that diplomacy with these peoples was but one aspect 

of the larger metaphysic:11 task of administering the Great Harmony. 

With less Sinicized mounted tribes to the north and west, China came 

to rely on a "Court of Dcpcnclencics," analogous to a colonial office, 

whose mission was to invest vassal princes with titles and maintain 
' . 

peace on the frontierY 

Only under the pressure of Western incursions in the nineteenth 

century did China establish something analogous to a foreign ministry 

to manage diplomacy as an independent function of government, in 

1861 after the defeat in two wars with the Western powers. It was con

sidered a temporary necessity, to be abolished once the immediate crisis 

subsided. The new ministry was deliberately located in an old and 

Ltnclistinguished building previously used by che Department of Iron 

Coins, to convey, in the words of the leading Qing Dynasty statesman, 

Prince Gong, "the hidden meaning that it cannot have a standing equal 

to that of other traditional government offices, thus preserving the dis-

.. tinction between China and foreign countries."23 

European-style ideas of interstate politics and diplomacy were not 

unknown in the Chinese experience; rather, they existed as a kind of 
1 

cou_ntertradition taking place within China in times ofdisunity. But as I 
I 
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if by 'some unwritten law, these p_eriods of division ended with the re

unification of All Under Heaven,' and the reassertion of Chinese 

centrality by a new dymtsty. 

In its imperial role, China offered surrounding foreign peoples im

partiality, not equality: it would treat them htimanely and compas

sionately in proportion to their attainment of Chinese culture and their 

observance of rituals connoting submission to China. 

What was most remarkable about the Chinese approach to interna-

1 ional affairs was less its monumental formal pretensions than its un

derlying strategic acumen and longevity. ror during most of Chinese 

history, the numerous ''lesser" peoples along China's long and shifting 

frui1tiers were often better armed and more mobile than the Chinese. 

Ti1 China's north and west were seminomadic peoples-the Manchus, 

l'vlungols, Uighurs, Tibetans, and eventually the expansionist Russian 

E111pire-whosc mounted c_avalry could launch raids across its extended 

frontiers on China's agricultural heartland with relative impun_ity. Re-

1alia1ory expeditions faced inhospitable terrain and extended supply 

lines. 1i, China's south and east were peoples who, though nominally 

,11hordinate in the Chinese cosmology, possessed sign·ificant martial 

1 radii ium a_nd national identities. The most tenacious of them, the Viet-

11an1e.st·, had fiercely resisted Chinese claims of superiority and could 

, l.11111 111 have bested China in battle. 

I '.liina was in no position to conquer all of its neighbors. Its popu-

1.,• i111J ,:rn1sisted mainly of farmers bou.nd to _their ancestral plots. Its 

1n:1111larin dite earned their positions not through displays of martial 

,·:ol11r l,111 hy way of mastery of the C',anfucian cl_assics and refined arts 

,.111 Ii a, r:1lligraphy and poetry. lndividu_ally, neighboring peoples cimld 

I'''"" l11rn1idahlc threats; with.any degree of unity, they would be over

,d..-liuing. The historian Owen Lattimore wrote, "Barbarian irwasiun 

,1,.-,,.f,,11• hung over China as a permanent threat .... Any barbarian 

......... , 1 ha1 rnuld guard its own rear and flanks against the other 
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. I . 
~arbarians could set out confidently to invade China."2-1 China's vaifoted . . . . . I 

centrality and material wealth would turn on itself and into an invita-

. tion for invasion frcim all sides. 

The Great Wall; so prominent in Western iconography of China, 
. ' . 

was a reflection of this basic vulnerability, though rarely a successful 

solution. to it. I n"ste·ad, Chinese statesmen relied on a rich array of dip

lomat_ic and cconomi.c instruments to draw potentially hostile foreign

ers into relationships the Chinese could manage. The highest aspiration 

was less to conquer (though China occasionally mounted major mili

tary campaigns) than to deter invasion and prevent the formation of 

barbarian coalitions. 

Thr<>ugh trade incentives and skill fol use of political theater, China 

coaxed neighboring peoples into observing the norms of Chinese cen

trality while prcijecting an image of awesome majesty to deter potential 

irivadt·rs from testing China's strength. Its goal was not to conquer and 

subjug:11c the barbarians but to "rule I them I with a loose rein" (ji 1ni). 

For those who would not obey, China would exploit divisions among 

them, fomously "using barbarians to check barbarians" and, when nec

cssa ry, "using barbarians to attack barbarians."15 For as a Ming Dy

misty official wrote of the potentially threatening tribes on China's 

nort heaster'n frcmtie•r: ' 

11 If the tribes are divided among themselves they lwill remain I 
wt•:ik and lit will bel easy to hold them in subjection; if the 

triht's :ire separated they shun each other and readily obey. We 

favi1r (me or other !of their chiefrninsl and permit thein ti:> fight 

l'.1chother. This is a principle of political action which asserts: 

"Wars between the 'barbarians' arc auspicious for China."2" 

. The goal of this system was essentially defensive: to prevent the 

format.ion of coalitions on China's borders. The principles of barbarian 

m;nagement became so ingrained in Chinese official thought that 
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wh,:n the European "harbarians" ;irrivcd on China's shores in force in 

""' nineteenth century, Chinese olficd11s dcsrrihccl their challenge with 
. ' 

il1t· same phrases used by their dynastic predecessors: they i,voiild "tise 

harb,irians against barbari;\lls" until' they could he soothed and sub

d11ed. And they applied a traditionalstr,itegy to answer the initial Brit

ish ;1ttack. They invited other European countries in for the purpose 

nl' first stimulating and then manipulating tht·ir rivalry. 

'In pursuit of these aims, the Chinese court was remark,ihly prag

,n,/tic about the means it employed. The Chinese bribed the barbarians, 

"r used Han cle':'ographic superiority to dilute them; when ddeated, 

liwy submitted to them, as in the beginninj!; of rhe Yuan and (Jing 

I >ynasties, as a prduck to Sinicizing them. Tht· ( :hinc:se court regularly 

11racticecl what in -other contexts would he considered appeasement, 

albeit through an elaborate filter of pri,tornl that all0 wed the Chinese 

<"lites to claim it was an assertion of hcncvolcnt superiority. Thus a 

!·Ian Dynasty minister clcscrihcd the "five baits" wirh which he pro

pnscd to manage the mounted Xiongmt tribc·s to China's nc,:rthwestnn 

frontier: 

To givt' them ... elabornte d<?thes and carriages in order to 

corrttpt th(·ir eyes; to give.· tllt·nl finl' food in order to-corrupt 

their mouth~ to give them music a.1)d wonwn ln ordn to cor

rupt their ears; to provide them with lofty h11ildings, 1;r.inaries 

and sl~vt:s in ordc:r to corrupt th<.·ir .stomach .. .. ·and, as for 

those who come to surrender, the_ emperor I should I show them 

favor by honoring them with an impt•rial reception p,my in 

which the emperor should personally serve them wine and. 

food so as to corrupt t_heir mind. These are wh:tt may be calkd 

the five baits. ' 7 

In periods of strength, the diplomacy of the Middle Kiniclom was 

an ideologica_l rationali1~1tion for imperial power. During periods of 
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I 
dedine, it served to mask weakness and helped China manipulate con~ 

tending forces. 

In comparison to more recent regional contenders for power, China 

was a satisfied empire with limited terri_torial ambition. As a scliol_ar 
. ' . 

during the Han Dynasty (A.D. 25~220) put it, "the emperor does not 

govern the barbarians. Those who come to him will not be. rejected, and 

those who leave will not be pursued."2
H The objective was a compliant, 

divided periphery, rather than one directly under Ch_inese control. 

The most remarkable expression of China's fundamental pragma

tism was its reaction to conquerors. When foreign dynasts prevailed in 

batde,the Chinese bureaucratic elite would offer their services and ap-
., peal to their conquerors on the premise that so vast and unique a land 

as they had just overrun could be ruled only by use of Chinese meth- . 

ods, Chinese language, and the existing Chinese bureaucracy. With 

each generation, the conquerors would find themselves increasingly · 

assimilated into the order. they had sought to dominate. Eventually 

their own home territories-the launching points for their invasions

would come to be regarded as part of China itself They would find 

themselves pursuing traditional Chinese national interests, with the 

project of conquest eff~ctively turned on its head.29 

Chinese Rea/,politik and Sun Tzu's Art ofWar 
The Chines~_ ha:ve been shrewd practitioners of Realpolitik and stu

dents of a stdt~gic doctrine distinctly different from the strategy and 

diplomacy that found favor in the West. A turbulent history has. taught 

Chinese leaders tl:iat not every problem has a solution and thattoo great 

an emphasis on total mastery over specific events could upset the har

mony of the universe. There were too many potential enemies for the 

· empire ever to live in total security. If China's fate was relative security, 

it also implied relative insecurity-the need to learn the grammar of 

over a dozen neighboring states with significantly different histories 
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and aspirations. Rarely did Chinese statesmen risk the outcome of a 
.I 

,·011(')ict on a single all-or-nothing cl,ash; elaborate multiyear maneuvers 

11•,-r,· closer to their style. Where the Western tradition prized the de

risive clash of forces emphasizing feats of heroism, the Chinese ideal 

,t r,·ssed subtlety, indirection, and the patient accum1,1lation of relative 

advantage. 

This contrast is reflected in the respective intellectual games favored 

I ,y c.:ach civili_zation. China's most endu_ring game is wei qi (pronounced 

roughly "way chee," and often known in the West by a variation of its 

faJ\,mese name,go). Wei qi translates as "a game of surrounding pieces"; 

i1 irnplies a concept of strategic encirclement. The board, a grid of 

11i11c.:teen-by-nineteen lines, begins empty. Each player has 180 pieces, 

or stones, at his disposal, each of equal value with the others. The play

c.:rs take turns placing stones at any point on the board, building up 

positions of strength while working to encircle and capture the oppo

nent's stones. Multiple contests take place simultaneously in different 

regions of the board. The balance of forces shifts incrementally with 

each move, as the players implement strategic plans and react to each 

01 her's initiatives. At the end of a well-played game, the board is filled 

hy partially interlocking areas of strength. The margin of advantage is 

often slim, and to the u~trained eye, the identity of the winner is not 

always immediately obvious.1" 

Chess, on the other hand, is about total victory. The purpose of the 

game is checkmate, to put the opposing king into a position where he 

can.not move without being destroyed. The vast majority of games encl 

in total victory achieved by attrition or, more rarely, a dramatic, skillful 

maneuver. The only other possible outcome is a dra:w, meaning the 

abandonment of the hope for victory by both parties. · 

If chess is about the decisive battle, wei qi is about the protracted 

campaign. The chess player aims for total victory. The wei qi player 

seeks relative advantage. In chess, the player always has the capability 

of the adversary in front of him; all the piec_es are always fully deployed. 
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Tf lr.Ol'TC:O~IE OF A fl'H/ {Ii (;AW, Bfn'WEEN TW() ~xr~:RT PLAYERS. 

Ill.ACK HAS WON BY A SI.IC;JJT MARCHN. 

Snurce:.l)rwitl J,,ai, ''/~an,i11gfmm thr Stones: A (;o ,.Jpproadt 
lo Afttstcring Chim,~,; Str,1tq,t.ic Conn-pt, Shi" ((,{rr/1!>/~, fA: 

U.S., lrmJ', 11111· College Sr,111<11ic· S111di,, /n,ritute, 2004), 

The wei qi player needs to assess not only the pieces on the bo_ard 

but the reinforcements the adversary is in a position to deploy. Chess 

teaches the Clausewitzian concepts of "center of gravity" and the "de

t·isivc point"-thc game usually beginning as a struggle for the center 

of the board. Wei qi teaches the an of strategic encirclement. Where the 

skillful chess player aims to eliminate his opponent's pieces in a series 

of hc:ad-on clashes; a ta_lented wei qi player moves into "empty" spaces 

on the board, gradually mitigating- the strategic potential of his oppo-
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nrn1's picc<·s. Chl"ss 11rml11n:s si.nglccmindedness; wei qi generntes stra-. 

1,-, . .;ic fkxibility. ' 

A similar contrast exists in the case of China's distinctive military 

I lirnry. Its foundations wcr<:: laid during a period of upheaval, when 

1111 hkss struggles between rival ki.ngcloms decimated China's popula-

1 ion. Reacting to this slaughter (and seeking to emerge victorious from 

i1 ), ( :hinese rhi.nkers developed strategic thought that placed a premiL;l11 

011 victory thrciugh psychological advantage and preached the avoid

am-c of direct conflict. 

The seminal figure in this tradition is known to history as Sun Tzu 

(or "Master Sun"), author of the famed treatise The Art of War. Intrigu

ingly, no one is sure exactly who he, was. Since ancient tin'les, scholars 

have debated the identity of The Art of War's author and the date of its 

composition. The book presents itself as a collection of sayings by one 

Sun Wu, a general and wandering military advisor from the Spring 

and Autumn period of Chinese history (770-476 H.c.), as recorded by 

his disciples. Some Chinese and later Wes.tern scholars have questio•ne·d 

whether such a Master Sun existed or, ifhc did, whether he was in fact 

responsible for The Art of Wa,·'s cimtents . ., 

Well over two thousand years after its composition, this volume of 

epigra·mmittic observations on strategy, diplomacy, and war-written 

in classical Chinese, halfway between poetry and prose-rcmaim :t 

central text of military thought. Its maxims found vivid ei<"pressi6n in 

the twentieth0 century.Chincse civil war at the hands of Sun Tzu'sstu

dent Mao Zeclong, and in the Vietnam wars, as Ho Chi Minh and Vo 

Nguyen Giap cmployc::d Sun Tzu's princii1les of indirect attack and 

psychological combat against France and then the United Scates. (Sun 

T7,u has also achieved a second car~er of sorts in the West, with popu

lar editions of The A,1 of War recasti_ng him as a modern busi11ess n,an

agement guru.) Even today Sun Tzu's text reads with a degree of 

immediacy and insight that places him among the ranks of the world's 

foremost strntegic thinkers. One could argue that the disregard of his 
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.'I dead ma.ii 

<'.!1111101 be 
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So the enlightened ruler 

I.< prudcn1; 

The effective general 

Is cautious. 

This is the Way 

To keep a nation 

At peace 

And an a,my 

lntactY 
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What should a statesman be prudent about? For Sun Tzu, victory 

:is not simply the triumph of annJcl forces. Instead, it is the achievement 

'of the ultimate political objectives tbat the military clash was intended· 

to scci1rc. Far better than challenging the enemy on the field of battle 

is undermining an enemy's morale or maneuvering him into an un

favorable pi>sition from which escape is impos·sible. Because war is a 

desperate and complex enterprise, self-knowledge is crucial. Strategy 

resulves itself into a psychological contest: 

Ultimate exa·llmce lies 

Not in iuinninp, 

Every butt/1· 

But in de.feating the enemy 

Without everfighti11g. 

The highest fonn of warfare 

I.< to ctttack, f the enemy's f 
Stmtegy itself; 

'f'h,· next, 

To attack / his I 

, 1//iuncei. 

7'he ne'rt, 

To attack 

A_rm"ies; 

Th1: lowest form of war is 

'fo attack 

Cities._ 

Siq(t: warfare 

I.< a !,1st 1-esort . . . 

The Skillfa[ Strategist 

Defeats tht: enemy 

Without doing battlt:, 
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Without protracted wm: 1·1 
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l.lc:illy, the commander would achieve a position of such dominance 

I 1!;11 hl' could avoid battle entirely. ( lr else he wottld use arms to deliver 

",·oup de grace afo:r extcnsivt' analysis and logis_tirnl, diplomatic, and 

p,yd,ological preparation. Thus Sun T,.u's counsel that" 

The victorious army 

Is victorious first 

And seeks battle later; 

The defeated 1zrmy 

Does battle first 

And seeks vi,10ry late1:" 

Because attacks on an oppcincnt's str.itegy and his allianc<:s involve 

psychology and perception, Sun Tzu places considerable emphasis on 

1 he me of subterfuge and misinform:ition. "When able," he rnumdcd, 

Feign inability; 

Whe12 deployi1ig troops, 

Appear 1101 to be. 

When 11ea1; 

Appear far; 

Whe11fo1; 

Appear 11ea1: io 

·n, t_hc commander following Si:10 Tzu's precepts, a victory achieved 

indirectly through deception or mariipulation is more hurnane (and 

• surely more economical) than a triumph by superior force. The Art of 
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War advises the commander to induce his opponent into accoi:npl.ishing 

the commander's _own aims or force him into a position so impossible 

that he opts to surrender his army or state unharmed. 

Perhaps Sun Tzu's ri1ost important insight was that in a military or 

strategic contest, everything i_s relevant and connected: weather, terrain, 

diplomacy, the reports of spies and double agents, supplies and logistics, 

the balance of forces, historic perceptions, the intangibles of surprise 

and morale. Each factot influences the others, giving rise to subtle shifts 

in mome11tui:n iind relative advantage. There a:re no isolated events. 

Hence the task of a strategist is less to analyze a particular situation 

tha_n to determine its relationship to the context in which it occurs. No 

particular constellation is ever static; any patter11 is temporary and in 

essence evolving. The strategist must capture the direction ofthat evo

lution and make it serve his ends. Sun Tzu uses the word "shi" for that 

quality, a concept with no direct Western counterpart.37 In the military 

context, shi q>nnotes the strategic trend and ''potential energy" of a . 

developing situation, ''the. power inherent in the particular arrange

ment of elements and ... its developmental tendency."38 .In The Art <if 

War, the word connotes the ever-changing configuration of forces as 

· . wdl as their general trend. 

To Sun Tzu, the strategist mastering shi is akin to water flowii:ig 

downhill, automatically finding the swiftest and easiest course. A suc

cessful commander waits before charging headlong into battle_. He 

shies away from an enemy's strength; he spends his time observing and 

cultivating changes in the strategic landscape. He studies tfie enemy's 

prepa_rations and his morale, husbands resources and defines them 

carefully, and plays on his opponent's psychological weaknesses-un.til 

at last he perceives the opportune moment to strike the enemy at his 

weakest point. He the_n deploys his resou_rces swiftly and suddenly, 

rushing "downhill" along the path ofleast resistance, in an assertion of 

superiority that careful timing and preparation have rendered a fait 

accompli. 39 The Art of War articulates a doctrine less of territorial 
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b,11qm:st than ?f psychological dominance; it was the way the North 

Vi1·111amese fought America (though Hanoi usually translated its psy

.-111,loµ;ical gaii1s into actual territorial conquests as well). 

I II general, Chinese statesmanship exhibits a tendency to view the 

n11 in.: strategic landscape as part of a singl7 whole: good and evil, near 

,,ucl for, strength and weakness, past and future all interrelated. In 

rn111rast to the Western approach of treating history as a process of 

11Hidc.:rnity achieving a series of absolute victories over evil and back

\\'ardness, the traditional Chinese view of history emphasized a cyclical· 

process of decay and rectification, in which nature and the world can 

h" tmderstood but not completely mastered. The best that can be ac

r.,111pl ished is to grow into harmony with it. Strategy and statecraft 

I ,erome means of '·'combative coexistence'' with opponents. The goal is 

10 maneuver them into weakn_ess while building up one's own shi, or 

sr rategic position.◄0 

This "maneuvering" approach is, of course, the ideal and not al

w:,ys the reality. Throughout their history, the Chinese have had their 

share of"unsubtle" and brutal conflicts, both at home and occasionally 

abroad. Once these conflicts erupted, such as during the unification of 

( :hina under the Qin Dynasty, the clashes of the Three Kingdoms 

period, the quelling of the Taiping Rebdlion, and the twentieth-. 

tTntury civil war, China was subjected to wholesale loss oflife on a leve_l 

wmparable to the European world wars. The bloodiest conflicts 

, ,c:c·urred as a result.of the breakdown of the internal Chinese system

in other words, as an aspect of internal adjustments of a state for which 

domestic stability and protection against looming foreign invasion are 

equal concerns. 

For China's classical sages, the world could never be conquered; 

wise rulers could hope only to harmonize with it.s trends. There was 

no New World to populate, no redemption awaiting mankind on dis

tant shores. The promised land was China, and the Chinese were al

ready there. The blessings of the Middle Kingdom's culture might 
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theoretically he extended, by China's superior example, to the foreign

ers on the empire's periphery. Bt1t there was no glory to _be found in 

venturing across the seas to convert "heathens" to Chinese ways; the 

customs C>f the Cdc-stial Dynasty were plainly beyond the attainment 

of the far barbarians. 

This may he. the clecpt·r meaning of China's abandonment of its 

naval tradition. Lecturing in the 1820s on his philosophy of history, the 

German philosopher Hegel dcsc_ribecl the Chinese tendency to see the 

huge Pacific Ocean to their cast as a barren waste. He noted that China, 

by :,nd large, did not venture to the seas and instead depended on its 

great bndmass. The land imposed "an infinite multitude of dependen

cies," whereas the sea propelled people "beyond these limited circles of 

thought and action": "This stretching out of the sea beyond the limita-
, 

tions of the !::incl, is wanting to the splendid political edifices of Asiatic 

States, alth<itigh they themselves border on the sea-as for example, 

China. For them the sea is only the limit, the ceasing of the land; they 

have no positive relations to it." The West had set sail to spread its trade 

and values throughout the world. In this respect, Hegel argued, land

bound China-· -which in fact had once been the world's greatest naval 

power-. wa_s "severed froni the general historical dcvelopment.''11 

With 'these distinctive traditions and millennial habits of superior-

. i_ty, China entered the modern age a singular kind of empire: a state 

claiming universal relevance for its culture and institutions but mai<ing 

-few efforts to proselytize; the wealthiest country i_n the world but one 

that was indifferent to foreign trade and technological innovation; a 

culture of cosmopolitanism overseen by a political elite oblivious to the 

. onset of the Western age of exploration; and a politic_al unit of unparal

. - lded geographic extent that was unaware of the technological and his

torical currents that would soon threaten its existence. 
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Next week marks the 216th anniversary of the found.ing of the West Point Military Academy. Its 

founding came less than 20 years after the defeat of the British at Yorktown in 1781. It followed 

t_he decision by Pres_ident Thomas Jefferson to establish the United States Military Academy just 

after his inauguration in 1801. Indeed the United States coritineiltal army first occupied this place 

on 27 January 1778,' barely two years into the Revolutionary War, when things were·not 

proceeding all that we!I against the B_ritish in th.at great conflagration. So you have been hl)re at 

West Point since virtually the first birth-pangs of this great Republic. 

Over'the span of history, this nation has grown from thirteen fissiparous colonies to become the 

most powerful nation on earth. And while the challenges have been many, you have preserved 

the flame of liberai democracy throughout the n:ation' s rise. 

When t_hi_s nat,ion w~ being born, China was at its height. In 1799; the Qianlong Emperor died, 

having reigned for over 60 years. His grandfather, the Kangxi Emperor, had reigned for 6 I years 

until 1722. Between both their reigns, the. territorial expanse of the Chinese Empire virtually 

doubled, occupying some IO per cent of the world's land area, 30 percent of the world's 

population, and 32 percent of the world's economy. 

Although the United States sought to establish consular relations with China in 1784, this was 

rebuffed by Qianlong's co.urt, delaying the establishment of diplomatic re_l_atio_ns un_til 1844 with 

the Treat ofWangxia. By this stage, China had already suffered its first major defeatat the hands 

of the British during the First Opium War. The se:Cond defeat would follow les_s th.an 20 years 
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' . 
later at the hl\flds of the British and the French. And so began China's "Century of National 

' . 

Humiliation"; until the birth of the People's Republic in 1949. 

As for Australia, proudly an ally of the United States since w~ first fought together in the 

t_renches i_n 1918, our s_hort h_istory, 1:11 least as a ·settler society, h_as been considerably more recent 

than either China or the USc--although our indigenous peoples, ·Aboriginal Australians, are the 

oldest continuing cultures on earth, going back 60,000 years. Because Washington's continental 

army prevailed at Yorktown in 1781, not only d_id Britai_I) lose these colon_i_es, it also lostits 

convict dumping ground at Savannah Georgia. Back in the British Admiralty, after the Treaty of 

Paris in 1783, they dusted offthe·navigation charts of James Cook taken some 13 years before, 

and in 1788 established a convict colony and the first European settlement in what we now call 

Sydney, Australia. 

China, because of its proximity and size, has loomed large.in the Australian naticinal imagination 

ever since. Just as it now looms large in the global imagination. Not least because China's new 

leadership, under Xi Jinping, as of the very ciay he first came to power as Genera.I Secret!lry of 

the Chinese Communist Party five years ago, claimed that China's national mission was now one 

of"national renaissance" (guojia fuxing). 

Xi Ji_nping, in rallying his party to a future vision for his country, looks deeply to China's history 

as a source of national inspiration. China's national pride at the historical a~hi_eve111ents ofthi: 

great dynasties of the Qing, Ming, Song, Tang, and the Han is palpable. The Chinese political 

leadership ha_rnes_s their national past selectively, always carefully using rose-coloured glasses, 

omitting those chapters which may be more problematic for China's current national narrative. 

But then again, China's leaders are no more guilty of this than other countries. 

Nonetheless, for thos:C who are professionally charged with in_terpreting Ch_i_na's filture, as you 

are in this great military academy, it means that we must also take time to understand China's 

p1:1St. To understand how China perceives the world around it. And to understand how it now 

perceives its ciwn national destiny in the tlirbulent world of the 21st cent_ury. 

It is cine of.the reasons why after more than 40 years of studying Chim:se l;i,nguage, history, 

politics, economics, and culture, I have embarked on a fresh research project at Oxford 
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' I 
University, s~eking to define Xi Jinping's worldview. This is not a static process. This is a 

I 
dynamic process. China is as much deeply mark,ed by its past, as it is being reshaped by the 

, I 

unprecedented torrent of econ·omic, social, cultural, and technological forces t.hat are washing 
' 

over its future. 

Ovef.the last 40 years I have engaged China as a student, bureaucrat, diplomat, men1ber of 

parliament, foreign minister, and prime minister. And now as the President of an American think 

tank, part of a vene.rable. institution, the Asia Society, which has been. engaging Chin.a since the 

earliest days of the People's Republic in 1956. Understanding China is a lifelong journey. 

Forthose of you who would become the next generatio.n of American milit:ary lead.ers, it must be 

your lifelong journey as welL I argue that there will be no more important part of your 

profe_ssional s.kiB-craft than to understand how Chinese leaders think, how they perceive the 

world, arid how the world should most productively engage them. That appl}es also to .your 

country's future political leadership, corporate leadership, and every branch of its military. So I 

en.courage you..i.n your mi.~sion. 

DEFINING XI J(NPING'S CHIN.A 

Xi's Political Authority 

The beginning of wisdom in understanding Chiria' s view of the world is to understand c·hina' s 

view of the future of its own country-its politics, its economics, its society. Xi Jinping lies at 

the apex of the Chinese pofitical system. But his influence.n()W perme_ates every level. Five years 

ago, I wrote that Xi would be China's most powerful leader since Deng. I was wrong. He's now 

China's most powerful leader since Mao. We see this at multiple levels. The anti-corruption 

cam:paign he's wielded across the Party has not only helped him "cl.ean up'' the country's almost 

industrial levels of corruption. It has also afforded the additional benefit of ''cleaning up;' all of 

Xi Jinping's political opponents on the way through. It's a formidable list: 

• Bo Xilai, Politburo member and Party Secretary of Chongqing; 

• Zhou Yongk.ang, PoH.tburn Standing Committee member and head of the internal security 

apparatus; 

• Xu Caihou, Vice Chairman of the Central Military Commission; 

• GuoBoxiong, Vice Chairman of the Central Military Commission; 
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• Lirig Jihua, former Chief of the Gene·ra1 Office1ofthe CPC and Chief of Staff to Hu Jintao; 

• Sun Zhengcai, Politburo member and another Party Secretary from Chongqing; 

• And just prjor to the 19th Party Congress, Gen~ral Fang Fenghui, Chief of the Joint Staffs, and 

General Zhang Yang, Director of the PLA Political Work Department, who rece11tly ~ommi_tted 

suicide. 

None of this is for the faint-hearted. It says much about the inherent nature of a Chinese political 

s"ystem which has rarely managed leadership transitions s_moothly. But it also points to the 

political skill-craft of Xi Jinping himself. 

Xi Jinping is rio political neophyte. He has grown up in Chinese party politic_s as cond_uctt:_d aJ t_h_e 

highest levels. Through.his father, Xi Zhongxun, he has been on both the winning.side and the 

losing side ofth_e many bloody battles that _have bee_n fought within the Chinese Communist 

Party since the days of the Cultural Revolution half a century ago. 

There is fittle that XiJinping h.l!Sn't seen with h_is own eyes on the deepest internal workings of 

the Party. He has been through a "masterclass" of not only how to sutviv_e it, _b-ut also on how to 

prevai_l within it-. For these reasons, he has proven himself to be the most formidable politician of 

his age. He has succeeded in pre-er1pting, outfl_a,nking, 011rmanoeuvring, and then removing each 

of his political adversaries. The polite term for this is power consolidation. In that, he has 

certain_ly succeeded. 

The external manifestations of this are seen in the decision, now endorsed oy the 19th Party 

Congress and the 13th National People's Congress, to form~lly enshrine '-'Xi Jinping Thought" as 

part of the Chinese constitution. For Xi Jinping's predecessors, Deng,_Jiang and Hu, th_i_s 

privilege was only accorded them after they had formally left the political stage. In Xi fin ping's 

case, it occurs near the beginning of what is likely to be a long political career . 

. ' 
A further manifestation of XiJinping's extraordinary p_oiitical power has b:een the co11:centrat_ion 

of the policy machinery of the Chinese Communist Party. Xi now chairs six top-level "leading 

small groiips" as well as a number of c_entral committees and commissions covering every major 

area of policy. 
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A third expression ofXi's power has been the selection of candidates for the seven-man 
' 

Standing Committee of the Politburo, the 20-person wider Politburo, and the 209-member 

Central Committee, There's been some debate among China analysts as to the degree to which 

these ranks are now filled with Xi loyalists. My argument is simple: it is a much more 

accommodating and comfortable set of appointments from Xi Jinping's personal perspective 

than what he inherited from the 18th Party Congress. 

Furthermore, his ability to prevail on critical personnel selection is underlined by the impending 

appointment of his close friend and colleague Wang Qisha:n as Chinese Vice Preside_nt Wang 

Qishan himself has passed the retirement age, but this has proven to be no obstacle to retaining 

h_im as an ex-officio member of the polit_buro standing committee, as reflected in t_he footage 

carried yesterday by the Chinese media of the opehing sessions of the National Peciple's 

Congress. And it is Wang Qishan who will be entrusted by Xi with working-level responsibility · 

for the vast comph:xity t_h_at is now t_he US-China relation.ship. 

A fifth manifestation o~XiJinping's accumulation of unchallenged personal power has been the 

dec_ision to remove t_he provision of the 1982 Chi.n_ese State C9i:i_stit_u~_ion, wh_ich impose_d a limit 

of two five-year terms on those appointed to the Chinese presidency. Xi Jinping is now 64 years 

ol<j. He wiH be 69 by the expiration of his second term as President, General Secretary of the 
' 

Party, arid Chairman of the Central Military Commission. Given his own family's longevity (his 

father lived to 88, and his mother is still alive at 91), as well as the general longevity of China's 

most senior political leaders, i_t is prudent for us to assume that X_i Jinping, in one form or 

another, will remain China's paramount leader through the 2020's and into the. following 

decade. 

He therefore begins to loom large as a dominant figure rio_t just in Chinese history, but in wo_rl_d 

history, in the twenty0 first century. It will be on his watch that China finally becomes the largest 

econo111y in the world, or is at least returned to that status, which it last held during the Qing 

dynasty. 

Finally, there is the personality of Xi Jinping himself as a source of political authority. For thosi 

who have met him and had conversations with him, he has a strong intellect, a deep sense of his 
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' ' ' . 
country's and the world's history, and a deeply defined worldview of where he wants to lead his 

I • ! • 
cou_ntry. Xi Ji_nping is no accidental president. Ir s as ifhe has been planning for this all his life. 

. ' 

It has been a lifetime's accumulation of the intellectual software, combined with the political 

hardware of raw politics, which form the essential qual_ities of high political leadership in 

_countries such as China. For the rest of the world, Xi Jiriping represents a formidable partner, 

competitor or adversary, depending on the paths that are chosen in the future. 

There are those within the Chinese political system who have opposed this large-scale 

accumulation ofpers_onal power in the hands of Xi Jinping alone, mindful of the lessons. from 

Mao. In particular, the deci_sion to alter the term-limits concerning the Chinese presidi:_ncy has 

been of great symbolic significance within the Chinese domestic debate. State censorship was 

immediately applied to any disc.ussion of tile subject across China's often unruly social media. 

The People's Daily, in a surprisingly defensive editorial last week, was at pains to point out that 

the changes to term limits for the Chinese presidency simply brought China's state constitution 

into line with the Party constitution, whic_h imposed no term li111its on the positions of General 

Secretary and Chairman of the Central Military Commission. Even more defensively, the 

People's Daily was at equal pains to point out that these constitutional changes did not signify 

"leadership foflife". 

For Xi's _continuing opponents wit_hin the system, what we might describe as "a silent minority", 

this has created a central, symbolic target for any reseritnierits they mayhold against Xi Jiriping's 

le_a<ie_rship. It would be deeply analytically flawed to conclude that these individuals have any 

real prospect of pushing back against the Xi Jinping political juggernaut i11 th_e foreseeable 

future. But what these constitutional changes have done is fo make Xi. potentially vulnerabl_e to 

any single, large-scale adverse event in 'the future. If you have become, in effect, "Chairman of 

Everything\ then it i_s easy for your politic.al opponents to hold you responsible for anything and 

everything that could go wrong, whether you happen to be respon~ible for i_t or not_. 

This could include any profound miscalcu,lation, or unintt:nded consequence, arising from 

contingencies on the Korean Peninsula, Taiwan, the South China Sea, the Chinese debt crisis, or 

large-scale social disruption arising fro111 unmanageable air poHution or a collapse in 

employment through a loss of competitiveness, large-scale automation or artificial intelligenc·e. 
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I 
However, militating against any of the above, and the ''tipping points" which each could 

I . 

represent, is fXi Jinping's seemingly absolute cofnmand of the security and intelligence apparatus 

of the Chinese Communist Party and the state. Xi Jiriping loyalists have been placed i_n corn.rn.ancl 

of all sensitive positions across the security establishment. The People's Armed Police.have now 

been placed firmly under party control n1ther th.an under the control of the state. And then there 

is the new technological sophistication ofthe domestic sec·urity appai'atiis right across the 

country-an apparatus which now employs m·ore people than the PLA. 

We should never forget that the Chinese Communist Party is a revolutionary party which makes. 

no bones about the fact that it obtained power through the barrel of a gun, and will sustain power 

throiigh the blfrrel of a giin if necessary. We should not have any dewy-eyed sentimentality about 

any of this. It's a simple fact that this is what the Chinese.system is like. 

Xi Jin ping's View of the Party 

Apart from the sheer construction of personal power within the Chinese political system, how 

does Xi Jinping see the future evolution of China's political structure? Here again, we've ,, 

reached something ofa tipping point in the evolution of Chinese politics since the return of Deng 

Xiaoping at the 3rd Plenum of the l l th Central Committee in November 1978. 

There has been a tacit assumption, at least across much of the collecti.ve West ove_r t.he l.ast 40 

years, that China, step-by-step; was embracing the global liberal capitalist project. Certainly,. 
I 

there was a view t_hatDeng Xiaoping's program of''reform and opening" would liberalise the 

Chh1ese economy with a greater role for market principles and a lesser role for the Chinese s_ta_te 

in the economy. · 

A parallel assum·ption has been that over time, this would produce liberal d.emo<:.ratic forces 

across the country which would gradually reduce the authoritarian powers of the Chinese 

Comm_unjst Par(y, create a greater plurality of political voices within the country, and in time 

involve sometliing not dissimilar to a Singaporean-style "guided democ_racy", a.I.beit it on a grand 

scale. Despite the global wake-up call that was Tiananmen in 1989, by and large this contiriiied . 

to be the iinderlyinl,l view across the West, always mi.sgu_ided in rny view, that China, through 

many twists and turns, was still broadly on track to create a more liberal political system, if not 

to create any form of classical Western l.iberal democracy. 

This material_ is di~~~b.u_ted by c;;ap_itol Cou.n·~1 _LLC ~n b~h31f of u_.s.-~hina Transpacific Foundation. 
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Mariy scholars failed to pay attention to the internal de.bates within the Party in the late 1990s, 
I , ' , . ' 

where internal consideration was indeed given tci the long-term transformation of the Comrriiinist 

Party into a Western-style social democratic party as part ofa more pluralist political system, 

The Chinese were mindful of what happened with the collapse of the Soviet Union. They a_lso 

saw the political transformations that unfolded across Eastern and Central Europe. Study groups 

were comm.issiom;d. lnte.nse discussions held. They even included certain trusted foreigners at 

the time. I remember participating in some of them myself. Jiist as I remember my Ch_inese 

· colleagues telling me in 2001-2 that China had concluded this debate, there would be no 

systemic change, and China vvould con(.inue to be a one-pa_rty st_ate. It would certainly be a less 

authoritarian state than the sort of totalitarianism we had seen during the rule of Mao Zedong. 

But the revoluticmary party would remain. 

· The reasons were simple. The Party's own institutional interests are in its long-terrii survival: 

after all, they h_ap won the revolu~ion, so in their own Leninist worldview, why on earth should 

they voluntarily yield power to others? Biit there was a second view a:s well. They also believed 

that China could never become a global great power in the absence of the Party's strong central 

leadership. And that in the absen_ce of such leadership, Ch.in.a would simply dis_sipate into the 

divided bickering camps that had often plagued the country throughout its history. The 

Commun_i_st Party would continue, therefore, as an unapologetically Leninist party for the future. 

To be fair to Xi Jinping, it should be noted for the historical record that these internal debates 

were conclud_ed a d1:cad_e before Xi's rise to power. The rise of Xi Jinping should not be 

interpreted simplistically as the sudden triU:mph of authoritarianism over democracy -for the 

future of China's domestic political system. That debate was already over. Rather it should be 

seen as a definition of the particular form of authoritarianism that China's new leadership now 

seeks to entrench. 

I·see this emerging political system as having three defining characteristics. First, the 

unapologetic assertion of the power, prestige and preroga_tives oft.tie Party appa_ratus over the 

administrative machinery of the state. In previous decades, the role of the Party apparatus had 

shrunk to a more narrowly defin_ed, ideological mle_. The powers of detailed policy decision

making had graclually migrated to the institutions of the state council. This indeed had been a 

signature reform und_er Premier Zh_u Rongji. 

This rnaterial is distribllted by Capitol Counsel-LLC on behalf of u.S.-China Transpacific Foundation. 
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That is ~o longer the case. Xi Jinping has ~alised that if you remove the Party as an institution 
I , . • 

from continued structural relevance to the country's real policy decision-making process, the 

party over time vvoul_d literally fade away. ~s a person who beHeves deeply notjust in the Pa_rty's 
' 

history, but also the Party's future, Xi has not been prepared to stand idly by while that 
. I . 

happened. Xi has now intervened decisively to reverse this trend. 
. ' 

A second defining feature of this "new authoritarian" period is the role of political ideology over 

pragt11_atic policy. For the previous forty ye_ars, we've been told that China's governing ideology 

was "Socialism with Chinese Characteristics". As the decades rolled by, at least in the economy, 

there was much less ''socialism" than there were "Chinese characteristics". In this sense, 

"Chinese characteristics" became th_e accepted do111esti_c political euphemisrn for good old 

capitalism. 

Few people seemed to have understood that a core part of Xi Jinping's inteilectual make-up is 

that he is a Marxist dialectician. This derives from the Hegelian principles of"thesis, antithesis 

and synthesis,.'. Or i_n Chinese Maoist terms: "Co_n_tr.idictions arnong the people". This forms a 

deep part of Xi Jinping's· intellectual software. lrideed the importance which Xi attaches to this as 

an intellectual methodology led him to conduct two formal Politburo study sessions on both 

"historical matenalisrn'; and "diale:ctical materialism;' in 2013 and 2015 respectively. As.a 

dialectician, Xi Jinping is acutely conscious of the new social, economic and political forces 

being c_reaied by C_hina's "neo-liberal" econornic transformation. He would also understand 

intuitively the challenges which these new forces would, over time; represent to the Party's 

continuing Leninist hold on power. 

Both he and the rest ofthe central leadership have read development ec_onomics. They are not 

deaf and durnb. They know what the international literature says: that demands for political 

libe_ralisation a_lrnost Llniversally arise once per c_apita inco111e passes a certain threshold. They are 

therefore deeply aware of the profound "contrad.icticiil" which exists between China's national 

development priority of escaping the "middle income trap" on the one hand, and unleashing 

parallel derna_nds for politica_l liberalisa_tion once incornes continue to ri_se on the other. 

Xi iinping's respon_se to th_is dHe_rn111a h_as be.en a re.1ssert_ion of ideology. This has meant a 

reassertion of Marxist-Leninist ideology. And a new prominence accorded to ideological 
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education acri)ss the entire Chinese system. But it's more sophisticated than a simple 

unidiniensiori.il ideological response. At le_as_t si~ce the 2008 Olympics, which pre-dated Xi's 

ascendency, Chinese nationalism has also beconie a parallel mainstay in China's broader 
I ' 

ideological formation. This has continued and expanded under Xi Jinping. And it has been 
. ' 

augmented by an infinitely more sophisticated p~opagand_a apparatus across the coun~ry. which 

now fuses the imagery of the Chinese Communist Party and the Chinese nation into a combined 

Chinese contemporary political consciousness. 

On top of this, we've also seen a rehabilitation of Chinese.Confucianism as partofthe 

restoration ofC.hinese historical narratives about, and the continuing resonance of, China's 

''unique" nati()nal political forms. According to the official line, this historical, authoritarian, 

hierarchic_a_l continuity is what has differentiated China from the rest of the world. This Chinese 

"neo-Confuciariism" is regarded by the party as a comfortable h_istorical accoll!pan_iment to th_e 

current imperatives for a strong, modem Chinese state, necessary to manage the complex 

processes of the "Great Chinese Renaissance" o_fthe future. 

The short-hand form of the political narrative is simple: China's historical greatness, across its 

dynastic histories, lay in a strong, authoritarian hierarc_hical Confucian stat_e. By corollary; 

China's historical greatness has never been a product of Western liberal democracy. By further 

ccimllary, Chin_a's fut_ure national greatness will lie not in any adaptation of Western political 

forms, but instead through the modem adaptation of its own indigenous politic_al legacy in the 

form ofa Confucian, communist state. 

X_i J}np_i!lg's Vi!!W of the Econo01y · 

A third characteristic of China's '-'new authoritarianism", although less clear than the first and 

· second, is wh_at is now emerging in the future direction of China's economic program. We are all 

familiar with Deng Xiaoping's famous axiom that "it does_n't matter whe_ther a cat is·white or 

black, so long as it catches mice". Just as we are familiar with his other exhortation, "it is indeed 

gloriocis to be rich". Thes_e were followed by l_ater _exhortations by China's apparatchik class to 

leave government service (xiahai) and go out irito the world (zouchuqu). These siffipie axioms, as_ 

opposed to complex statements of ideol_ogy, provided the underlying guidance for the subsequent 

two generations of Chinese entrepreneurs, both at home arid abroad. 
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. . I 
In policy teims, China's first phase of economic reform (1978°2012) was characterised by.small-

• I • 

sfal_e, loc_al/fami_ly enterprises, involved in light industry; low-wage, labour-intensive 

manufactwrg for export; combined with high0 level state investment in public in_frastruct_u_re, 

including t~lecommunications, broadband, road, rail, port, power generation, transmission and 

d1stnbution. 

In early 2013, at the 3rd plenum of the 18th Central Committee, Xi Jinping released a new 

bhiepiiilt for the sec.ond phase of China's economic reform program, or what was ominously 

called "The Decision", or more elegantly China's "New Economic Model". Its defining 

cha_ract_eristics were a new emphasis on the domestic consumption market rather than exports as 

the principal driver of future economic growth; the explosion of China's private sector at the 

expense of the overall market share of China's state owned enterprises, which were to be 

constrain·ed to certa_in, critical strategic industry sectors; the flourishing of the services sector, 

particularly through the agency of digital coinmerce; "leapfrogging" the West in criti.cal new 

technology sectors, including biotechnology, and artificial intelligence; and ali wi_thin the riew 

framework of environmentafly sustainable development, particu_larly air pollution and climate 

change. 

It's importarit to track over the last five years what progress and regress h_as oc~urrecl ac_ross the 

60 specific reform measures articulated in the decision of March 2013. The core organising 

principle across the reform program was that "the market would play the decisive role" across 

China's economic system. The Asia Society Policy Institute, of which I am President, in 

collaboration with the Rhodium Group, has been producing over the last six months the "China 

Ec.ori.omic Dashboard'', wh_i_ch looks i.n deta_il at the ten ~ore barometers of economic change. 

What we have concluded is that China has made progress in two of these. First, in. in_nov~tion 

policy, where China has made measurable strides, both in policy direction but more critically, it\ 

defiance of the usua_l skepticism about China's capacity to innovate, in actual economic 

performance. 

Second, we also measured progress i_n C]:lines.e environmental reforms, in particular the reduction 

in the PM! measures of air pollution across China's major cities over the last two years. 

However, in five often areas, we've s_een China at best marking time: investment, trade, finance, 

SOE and land reforµ,. And finally, in fiscal policy, competition policy and _labour reform, we see 
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evidence of China sliding backwards against the reform direction it set for itself five years ago .. 
' . . . 

E_ach. ofthese;are the subject of considerable debate across the Chinese economic analytical 

community, 9articularly given the perennial problems we all face with data. Nonetheless, only 

the bravest official commentators in China could now point to 2013° 18 as a path-breaking period 

of economic reform. It has at best been slow. 

This brings into sharp relief the content of the government work report on the economy delivered 

at the National People's Congress in Beijing in March 2018. Once again, prec_i_sely five yea_rs 

down the track from the original documents, the-analytical community will pore over the entrails 

to analyse w_h_ether th_e spirit of rn_arket-based reforms conti_nues to flourish for the future.· Or 

whether it has begun to fade amidst a riicire general Chinese political and ideological redirection 

to the left-. Or just as problematically, for economic reform to die at the implementation level· 

because of confos_ing politi_cal and policy signa_ls from t_he centre, meaning that it is much safer to 

just keep your head down. Or because there are limited local incentives, eithe·r personal cir 

inst_itutional, to actively prosecute reform which inevitably generates local conflict with deeply 

entrenched vested interests. Or, more likely, an unholy cocktai_l of the above, coll_ectively 

reinforcing a natural predisposition towards bureaucratic inertia. 

Certainly those at the centre of China's economic reform team, including Wang Qish.an, Liu He 

and Wang Yang, understand the absolute imperatives of implementing this next round of 

economic reform; They kno~ from bitt_er experience that to stan_d still is in fact to go backwards. 

And they understand in particular that the only source of employineiit growth in China's 

ecm1orny over the last five years has come from the private sector, not SO Es, as China each year 

is required to absorb 20 mi(lioii new workers into its labour force. 

Nonetheless, there have been worrying signs. First, the role of Party secretaries within private 

firms now seems to have been en_hanced. Second, t_here is now an open debate in China as to 

whether the state should acquire equity within China's most silccessful private firms i_n_ orde_r to 

secure broad representation and greater political influence over these companies' future 

direction. And third, in the wake ofth.e anti-corrupt_iol) carnpa_ign and other compliance 

irregularities, we now see a number of prominent Chinese private firms in real political 

difficillty; and in one case, Anbang, the temporary "assumpt_ion of state control" of the 

company's assets after its Chairman and CEO was taken into custody. 
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Compounding all of the above is stilLa continuing lack of truly independent commercial courts , , . I . ' 

and arbitratiqn mechanisms. The complication this creates is whether this leads over time to a 

private capitf I strike, or a flight of private capital of the type we have seen over the l_ast. s_everal. · 

years, resulting in a re0 imposition of formal capital controls by the state. ' . . 

So on the future direction of China's economy, the jury is still out. Have we also reac.hed a new 

"tipping point", as we appear to have done in Chinese politics? Or will this be a more 

sophi_sticat_ed Chinese play; consistent with on_e of the deeper aphorisms of Chinese politics, that 

"in order to go right on the economy, you must go left_ cm politics" in ord.er to sustain to internal 

''balance" of the system? The next 12 months with China's new economic team will be critical. 

CHINA'S "WORLDVIEW" UNDER XI JINPING 

Seven Core Priorities 

Th.ere is always a d_anger fa~ing foreign policy and security policy specialists when they seek to 

understand and define the capabilities, strategy and worldview of other states. There is always a 

temptation, given the analytical disciplines we represent, to see these "external" manifestations 

of state beha:vioffr in the int_emational realm as independent phe_nomena. The reality is that any 

country's worldview is as much the product of its.domestic pofitics, economics, culture and· 

historiography, as it is the product of the number of guns, tanks and bullets held by ourselves, 

and by those aro~ncl us. 

That's why I've sought to emphasise in this presentation so far the.domestic drivers that 

underpin China's emerging worldview. It's irnportant to bear i11.111_ind that those who ultimately 

shape Chinese strategy, like American strategy, are those who are equally engaged iii the 

domestic affairs of their nations. There is no longer a clinical distinction between the foreign and 

domes.tic, .th:e int_emational and t.h.e nariona_L Therefore understa11di_r:ig the domestic imperatives of 

China's leadership is the beginning of wisdom in understanding the emerging patterns ofChin)l's 

foreign and security policy behaviour. 

The Party 

China's emerging worldview, in my own estimation, is best understo_od as a set of seven 

concentric circles. The first concentric circle is the Chinese Communist Party itself and its 
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overriding interest to remain in power. This Leninist reality should never be forgotten. It is 

radically diffe,ent from the worldview ofWeste~ political parties, who while always determined 
. . I . 

to remain in electoral power while they possibly can, also understand there is a natural ebb and 
' . 

flow in our national political discourse, intermediated by the electoral process. 

National Unity 

The second concentric circle, in terms of the core interests of the Chinese leadership, is the U11ity 

of the mothe_rl_and. This may see_m a hackneyed J)hrase in the West. But it remains of vital 

concern in Beijing, bcith as a question of national security on the cine harid, and a question of 

enduring political legitimacy on the other. From Beijing's perspective, Tibet, Xinjiang, Inner 

Mongoiia and Taiwan represent a co.re set of security interests. Each wit_h_i_n itself represents a 

confluence of external and internal security factors. Tibet.is a central factor in Chinese 

· perceptions of it_s strategic relationship with lndi_a. Xinjiang represents China's gateway to what 

it perceives to be an iricreasirigly hostile Islamic world, reinforced by concerns about its own, 

home-grown Islamic separatist movement. Inner Mongolia, despite the resolution· ofthe common 

bord_er wi_th Russia d_ecade_s ago, represents a continuing-source of strategic anxiety between 

China and Russia. Taiwan, long seen as an American aircraft carrier in the Pacific, represents i_n 

the Chinese strategic mind a grand blocking device against China's national aspirations for a 

more controlled, arid therefore more secure maritime frontier, as well as an impediment to tli_e 

ultimate political holy grail of national re-unification. These "internal" security challenges will 

always remain C::hi_na's core security ch_anenges, apart, of course, from the security of the Party 

itself. 

The Economy and Environmental Sustainability 

The third in this se_ries of concentric circles is the economy, together with its strategic 

counterfoil, environm_ental sustainability. I've already referred at.some .length to the current 

dilemmas in Chinese economic policy. Parallel dilemmas also confront the leadership over the 

litany of stories whic_h permeate it~ own 1IJedia on water, land and air pollution, and the 

inadequacy of food quality standards. The tragedy of China's rapid economic development over 

the first 35 years was the relegation ofthe environment. Indeed, the systematic treatment of the 

environment as simply an "economic externality'' to the Chinese development process led to 

wholesa_le environmental destruction. China is now paying the price. 
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Of course, these are not just domestic concei"ns for the Chinese people themselves. The quantum 

ofCh_ina'.s greenhouse gas emissions is ofti.lndamental relevance to the future of global climate 
. . ! ' . . 

security and therefore of the planet itself. Indeed, if China fails to deliver on its future . I 
commitments on GHG reductions, as America and my own country Australia are now failing to 

do, by _the t_i_rne you stude_nts of the academy are taking your grandchi[dren t_o school duri_ng t_he 

last quarter of this ceritury, the climate will represent the single greatest security threat to us all. 
I 

But within the framework of China's current and emerging worldview, both a strong economy 
. . 

and clean environment represent core determinants of the Party's future political legitimacy. 

These existent_i_al questions, therefore, of cle11n water, useable land, uncontaminated fish stocks, 

clean air to breathe a:s well a:s continued jobs growth, increased living standards, and all within 

the constraints ofan ageing population, represent the daunting, day-to0day challenges of China's . 

Communist Party leadership. 

China's Neighbouring States - Securing Ch_ina's Contjnental Peript,e_ry acros_s ~11_rasia 

The fourth in this widening series concentric circles relates to China's fourteen neighbouring 

states. Neighbouring states occupy a particular p.Jace in China's strate~ic rne111ory. Historically, 

they've been the avenue through which China's national security has been threatened, resulting 

in successive foreign inva_sions. From t_he Mongols in t_he North i_n t_he !_2th century, to the 

· Manchurians in the North East in the rnid-l 7th century, to the British, French, the Western 

imperial powers including the United States, and then the-absolute brutality of the Japanese 

oc:Cupation from the East. 

I_n Chinese traditi_onal strategic t_hought. this has entrenched a deeply defensive view of how to 

maintain China's nationa_l seclirity. But Chi_n¢sd1istoriography aJ.so teaches t_hat purely defensive 

measures have not always succeeded. The failure. of th.; Great Wall of China to provide sec'urity 

from foreign invasion is a classic case in point. 

For these_ reasons, modern Chinese strategic thinking has explored different approaches. First and 

foremost, t_hrough political and eco_nomic diplomacy, China wishes to secure positive, 

accommodating, and wherever possible cornpliant relatioriships with all its neighbouring states. 
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But beyond that, China is also in search of its own form of strategic depth. We see this iii I . . , 
China's political, economic and military diplomJcy across its vast continental flank from 

I . I 
Northeast, thiough Central to Southeast Asia. We s_ee this think_ing ali.ve in t_he Shanghai 

Cooperation ?rganisation. We see it alive in the Conference on International Confidence 

BuHdi_ng in Asia (ClCA). We see it also with the Continental Silk Road, and the Maritime Silk 

Road initiative which charts its course across the Indian Ocean to the Red Sea and now the 

Mediterranean. And beyond that we see the Belt and Road Initiative, or BR!. The strategic 

imperative is clear: to consoli_d_ate China's rel_ationships with its neighbouring states. And by and 

large, this means enhancing. its strategic position1 across the Eurasian continent, thereby 

consolidating China's continental periphery. 

China's Maritime Periphery - East Asia and the West Pacific 

The fifth concentric circle, or arguably its co-equal fourth, lies on China's maritime periphery, 

across Ellst Asia and the West Pacific. Unlike its continental periphery, China sees its maritime 

periphery as deeply hostile. Ii sees its traditional territorial daims in the East 811.d South China 

Seas as under threat, and now routinely refers to these as China's "core national interests", 

placing them in a similar category to Taiwan_. China also sees the region as strategically allied 

against it-with a ring of US allies from South Korea.to Japan to Taiwan to the Philippines and 

ont_o Australia_. Beyond this ring of US allies, the Chinese are fundamentally fixated on the 

formidable array of US military assets deployed by US Pacific Comrna.nd across the ent.ire 

·region. 

China's strategy in response to this is clear: It seeks to fracture US alfiarices and has said as 

much repeatedly in its declaratory statements. Its position is that these alliances are relics of the 

Cold War. C.hina's deepest strategic concern about the peaceful reunification of North Korea lies 

in potentially having a unified Korean Peninsula, as a US ally, positioned on its i111111edi_ate land 

border. China's deeper response to its strategic circumstances is to eriharice the capability of its 

n.avy 811d air force. UnderXi Jinping, the change in China's military organisation, doctrine and 

force structure has been profound. The army continues to shri_nk. Th.e navy and air force continue 

to expand. 

Chinese naval and air capabilities now extend to reclaimed islands in the South China Sea. 

China's naval and air expansion has also been enhanced by the rapid development of its land-
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I 
based riiissile force targeted at both Taiwan and wider US naval operations in the Western 

I 
Paci fie: The strategic rationale is clear: a strategy of air-sea denial against US forces seeking to 

, I 
sustainllarge-scale US military operations}n support of Taiwan, its p~ners in the South China 

Sea, ano ultimately in the East China Sea ~swell. China's overail j>olitical-militafy strategy is 
' . . . 

clear: to cause sufficient doubt in the minds of PACOM, and therefore any future US 

admin_i_strati_on as to the "winnabflity" of a11y a_rmed confl_ict against Ch_inese forces within the 

first island chain. And that includes American doubts over its ability to defend Taiwan. 

The softer e:dge of China's strategy in East Asia and the Western Pacific is economic 

engagement through trade, investment, capital flows and development aid .. China's strategy in 

this region, as in elsewhere in the world, is to turn itself into the indispensable economic power. 

In many countries and regions in the world, it has made great progress on this score. This, in 

many respects, is a simple projection of the scale of the Chinese economy as economic growth 

continues ai:i:d China remains on track to pass the United States as the world's l_argest economy 

over the course of the next decade. 

The bott_orlJ line is this: in bot_h re~Jity _and in pe_rception, China has ai_rea_dy become a more 

important economic partner than the United States to practically every country iri wider East 

Asia. We all know where the wider strategic logic takes us. From economic power proceeds 

political power; from political power proceeds foreign policy power; and from foreign policy 

power proceeds strategic power. That is China's strategy. 

China and the Developing World 

The sixthin my attempted visual image of China's order of strategic priorities is China's 

particular relationship with the developing world. This has long historical roots going back to 

Mao and Zhpu Enlai's role in the nonaaligned movement. It appHes particularly inAfrica. But 

we also see it in countries like Pakistan, Sri Lanka an_d Banglades_h. China's relationship wit_h the 

developing world has long been seen as a pillar in the prosecution of its global interests and 

values. In the current period this has continued with large-scale public and private Chinese trade 

and investment across Africa, Asia and Latin America. 

Across Africa, China has laid out large slabs of the continent's emerging infrastructure. Eac_h of 

these projects is generating its own local controversies. But the remarkable thing about China's 

This material is distributed by Capitol Counsel LLC on behalf of ~.S.-China Transpacific Foundation. 
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strategy is its ~ersistence and its ability to adapt l,,d adjust over time, Multiple field studies have 

now been con,ducted by Western academics on Chinese investment projects in the developing 

world. Some have not been goO:d. But what ts remarkable is how many positive stories are a_lso I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

emerging, on balance. So when China looks for local voices to support its interests, either in the 
, I . 

Unite(j Natio_i:is or across the labyrinth of the global multilateral system, its ability to pull in 

political and diplomat support is unprecedented. I , · 

China and the Global Rules-based Order 

The seventh and final concentri_c ci_rcle concern_s the future of the global rules-based order itself. 

The United States, combined with its allies, as the victors of the Second World War, constructed 
' ' 

the underlying architecture of the post-war, liberal international rules-based order. We saw this at 

Bretton Woods in 1944, the emergence of the IMF, the World Bank a_nd the General Agreement 

on Tariffs and Trade, later the WTO. We saw _it in 1945 with the UN Charter. We saw it in I 948 

with the Un_iversal Declaration of Human Rights. 

The United States also sought to defend the order it had created with a global network of 

alliances: NATO in Europe, and bilateral security alliances across East Asia. Across all this, 

even during the Cold War, the United States remained the dominant superpower. Domina:n_t 

politically, economically, and militarily. Now we find ourselves in a period of great change and 

challenge. 

Our Western political systems are under challenge in terms·oftheir own domestic legitimacy. 

China will soon replace the United States as the,world's largest econmny. China wiH begin to 

challenge US regional but not global military dominance. China is also creatin~ its own new 

multilateral institutions outside the UN framework, such as the AIIB. China also continues to 

expand its strategic and eco_nomic n;ach ~c;ross Europe and Asia. And Xi Jinping has made plain 

he does not see China's role as simply replicating the current US-led liberal intemational ord_er 

for the future. 

China has consistently said that this was an order created by the Western, victorious, and.by-a:nd

large co_lonial poVl'ers a_fter the Se_cond World War. But China leaves open what future changes it 

may make to the international rules-based system in the future. The de·sirability of having a form 

of rules-base_d system, rather th_a_n simple chaos, lies deep within Chinese political consciousness. 

This materi~l is di~trlpute_d by Capitol 9ounsel LLC on behalf of U.S.-Chiria Transpacific Foundation. 
Additional inf01:mation is a)'.allable 3:t tt:te Oepa,:ti'nent of Justice, .~:S~irigtan, DC. 
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Chaos is utterly alien I() China's preferred politic~! approach. But it is important to remember 
' th11t "order'', t_he al~ernative to "chaos", will not l)ecessarily be an American order, or for that 
' . 

matter a li!ieral international order of America's making, where Chinese co-leadership oft_h_at 

order may now be expected or desired. 
' 

C:::hina's expectation ofthe futiire of the order wiil be one which is more suited to China's own 

national interests and values. This means China will want to change things. At this stage, it is not 

clear how nU:tch Ch_in_a wants.to change thil)gs. And whet_h_er t_he rest of the internationa_l 

community will agree. This will have implications, for example, for the current international 

orde_r on h_um_an rights, anc_hored in the three current international treaties and the human rights 

council in Geneva. It will also have implications for the future internati_onal economic onle_r, 

including the WTO, particularly in the aftermath of any unfolding trade war with the United 

St_at1:s. As for the future interr.i_ational security order, we now find ourselves in completely 

uncertain terrain for reasons increasingly shaped by the futiire c:cmtoiirs of b_o_th Atnerican and 

Chinese domestic politics. 

There is much public debate about Thucydides' Trap on the probability of conflict between 

China and the United States. Just as there is now debate about the Kindleberger Trap, drawn 

from the e·xperience of the 1920s and 1930's, when we saw the em_ergence of strat1:gic vacuum 

through the global retrenchment of the United Kingdom and an unwillingness of the United 

States_ to fil_l t_h_at viu:u4m in the provision of global public goods. The result wai: global anarchy 

of a different sort. My deepest belief is that we must avoid both these traps. Our deepest wisdom 

must be harnessed in defining another path. 

CONCLUSION 

There are many reasons to study China. It is an extraordinary civiHsation 1n its own right. I_t 

contains deep wisdom, generated over morethan 4000 years of recorded history .. China's 

aest_h_etic trad_ition is a_lso rich beyond all measure. It is easy to become lost in the world of 

Sinology. But the rise of China demands of us all a N_ew Sino logy for the 21st cel)tury. 

Otte which is familiar with the Chinese tradition. One whic_h is clear i_n_ i_ts a_n_alysis of 

contemporary Chinese politics, economics, society and China's unfolding role in the region and 

the world. As weil as a New Sino logy which is capable of synthesi_sing the above_. 

This mate_ri.;;tl i$ dis_tributed by C~pitol Cpunsel b,_LC _on _behalf~f u.s_.-Chin~~ TrBi:,.sp~adfi~ FoUndatiOn. 
Additional information is available at the Department of Justice, Wasl)_ington, DC: 
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We will need a generation of leaders who understand this integrated Chinese reality, in order to 

. make sense of and engage with the China of the ~ture. With our eyes wide open. And with our 

minds wide okn as welL Open to new challen'ges. Open to new threats. Open to new · 
i ' . . . 

possibilities. \:)pen to new areas of cooperation and collaboration. 
I 

And above all, open to finding creative paths about how we preserve peace, preserve st.ability, 

avoid conflict and the scourge of war between these two great nations, while preserving the 

universal values, anchored in our international covenants, for which we all still stand. 

This material is.distributed bY Capitol Counsel LLC on behalf of U.S.-China Transpacific Foundation. 
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G_RAHAM ALLISON is Douglas Dillon Professor of G_ovemnient a~ the Harvard Kennedy School of 
Government This essay is adapted from his tiook Destined for War Can America and China 
Escape Thucydides's Trap? 111 (Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 7017). ·· -· · · · · 

As Americans awaken to a rising China that now rivals the United States in every arena, many se.ek 
c_omfort in the conviction that as China grows ric_her and stronger, it will follow in the footsteps of 
Germany, Japan, arid either countries that have undergone profound transformations and emerged 
as adva_nced_ l_iberal democracies. In thi_s view, the magic cocktail of globalization, market0 based 
consum~rism, and integration into the rule-based international order 121wiil eventuafly lead Ch_ina to 
become democr~tic at home and to develop into what.former U.S. Deputy Secretary ·of State. Robert 
Zoellick once described as "a responsible stakeholder 13( abroad. 

Samuel Huntington disagreed. In his essay "The Clash of Civilizations? 1•1," published in this 
magazine in 19.93, the political scientist argued that, far from di_ssolying in a glo_bal liberal v.iorld 
order, cultural fault lines would become a defining feature of the post-Cold War world. Huntington's 
argument is remembered today primarily for its prescience in spotlighting the d_ivicJe_betv.ieen 

· "Western and Islamic civilizations"-·· a rift that was revealed rriost vividly by the 9/11 attacks and 
their aftermath. But Huntington saw the gulf betwee_n the U.S.-led West and Chinese civilization as 
just.as deep, enduring, and consequential. As he put it, "The very notion that.there could be a 
'universal civilization' is a We.stern idea, directly at oddswith the particularism of most Asian 
societies and their emphasis on what distinguishes one people frorri another." 

The years since have bolstered Huntington's ca_se. The coming decades will only strengthen it 
further. The United States embodies what Huntington considered western civilization. And tensions 
between American an_d C_hinese values, traditions, and philosophies will aggravate the fundamental 
structural stresses that occur whenever a rising power, such as China, threatens to displace a_n . 

·established power, such as the United States. 

The reason such shifts so often lead to conflict is Thucydides' trap IsI, named after the ancient Greek 
historian who observed a dangerous dynamic between a rising Athens and ruling Sparta. According 
to ThucydideJ;, "It was the rise of Athens, a_nd the.fe_ar that this instil_led in Sparta, that made war 
inevitable." Rising powers understandably feel a growing sense of entitlement.and demand greater 
.influence and respect. Estab_li_shed pov.ie_rs, faced with c;ha_llengers, tend to become fearful, 
insecure, and defensive. In such an environment, rriisu·nder'standings are magnified, empathy 
remains elusive, and events and third-party actions that would otherwise be inconsequentja_l or 
rri,mageable cari trigger wars that the primary players never wanted to fight. 

In the case of th\'! United States and China 1•1, Thucydidean risks are compounded by civilizational 
incompa~ibility between the two countries,. which exacerbates their competition and makes it more 
difficult to achieve rapprochement. This mismatch is most.easily observed in the profound 

Thi_s material is distributed by Capitol Counsel LLC on behalf of U.S.-China Transpacific Foundation. 
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differences between American and Chinese conc~ptions of the state, econor\:!fb~~li:We¾Plof76 

individua_ls, relations among nations, and the natu~e of time. . 

Americans see goternment as a necessary evil a~d believe th.at the state's tendency towa_rd 
tyranny and abus~ of power must be feared and cpnstrained. For Chinese, government is a 
necessary good., tt,_e fundamenta.1 pillar enisuring ~rder and preventing chaos. In Ameri_canastyle 
free-market capitalism, government establishes and enforces the rules; state ownership and 
.government inJerv)mtion in the economy sometim~s occur but are. undesira61e exceptions. In 
China's state-led l')larketeconomy, the government establishes targets for growth,. picks and 
svbsidizes industries to develop, promotes national champions, and undertakes significant, long
term economic projects to advance the interests of the nation. 

Chinese culture does not celebrate American-style individualism, which measures society by how 
· well it protects the rights and fosters the freedom of ind°iyiduals. Indeed, the Chinese term for 

"individualism"--'gerenzhuy~suggests a selfish preoccupation with oneself over one's community, 
China's equivalent of "give me liberty or give me d.e.ath" would be "give me a harmonious community 
or give me death." For China, order is the highest value, and harmony results from a hierarchy in 
which participants obey Confucius' first imperative: Know thy place. 

This view applies not only to domestic society but also to global affairs, where the Chinese view 
holds that C.hi_na's righfful place is atop the pyra_mid; ·other states sh9ulci be arranged as subordinate 
tributaries. The American view is somewhat different. Since at least the end ofWorld War 11, 
Washington h_as sought to preve_nt the emergence of a "peer competitor" that cou_ld challenge U.S. 
military dominance. But postwar American conceptions of international order have also emphasized 
the need for a rule-based global system that restrains even the.United States. 

Finally, the Americans and the Chinese think about time and experience its passage differently. 
Ainerica_ns t_end to focu_s on the presemt and often count in hours or days. Chinese, on the other 
h~t"nd, are more historical-minded and often think in terms of decades and even centuries. 

Of c:ourse, t_hese are sweeping generaliz_ations that are by necessity reductive and not fully 
reflective of the corripleicities of American and Chinese society. But they also. provide important 
reminders th.at policymakers in the United States and China should keep in mind in seeking to 
manage this competition without war. 

WE'RE NUMBER ONE 

The cultural differences b.etween the United States and China are aggravated by a remarkable trait 
shared by both countries: an extreme superiority complex. Each sees itself as exceptional 17]

indeed, \A/i_tho.ut peer. But there can be only one num_ber one. Lee Kuan Yew, the ·former prime 
minister of Singapore, had doubts about the United States' abiiity to adaptto a rising China. "For 
Am_eric_a to be displaced, not in the world, but only in ~he western Pacific, by an Asian people long 
despised and dismissed with contempt as decadent, feeble, corrupt, and inept is emotionally very 
difficult to accept," he said in a 1999 interview. "The sense of cultu"ral supremacy of the Americans 
will make this adjustment most difficult" 

In some ways, Chinese exceptionalism is more sweeping than its American counterpart. "The 
[Chinese] empire saw itself as the center of the civilized universe," the historian Harry (,eJberwrote 
in hiis 2001 book. Nations Out of Empires 1•1. Dur_ing the imperial era, "the Chinese scholar
buleaucrat did not think of a 'China' or a 'Chinese civilization' in the modern sense at all. For'him, 
th.ere were the Han people and, beyond that, only barbarism. Whiitever was not civilized was, by 
definition, barbaric." · 
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To this day, the ~hinese take great pride in their civilizational achievements. EaoP~i&,9,~ 1i7Jreat 
nation," Chinese President Xi Jinping declared in a 2012 speech. "During the civilization and 
develop_me_ntprc,cess of more than 5,000 yearsithe Chinese nation has made an indelible 
contiibutioh to tt\e civilization and advancement .of mankind." Indeed, Xi claimed in his 2014 book, 
The Govemance of China /91, that "China's continuous civilization is not equal to anything on earth, 
but a unique act\ievement in world history." i · 

Americans, too, 
1
see themselves as the vanguar~ of civilization, especially when it conies to political 

development. A 
1
passion for freedom .is enshrine~ i_n the ca.re document of th_e American political 

creed, the Declaration of Independence, which proclaims that "all men are created equal" and that 
they are "e_ndowed by their Creator with certa_in una_lienable Rights." The dec:laration specifies that 
these rights include "Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness" and asserts that these are not 
ma~ers for debate but rather "self-evident" trut_hs. As the American historian Richard Hofstadter 
wrote, "It has been our fate as a nation not to have ideologies, but to be one." In contrast, Order is. 
the central politica_l value for Chines~and order results from hierarchy. Individual liberty, as 
Americans understand it, disrupts hierarchy·; in the_Chinese view, it invites chaos. 

DO AS I SAY ... AND AS I DO? 

These philosophical differences find expression in each country's conceptof government Although 
animated by a deep distrust of authority, the founders of the United States 1101 recognized that 
society required government. Otherwise, who would protect citizens from foreign threats or 
violations of their rights by criminals at home? They wrestled, however, with a dilemma: a 
government powerful enough to perform its esse_ntial functions wou_l_d tend towa_rd tyranny. To 
manage this challenge, they designed a government of "separated institutions shaiirig power," as 
th_e h_isto_ria_n Richa_rd _Neusta_dt_ described it. This deliberately produced const_ant struggle among the 
executive, legislative, andjudicial branches, which led to delay, gridlock, and even dysfunction. But 
it also provided c:_hecks and balances against a_buse. 

The Chinese conception of government and its role in society could hardly be more different. As Lee 
observed, "The colJntry's history and cultural records show that_ wh_en there is a strong center 
(Beijing or Nanjing), the country is pe·aceful and prosperous. When the center is weak, then the 
provinces and their counties are run by little warlords." Accordingly, the sort of strong central 
government that.Americans resist represents to the Chinese the principal agent advancing order 
and the public good at home and abroad. · 

For Americans, democracy is the only just form of government authorities derive their legitimacy 
from the consent-of the governed. That is not the prevailing view in China, where it is common to 
believe that the government eams or losse_s political legitimacy based on its performance. In a 
provocative TED Talk delivered in 2013, the Shanghai-based venture capitalist Eric Li 1111 challenged 
democ:racy's presumed supeiioiity. "I was as_ked qnce, 'The party wasn't voted in by election. Where 
is the source of legitimacy?"' he recounted .. "I said, 'How about competency?"' He went on to remind 
his aud_ience that ln 1949, when the Chinese Community Party took power, "China was mired in civil 
War, dismembered by foreign aggression, [and] average life expectancy at that time [was] 41 years. 
Today [China) is the second-largest economy in the world, an industrial powerhouse, and its people 
live in increasing prosperity." 

\J\/a$_hi_ngton and Beijing also have distinctly different approacheswhen it comes to promoting their 
fundamental political values internationally .. Americans believe that human rights and democracy are . 
universal aspirations, requiring only the example of the United States (and sqmetimes a -
neoiniperialist nudge) to be realized everywhere. The United States is, as Huntington wrote in his 
follow-on book, The Clash of Civilizatjons, "a missionary nation," driven by the belief"that the non
Western peoples should commit themselves to the Western values ... arid should embody these 
values in their institutions." Most Americans believe that democratic rights \I/ill benefit anyone, 

anywhere in the ¥,;Qr,l,gierial Is distrib_uted by Capitol Counsel eLC on behalf of U.S.-China Transpacific Foundation. 
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Over the deca\:les, Washington· has pursued a fo~eign policy that seeks to ad?QnHQ!:t~0eNusi8of · 
democracy-'--Elven, on occasion, attempting to impose it on those who have failed to embrace it . 
th_e_mselves .. l_n contrast, al.though the Chinese believe that others can look up to them, ad.mire their 
virtues, and even attempt to mimic their behavior,; China's leaders have not.proselytized on behalf of 
their approa<::h. A~ the American diplomat Henry Kjssjnger 1121 has noted, imperial China "did not 
export its ideas but let others CQme to seek them .. " And unsurprisingly, Chinese leaders have be.e.n 
deeply suspiciou~ of U.S. efforts to convert them to the American creed. In the late 1980s, Deng 
Xiaoping, who led China from 1978 until 1989 and began the country's pro_cess of econo111ic 
liberalization, corl)plained to a visiting dignitary that Western talk of "human rights, freedom, and 
democracy is designed only to safeguard the interests of th.e strong, rich c,our:itries, which t_ake 
advantage of their strength to bully weak countries, and which pursue hegemon'y and practice 
power politics." 

THINKING FAST AND SLOW 

The American and Chines.e senses of the past, present, and future are fundamentally distinct. 
Americans ·proudly celebrated their country turning 241 in July; the Chinese are fond of noting that 
their history spans five millenni_a. U.S. leaders oft$n refer to "the American experiment," and their 
sometimes haphazard policies reflect that attitude. China, by contrast, sees itself as a fixture of the 
univers.e: it always was; it always will be. · 

Because of their expansive sense of time, Chinese leaders are careful to distinguis.h the acute from 
the ch_ro_nic a.nci the urgent from the merely important. It is difficult to imagine a U.S. political leader 
su·ggesting that a major foreign policy problem should be put on the proverbial shelffor a 
generation. That, however, is precisely what Deng did in 1979, when he led the Chiriese side in 
negotiations with Japan over the disputed Diaoyu/Senkaku lslan_ds a_nd ac:cepted ~n eventual, 
rather than an immed_iate, solution to the dispute. 

Ever more sensitive to the demands of the news cycle and popular opinion, U.S. politicians t_ake to 
Twi~er or announce alliterative, bullet+point policy plans that promise quick solutions .. In contrast, 
Chinese leaders are strategically patient: as long as tren_ds are moving in their favor, th~y are 
comfortable waiting out a problem. Americans think of themselves as problem solvers. Reflecting 
their short-termism, they see problems as discrete issues t,o be addressed now so that they can 
move on to the next ones. The American novelist and historian Gore Vida 1"11 once called his 
country 'the United States of Amnes_i_a"-a pla_ce ~here every idea is ari innovation and every crisis 
is unprecedented. This contrasts sharply with the deep historical and institutional memory of the 
Chinese, who assume that there is noth_ing new under the sun. · 

Indeed, Chinese leaders tend to believe that many problems cannot be solve.d and must instead be 
ma_naged. They see cha_lJenges as long term and iterative; issues they face today resulted from 
processes that have evolved over the past year, decade, or cent_ury. Po.I.icy actions they take today 
will simply contribute to that evolution. For instance, since 1949, Taiwan has been ruled by what 
Beijing con·siders rogue Chinese nati.o_nalists. Although Chinese leaders insist that Taiwan remains 
an integral part of China, they have pursued a long-term strategy involving tightening eco.nomic and 
social entanglements to slowly suck the island b~ck into the fold. 

WHO'S THE BOSS? 

The civilizational clash that will make it hardest for Washington and Beijing to escape Thucydides' 
trap emerges from their competing conceptions ofworld order 1••1- China's treatment of its own 

· citizens provides the script for its relations with weaker neighbors abro~d. The Chi_nese Communist 
Party maintai_ns order by enforcing an authoritarian hierarchy that demands the deference and 
compliance of citizens. China's international behavior reflects similar expectations of order: in an 
unscripted moment du.ring a 201 O meeting of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations, then 

This material is distributed by Capitol Counsel LLC on behalf of U.S.-China Transpacific Foundation. 
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Chinese Foreign Minister Yang Jiechi responded to complaints about Chirie~'l[~?t~sllli the 
South China Sea by telling his regional counterpartl> and U.S. Secretary of St.ate Hil_la,ry Clinto.n that 
"China is a big country and other countries are small countries, and that's just a fact." 

By contrast; AJerican leaders aspire to an inte~national rule of law that is essentially U.S. domestic 
rule of law writ l~rge. At the same time, they also recognize ihe realiiies of power in the Hob_besian 
global jungle, where it is better to be the lion than the lamb. Washington often tries to reconcile this 
tension by depicting a world in whi.ch the United_ States is a benevo.I.e_nt hegemon, acting as the 
world's lawmaker, policeman, judge, and jury. : 

1/Vashington urges other powers to accept the ~Je-based international order over \11/hi_c.h it presi_des. 
But through Chinese eyes, it looks like the Americans make the rules and others obey Washingtori's 
co_mma_nds. · General Martin Dempsey 11•1, former cha_irma n of the Joint Ch_iefs of Staff, becal)'.le 
familiar with the predictable resentment this elicited from Chiria. "One of the things that fascinated 
me about the Chiriese is w.heneve.r I wou_ld have a conyersationwith t.hem about intern_ational 

. standards or international rules of behavior, they would inevitably point out that those rules were 
maqe when they were absent from the world st(\lge," Dempsey rema_rked in an interview with this 

. magazine. last year. 

YOU CAN GO YOUR OINN WAY 

The United States has spent nearly three decades as the world's most powerful country. During that 
time, Washington's m:<\lssive in1'1uence on world aff(\lirs has made it crucial for elites and l_eaders in 
oth_er nations to understand American culture and the U.S. approach to strategy .. Americans; on the 
other hand, have often felt that they h(\lve the luxury of not needing to think too hard about the 
worldviews of people elsewhere-a lack of interest encouraged by the belief, held by many 
America_n elit_es, th<\11 the rest of the world has been slowly but surely becoming more like the United 
states anyway. 

In recent yea.rs, however. the rjse of Chjna r1s1 h(\ls chaHenged that indifference. Policymakers in the 
United States are beginning to recognize that they must improve their understanding of China
especial_ly Chinese strategic thinking. In particular, U.S. policym·akers have begun to see distinctive 
traits in the way their Chinese counterparts think about the use of military force. In deciding whether, 
when, and how to at_1!3ck adversaries, Chinese l~aders have for the most part been rational and 
pragmatic. Beyond that, however, American policymakers and an·aIysts have identified five 
presumptions and predilections that offer furthe~ clues to China's likely strategic behavior in 
confrontations. 

· First, in both war and peace, Chinese strategy is unabashedly driven by realpolitik and 
unencumbered by any serious need to justify Chinese behavior in te_rl)'.ls of international law or 
ethical norms. This allows the Chinese government to be ruthlessly flexible, since it feels few 
constra_ints·from prior rationales and is largely imm_une Ip criticisms of inconsistency. So, for 
example, When Kissinger arrived in China in 1971 to begin secrettalks about a U.S.-Chinese 
rapprochement, he found his interlocutors unblinkered by ideology and brutally candid about 
China's n_ational interests. Whereas Kissinger and U.S. President Richard Nixon felt it necessary to 
justify the compromise they ultimately reached to end the Vietnam War as "peace with honor," the 
Chinese ieader Mao Zedong felt no need to pretend that in establishing relations with the capitalist 
Uniteg Sillies to. strengthen commu_nist China's position vis-a-vis the Soviet Union, he was 
somehow bolstering a larger socialist international movement. 

Just as China's practical approac_h to international politics arguably giyes China an edge over the 
United States, so, too, does China's obsessively holistic strategic wortdview. Chinese planners see 
everything as connected to everything els!,!_. Th_e evolving context i_n whi_ch a strategic sit_u_ation 
occurs determines what the .Chinese call shi. This term has no direct English translation but can be 
rendered as the "o.otential ene_rav" or "momentum" in. herentJ·n an. v. circumstan_ ce at a given moment. 

lfi1s mate_nal rs aiStnbffit!d by ca:pitorCOunsel~lC·on 't:ie"nalf o( :$.:-C:hlfl~_lranspact'fi~r"OundaUon. 
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It comprises geography and terrain, weather, the b:alance of forces, sur'prise,EUiSmlij,~9,'lfrii~Ry 
other elements. "E~ch factor influences th_e others/' as. Kissinger wrote in .his 2011 book, On China, 
"giving rise to subtle shifts in morneritum and relative. advantage." Thus, a skilled Chinese strategist 
spends most of his time patiently "observing an_d cultivating cha_nges in thE:l strategic landscape" and 
moves only when 7verything is in optimal alignme1;1t. Then he strikes swiftly. To an observer, the . 
result appears inevitable. I . 

' 
War for Chinese strategists is primarily psychological and political. In Chinese thinking, an 
opponent's perception of facts on the ground may be just as important as the facts themselves. For 
imperial China, creating and sustaining the image bf a civilization so superior that it represented "th_e 
center of the universe" served to deter enemies from challenging Chinese dominance. Today, a 
narrative of China's inevitable rise and the United rtates' irreversible decline plays a similar role, 

Traditionally, the Chinese have sought victory not in a decisive battle but through incrernerital moves 
designed to gradually improve their position. David Lai, an expert _on Asian military affairs, has 
illustrated this approach by comparing the Western game of chess with its Chinese equivalent, weiqi 
(often referre.d to as go). In chess, players seek to' domi_nate the center of the board a_nd conquer 
the opponent. In weiqi, playera seek to surround the opponent If the chess master sees five or six 
moves ahead, th.e weiql master sees 20 o.r 30. Attending to every dimen_sion in the broader 
relationship with an adversary, the Chinese strategist resists rushing prematurely toward victory, 
ii,stead aiming to build incremental advantage. "In. the Western tradition, there is a heavy emphasis 
on the use of force; the art ofwar is largely limited to the battlefields; and the way to fight.is force on 
force," Lai wrote _in a 2004 analysis for th_e U.S. Army War College's Strategii:: StlJdies l_nstitutE:i. By 
contrast, "the philosophy behind go ... is to compete for relative gain rather than seeking complete 
annihilati.o.n of the opponent forces." In a wise reminder, Lai wams that "i.t is da_ngerous to pl_aygo 
with the chess mindset." 

LET'S MAKE A DEAL 

Washington would do well to heed that warning. In the coming years, any number of flash points 
could produc.e a crisis .i.n U.S.-Chinese relation.s, inclu<jing further territorial disputes over the South 
China Sea r171 and terision·sover North Korea's burgeoning nuclear weapons program. Since ftwill 

' ta~e a.t least another decade or more for China's r:nilitary capabilities to fully match those ofthe 
United States, the Chinese will be cautious and prudent about any lethal use of force against the 
Americans. E:!eijing wiJI treat military force as a subordinate instrument in its foreign policy, which 
seeks not victory in battle but the achievenierit ofnational objectives, It will bolster its diplomatic and 
economic connections with its neighbors, deepening their dependency on China, and use economic 
leverage to encourage (or coerce) cooperation on other issues. Although China has traditionally 
viewed war as a last resort, should it conclude that long-term trend lines are no longer moving in its 
favor and that it is losing bargaining power, it could initi_ate a limited military conflict to a_ttempt t9 
reverse the trends. · 

The last time the UnitEld St.ates faced e~rE!mely high Thucydidean risks was during the Cold War-· 
especially during the Cuban missile crisis. Reflecting on the crisis a few months after its resolution, 
U.S. Preside.nt Jo.hn F. Kennedy identified one enduring lesson: "Above all, while defending our own 
vital interests, nuclear powers must avert those confrontations which bring an adversary to a cho.tce 
of either a humiliating retreat or nuclec1r war." 1.n spite of Moscow's hardsline rhetoric, Soviet Premier 
Nikita Khrushchev ultimately concluded that he could compromise on nuclear arms in Cuba. 
Likewise, Kissinger and Nixon later discovered th.at t_he Chinese ideologue M_ao was quite adept at 
giving ground when it served China's interests. 

X:i and U.S. President Donald Trump have both made maximali_st claims, espec:ially when it comes 
to t_he South China Sea. But both are also dealmakers. The better the Trump administration 
understands how Beijing sees China's role in the world and the country's core interests, the befttilr 
prepared it will b~t9,,2t~Q.Aliii\!!m,Ji.l~)c",2~rf~~g~~'6t\9!P.Q~lt,i¼~9~~9i;\in&l,l{~,11 seasoned State 

· Additional. informatioh is available at the Department of Justice. Washington, DC. 6f7 
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Department officials too often r]listakenly assume that China's vital intere.sts ~BP~§gg'hf ifi'b 
United States. The officials now crafting the Trump administration's approach to China would be 
wise to read, the ancient C.hinl!!se philosophe_r SlJn-tzu: "If you know th.e enemy a.nd know yourself, 
you need ncitfear the result of a hundred battles .. If you know yourself but not the enemy, for every 
victory gain~d you will also suffer a defeat If you know neither the enemy nor yourself, you will 
s.ucc.umb in every battle." j 

I 
I I 
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Does HistJ,ry Repeat Itself? 
'l'he Crowe Memorandun1 

A NUMBER Or COMMENTATORS., including some in China, have 

revisited the example of the twentieth-century Anglo-German 

rivalry as an augury of what may await the United States and China 

in the twenty-first century. There are surely strategic comparisons to 

be made. At the most superficial level, China is, as was imperial Ger

many, a resurgent continental power; the United States, like Britain, is 

primarily a naval power with deep political and economic ties to the 

continent. China, throughout its· history, was more powerful than any 

ofthe plethora of its neighbors, but they, when combined, could-and 

did-threaten the sec·urity of the empire. As in the case of Germany's 

unification in the nineteenth century, the calculations of all of these 

countries are inevitably affected by the reemergence of China as a 

strong, united state. Such a system has historically evolved into a bal

ance of power based on equilibrating threats,·· 

Can strategic trust replace a system of strategic threats? Strategic 

trust is treated by many as a contradiction in terms. Strategists rely on 

the intentions of the presumed adversary only to a limited extent. For 

· intentions are subject to change. AQd the essence ofsovereignty is the 

right to. make decisions not subject to anoi:her authority. A certain 

· amount of threat based cin capabilities is therefore inseparable from the 

relations of sovereign states. 

This material is distributed by Capitol Counsel LLC o.n behalf of U.S.-China Transpacific Foundation. 
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I It is possible-though it rarely hanpens-that relations gmw so 

dose t~at stn1.tegic threats arc excluded. :In relations bct•Ncen 'the states 

bordering the ·North Atlantic, strategic r~nfrontatio'ns arc· not conceiv

able_. The military establishments arc n,ot directed against each other. 

Strategic threats are perceived as arising outside the Atlantic region, to 

be deak with in an alliance framework. Disputes betwcrn the North . . 

Atlantic states tend to focus on.divergent assessments of international 

issues and the means of dealing with them; even at their most hitter, 

they retain the character of an interfamily dispute. Soft power and 

rnu!ti_lateral diplomacy are the dominant cools of foreign policy, and for 

some Western European states, military action is all but excluded as a 

legitimate instrument of state policy. 

In Asia, by contrast, the states consider themselves in potential con

frontation with their neighbors. It is not that they necessarily plan on 

war; they simply do not exclude it. If they are coo weak for sdf-defense, 

they seek to make themselves part of an alliance system that provides 

additional protection, as in the case with ASEAN, the Association of 
Southeast Asian Nations. Sovereignty, in many cases regained relatively 

. recently after periods of foreign colonization, has an absolute character. 

The principles of the Westphalian system prevail, more so than on their 

continent of origin. The concept of sovereignty is considered para

mount. Aggression is defined as the m~vement of organized military 

units across borders. Noninterference in domestic affairs is taken as a 

fundamental principle of interstate relations. In a state system so orga

nized, diplomacy seeks to preserve the key elements of the balance 

of power. 

An in_ternational system is relatively stable if the level of reassurance 

required by its members is achievable by diplomacy. When diplomacy 

no longer function_s, relationships become increasingly concentrated on 

military strategy-first in the form of arms races, then as a maneuver

ing for strategic advantage_ even at the risk of confro_ntation, and, fi

nally, in war itself. 

This matE!fial is distributed by ca·pifol Coull'sel LLC On behalf of U.S.-China Transpacific Foundation . 
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A classic example of a scH~propt;lling international mechanism is 
' 

Eun?pe:m diplomacy prior to Worlcl;War I, at a time when world pol-

icy J;as European policy because n~uch of the world was in colonial 

status. By the second half of the nin1teenth century, Europe had been 

without a major war sinct' the· Nap~lconic period had ended in 1815. 

The European states were in rough strategic equilibrium; the conflicts 

between them did not involve thcir existei1ee. No state considered ans 

other an irreconcilable enemy. This made shifting alliances feasible. No 

state was considered powerful enough to establish hegemony over the 

others. Any such effort triggered a coaliti~n against it. 

The unification of Germany in 1871 brought about a structural 

change. Until that time, Central Europe contained-it is hard to imag-

. ine today-thirty-nine sovereign states of varying size. Only Prussia 

and Austria could be considered major powers within the European 

equilibrium. The multiple small.states were orga~ized within Germany 

i_n an in_stitution that operated like the United Nations in the concern

. pornry world, the so-called German Confederation. Like the United 

Nations, the German Confederation found it difficult to take initiatives 

but occasionally came together for joint action against what was per

ceived as overwhelming danger. Too divided for aggression, yet suffi

ciently strong· for defense, the Gcrm~n Confederation made a major 

contribution to the European equilibrium .. 

But equilibrium was not what motivated the changes of the nine

teenth century in Europe, Nationalism did. The unification of Ger

many reflected the aspirations of a century. It also led over time to a 

crisis ._itmosphere. The rise of Gern1any weakened the elasticity of the 

diplomatic process, and it increased the threat to the system. Where. 

once there had been thirty-seven small states and two relatively major 

ones, a single political unit emerged uniting thirty-eight of them. Where 

previously European diplomacy had achieved a cenain flexibility 

through the shifting alignments ofa multiplicity of states, the unifi-
~ . . 

cation of Germany reduced the possible combinations and led to the 
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• 
1f . h I f. I . hl . I 1'1 . . I creation('! a stare stronger r an eac 1 o its nc1g )ors a one. 11s 1s w 1y 

Prime Minister Ben1· a min Disraeli of Britdin called the unification of 
• I I 

Germany an event more significan_l than the French Revolution. 

Germany was now so strong that it co{1lcl defeat each of its neigh-
' bors singly, though ir would be in grnve peril if all the major European 

states combined against it. Since there were only five myjor stares now, 

the combinations were limited. Germany's neighboring states had an 

incentive to form a coalition wit_h each other-especially France and 

Russia, which did so in 1892-and Germany had a btiilr-in incentive 

to break the alliances. 

The crisis of the system was inherent in its structure. No single 

country could avoid it, least of all the rising power Germany. But they 

could avoid policies t_hat exacerbated latent tensions. This no country 

did-_-lc,zst of all, once ag.iin, the German empire. The tactics chosen 

by Germany to break up hostile coalitions proved unwise as well as 

unfortu·nate. It sought to use international conferences_ to demonstra

tively impose its will on the participants. The German theory·was that 

the humiliated target of German pressure would fed abandoned by 

its allies and, leaving the alliance, ~ould seek security wirhi_n the Ger

man orbit. The consequences proved the opposite of what was in

tended. The humiliated countries (Prance, in the Moroccan crisis in 

1905; and Russia, over Bosnia-Herzegovina in 1908) were reinforced 

in their determination not to accept subjugation, thereby tightening 

the alliance system th_at Germany had sought to weaken. The Franco0 

Russian alliance was, in 1904, joined (informally) by Britain, which 

Germany had offended by demonstratively sympathizing with. Britain's 

Dutch settler adversa,ries in the Boer Wa~ (1899-1902). In addition, 

Germany challenged Britain's command of the seas by building a large 

navy to complement what was already the most powerful land army 

on the continent. Europe had slipped into, in effect, a bipolar system . 

with no diplomatic flexibility. Foreign policy had become a zero-sum 

game. 
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Will history repeat itsdf? No doubt were the United States and 

China to foH into strategic cqnflict, ,1 situation comparable to the pre

World War l European strubturc could develop in Asia, with the for

mation of blocs pitted agairist each other and with each seeking to 

tmdermine or at le.1st limit the other's influence and reach_. But before 

we surrender -to the presumed mechanism of history, let us consider 

how the United Kingdom ;ind German rivalry actually operated. 

In 1907, a senior official in the British Foreign Office, Eyre Crowe, 

wrote a brilliant analysis of the European political structure and Ger

many's rise. The key question he raise:cl, and which has acute relevance 

today, is whether the crisis that led to World War I was caused by Ger

many's ris~, evoking a kind of organic resistance to the emergence of a 

new and powerful force, or whether it was catised by specific and, 

hence, avoidable German policies.' Was the crisis caused by German 

capabilities or German conduct? 

In his memorandum, submitted on New Year's Day 1907, Crowe 

opted for the conflict being inherent in the relationship. He defined the 

issue as follows: 

For England particularly, intellectual a,,d moral kinship 

creates a sympathy and appreciation of what is best in the 

German mind, which has made her natu"rally predisposed to 

welcome, in the imerest of the general progress of mankind, 

evcryt_hing tend_i_ng to strengthen that power and influence

on one condition: there must be respect for the ini:lividuaiities 

of other nations; equally valuable coadjutors, in their way, in 

the work of human progress, equally entided to ful_l elbow

room in which to contribute, in freedom, to the cv.olution of a 

higher civilization.2 

But what was Germany's real goal? Was it natural evolut_ion of 

German cultural and economic interests across Europe and the world, 
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' . ' 
to which Gerrnan diplomacy was givii'ig traditional support' Or did 

Germ~ny seek "a general political hegeriiony and maritime ascendancy, 

threatening the independence of her heighbours and ultimately the 
. . . l 

existence of England"? 1 
; 

Crowe conducled that it made no ~lifference what goal Germany 
' 

avowed. 'vVhichever course Germany was pursuing, "Germany would 

clearly be wise to build as powerful a navy as she can afford." And once 

Germany achieved naval mpremacy, Crowe assessed, this in itself

regardless of German intentions-· would be an objective threat to Brit

ain, and "incompatible with the existence of the British Empire.'~ 

Under those conditions, formal assurances were meani.ngless. 

No matter what the German government's professions were, the result 

would be "as formidable a menace to the rest of the world as would 

be presented by any deliberate conquest of a similar position by 'malice 

aforethought.'"5 Even if moderate German statesmen were to demon

strate their bo!la fides, moderate German foreign policy could "at any 

stage merge. into" a conscious scheme for hegemony. 

Thus structura.l elements, in Crowe's analysis, precluded cooperation 

or even trust. As Crowe wryly observed: "It would not be 1mjust to say 

that am_bitious designs against one's neighbours are not as a rule openly 

proclaimed, and thauherefore the absence of such prodamat.ion, and 

even the profession of unlimited and universal political benevolence, are 

not in themselves conclusive evidence for or against the existence of 

. unpublished intentions.'"' And since the stakes were so high, it was "not 

a matter in which England can safely run any risks."7 London was 

obliged to assume the worst, and act on the basis' of its assumptions-at 

least so long as Germany ,;vas building a large and challenging navy. 

In other words, already in 1907 there was no longer any scope for' 

diplomacy; the issue had become who would back down.in a crisis, and 

whenever that condition was not fulfilled, war was nearly inevitable. It 

took seven years to reach the point of world war. 

Were Crowe to analyze the contemporary scene, he might emerge 
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I 
with a judgment comparable to qis 1907 report. I will sketch that 

in~erpretation, though it differs Sl\bstantial!y from my own, because 
I -

it approximates a view widely held on both sides of the Pacific. The 

United States and China have been not so much nation-states as conti-
' nental expressions of cultural identities. Both have· historically been 

drive_n to visions of universality by their economic and political achieve

ments and their people's irrepressible energy and self-confidence. Both 

Chinese and A meri,;an goveriunen_ts have frequently assumed a seam

less identity between their national policies and the general interests of 

mankind. Crowe might warn that when two such entities encounter 

each other on the world stage significant tension is probable. 

Whatever China's intentions, tl)e Cro\lVe school of thought would 

treat a successful Chinese "rise" as incompatible with America's posi~ 

tion in the Pacific and by extension the world. Any form of cooperation 

wouH be treated as simply giving China scope to build its capacities 

for an eventual crisis. Thus the entire Chinese debate recounted in 

ch~pter 18, and the question of whether China might stop "hiding its 

brightness," would be immaterial for purposes of a Crowe-type ana_ly

sis; someday it will (the analysis woukl posit), so America should act 

now as if it already had. 

The American debate adds an ideological challenge to Crowe's 

bala nee-of-power approach. Neocoriservatives and other activists would 

_ argue that democratic institutions are the prerequisite to relations of 

trust and confid_ence. Nondemocratic societies, in this view, are inher

ently precarious and prone to the exercise of force. Therefore the United 

States is obliged to ex,;rcise its maximum inf1uer1ce (in its polite expres

sion) or j:>ress'ure to bring about more pluralistic institutions where they· 

do not exist, and especially in countries c_apable of threatening Ameri

can security. In these conceptions, regime change is the ultimate goal 

of American foreign policy in dealing with nondemocratic societies; 

peace with China is less a matter of strategy than of change in Chinese 

governance. 
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Nor is the analysis, interpreting international "ffairs as an unavoid-

' ' able ~truggle for strategic preeminence, confined to Western strategists. 

Chinese "triumphalists" apply almost identical reasoning. The principal 

difference is that their perspect_ive is that of the rising power, while 

Crowe represented the United Kingdom, dcfrndin!( its patrimony as a 

status quo country. An example of this genre is Colonel Liu Ming-fu's 

China Dream, discussed in chapter 18. In Liu's vi~w, no mmta how 

much China commits itself to a "peaceful rise," conflict is inherent in 

U.S.-China relations. The relationship between China and the United 

States will be a "marathon contest" and the "dud of the century."' More

over, rhe competition is essentially zero-sum: the only alternative to total 

success is humiliating failure: "If China in the 21st century cannot be

come world number one, cannot become the top power; then inevitably 

it will become a straggler that is _cast aside."" 

Neither the American version of the Crowe Memorandum nor the 
' 'm_ore triumphalist Chinese analyses have been endorsed by either gov-

ernment, but they provide a subtext of much current thought. If the 

assumptions of these views were applied by either side-and it would 

take only one side to make it unavoidable-China and the United 

States could easily fall into the kind of escalating tension described ear

lier in this epilogue. C_hina would try to push American power as far 

away from its borders as it could, circumscribe the scope of American 

naval power, and reduce America's weight in international diplomacy. 

The United States would try to organize Chiria's many neighbors into 

a counterweight to Chinese dominance. Both sides would emphasize 

their ideological differences. The interaction would be even more com

plicated because the n.,tions of deterrence and preemption arc not sym

metrical b_etween these two sides. The United States is more focused on 

overwhelming military power, China on decisive psychological impact. 

Sooner or later, one side or the other would miscalculate. 

Once such a pattern has congea_led, it becomes increasingly diffi

cult to overcome. The competing camps achieve identi_ty by their 
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defini_tion of themselves. The essence of what Crowe described (and 

' the Chinese triumphalists and soine American neoconservatives em-

brace) i_s i_ts se®ing automaticity. Once the pattern was created and the 

:iiliances were formed,. no escape! was possible from its self-imposed 
. I , 

requiremems, especially not from its internal assumptions. 

The reader of the Crowe Memorandum cannot fail to notice that 

the specific examples of mutual hostility bei_ng cited were relatively 

trivial compared to the conclusions drawn from them: incidents of co

lonial rivalry in Southern Africa,. disputes about the conduct of civil 

servants. It was not what either side had already done that drove the 

rivalry. It was what it might d_o. Events had turned into symbols; sym

bols developed their own m_omentum. There was nothing left.to settle 

because the syste·m of alliances confronting each other had no margin 

of adjustment. 
', 

That must not happen in the relations of the United States and 

China insofar as American policy can prevent it. Of course, were Chi

nese policy to i_nsis_t on playing by Crowe Memorandum rules, the 

United States would be bound to resist. It would be an unfortunate 

outcome. 

I have described the possible evolution at such length to show that 

· I am aware of the realistic obstacles to the cooperative U.S.-China re

lationship I consider essential to global stability and peace. A cold war 

between the two countries would arrest progress for a generation on 

both sides of the Pacific. It would spread dispute·s into internal politics 

of every region at a time when global issues such_ as nuclear prolifera0 

tion, the environment, energy security, and climate change impose 

global cooperation. 

Historical parallels are by nature inexact. And even the most precise 

analogy does not oblige the present generation to repeat the mistakes 

of its predecessors. After all, the outcome was disaster for all involved, 

victors as well as defea_ted. Care must be taken lest both sides analyze 

themselves into self-fulfilling prophecies. This will not be an easy task. 

ThiS fllate'iial is.distributed by Capitol Counsel LLC on behalf of U.S.~China Transpacific Foundation. 
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For, as the Crowe Memorandum has shown, mere reassurances will 

not arrest the underlying dynamism. For were any n,1tion determined 

to achieve dominance, would it not be offering assurances of peaceful 

intent? A serious joint effort involving the continuous llttcntion of top 

leaders is needed to develop a sen_se· of genuine strategic trus_t and co

operation. 

Rdations between China and the Unit~d States need not-and 

should not-become a zero-sum game. For t_hc pre..:.World War I Eu

ropean leader, the challenge Was that a gain for one side spelled a loss 

for the other, and compromise ran c0Lu1cer to an aroused public opin

ion. This is not the sitUation in the Sino-American relationship. Key 

issues on the international front are global in nature. Consensus may 

prove difficult, but confrontation on these issues is self-defeating. 

Nor is the internal evolution of the principal players comparable to 

the situation' before World War I. When China's rise is projected, it is 

assumed that the extraordinary thrust of the last decades will be pro

jected into the indefinite future and .that the relative stagnation of 

America is fated. But no issue preoccupies Chinese leaders more thap 

the preservation of national unity. It per_meates the frequently pro

claimed goal of social harmoriy, which is difficult in a country where 

its coastal regions are on the level of the advanced societies but whose 

interior contains some of the world's most backward areas. 

The Chinese national leadership has put forward to its people a 

catalogue of tasks to be accomplished. These include combating corrup

tion, which President Hu Jintao has called an "unprecedentedly grim 

task" and in the fight against which Hu hns been involved at various 

stages of his career:1° They involve as wdl a "W,estern developmen.t cam

paign," designed to lift up poor inland provinces, among them the three 

in which Hu once lived. Key proclaimed tasks also include establishing 

additional ties between the leadership and the peasantry, including fos

tering village-level democratic elections, and enhanced transparency of 

the political process as China evolves into an urbanized society. In his 
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December 2010 article, discussed in chapter 18, Dai Bingguo outlined 

die scope of China's domestic challenge: 

Accorclini to the United Nations' living standard of $1 per 

day, China today stiil has 150 million people living below the 

poverty line. Eve;1 based on the poverty standard of per capita 

income of 1,200 yuan, China still has mo1·e than 40 million 

people living in poverty. A_t presem, there are still 10 million 
. . 

people without acces~ to electricity and the issue ofJobs for 24 

million people has to be resolved every year. Chjna h_as a huge 

p:opulation and a Weak foundation, the development between 

the cities and the countryside is uneven, the indus_trial strtXc

ture is notrational, and the underdeveloped state of the forces 

of produccion has no! been fundamentally changed." 

The Chinese domestic challenge is, by the description of its leaders, far 

more complex than can be encompassed in the invocation of the phrase 

"China's inexorable rise." 

Amazing as Deng's reforms were, part of China's spectacular 

growth over the.initial decades was attributable to its good fortune that 

there existed a fairly easy correspondence between China's huge pool 

of young, then largely unskilled labor-which had been "unnaturally" 

cut off from the world economy during the Mao years-and the Wests 

ern economies, which were on the whole wealthy, optimistic, and 

highly leveraged on credit, with cash to buy Chinese-made goods. Now 

that China's labor force is becoming older and more skilled (causing 

some basic manufacturing jobs to move to lower-wage countries such 

as Vietnam and Bangladesh) and the West is entering a period of aus

terity, the picture is far more complicated. 

Deri1ography will compound that task. Propelled by increas

ing standards ofliving and longevity combined with the distortions of 

the one-child policy, China has one of the world's most rapidly aging 

TI:iis l!l~Je:ri~t is distrib:u_~d by Capitol Counsel LLC On behalf of U.S.~China Transpacific Foundation. 
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populations. The country's total workinwage population is expected 

to peak iri 2015.11 From this point hn, a shrin_king number of Chinese 

citizens aged fifteen to sixty-fo1.ir need to support an increasingly 

large elderly population. The demographic shifts will he stark: by 2030, 

· the number of rural workers between the ages of twenty and twenty

nine is estimated to be half its cu_rrent leveU' By 2050, one-half of Chi

na's population is projected to be forty-five nr older, with a full quarter 

of China's population-_ -roughly eq"ttivalent t"o the entire current popu

lation of the United States-sixty-five and older." 

A country facing such large doti1estic tasks is not going to throw 

itself easily, much less automatic.illy, int<:J strategic confrontation or a 

quest for world domination. The existence of weapons of mass destruc

tion and modern military technologies of unknowable ultimate conse

quences define a key distinction from the pre-World War I period. TI1e 

leaders who started that war had no understanding of the consequences 

of the weapons at their disposal. Contemporary leaders can have no 

iUusions about the destructive potential they are capable of unleashing. 

The c"rucial competition between the United States and China 

is more likely to be economic and social than military .. If present 

trends in the two countries' economic growth, fiscal health, infra

structure spendi_ng, and educational infrastructure continue, a gap in 

development-and in third-party perceptions of relative influence

may take hold, particularly in the Asia-Pacific region. But this is a 

prospect it is in the capacity of the United States to arres_t or perhaps 

reverse by its own efforts. 

The United States bears the responsibility to retain its c01npetitive

ness and its world role. It should do this for its own traditional convic

tions, rather than as a contest with Ch_in_;:i. Building competitiveness 

is a largely American project, which we should not ask China to solve 

for us. China, fulfilling its own interpretation of its national destiny, 

will continue to develop its econoiny and pursue a broad range of 

interests in Asia and beyond. This is not a prospect thut dictates the 
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1nfro~tations that led to the Firs\ World War. It suggests an evolution 

ih many aspects of which China II and the United States cooperate as 
I . 

much as.they comp.etc. , · . 
' I 

The issue of human rights will find its place in the total range of 

interaction. The United States cannot be true to itself without affirming 

its commitment to basic principles of human dignity and popular par

ticipation in government. Given the nature ofmodern technology, these 

principles will not be confined by 'national borders. But experience has 

shown that to seek to impose them by confrontation is likely to be self- . 

defeating-especially in a country with such 'a historical vision of itself. 

as China. A succession of American administrations, including the first 

two years of Obama's, has substantially balanced long-term moral con

victions with case-to-case adaptations to requirements of national secu

rity. The basi<: approach-discussed in previous chapters-remains· 

valid; how to achieve the nece.ssary balance is the challenge for each new 

generation oflcaders on both sides. 

The question ultimately comes down to what the United States and 

China ca_n realistically ask of each other. An explicit American project 

to organize Asia on the basis of containing China or creating a bloc of 

democratic st~tes for an ideological crusade is unlikely to succeed-in 

eart because China is an indispensable trading partner for most of its 

. neighbors.' By the same token, a Chinese attempt to exclude America 

from Asian economic and security affairs will similarly me.et serious 

resi.st_ance from almost all other Asian states, which fear the conse

quences of a region dominated by a single power. 

The appropriate label· for the Sino-American relationship is less 

partnership than "co-evolution." It means thaJ both countries pursue 

their domestic imperatives, cooperating where possible; and adjust their 

relations to minimize conflict. Neither side endorses all the aims of the 

other or presumes a total identity of interests, but both sides seek to 

identify and develop complementary interests.15 

· The United States and ·China owe it to their people and to global 
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well-bf ing to make the attempt. Each is;too big to be dominated by the 

other. ffhcrefore neither is capable of qcfining tem1s for victory in a 

war or in a Cold War type of conflict. They need to ask themselves the 

question apparently never formally posed at the· time of the Crowe 

Memorandum: Where will a conflict take (1s? Was there a lack.of vi-

sion on all sides, which turned the operation ofthe equilibrium into a 

mechanical process, without assessing where the world would be if the 

maneuvering colossi missed a maneuver and collided? Which of the 

leaders who operated the international system that led to the First 

World War would not have recoiled had he known what the world 

wouJd look l_i ke at its end? 

Toward a Pacific Cornmunity? · 
Such an effort at co-evolution must deal with three levels of rela

tionsh_ips. The first c_oncems probl_ems that arise in the normal inter

actions of major power centers. The consultation system evolved over 

three decades has proved largely adequate ro that task. Common 

interests-such as trade ties and diplomatic cooperation on discrete 

issues-are pursued professionally. Crises, when they arise, are gener

ally resolved by discussion. 

The second level would be to attempt to elevate familiar crisis dis

cussions into a more comprehensive framework that eliminates the un

derlying causes of the tensions. A good example would be to deal with 

the Korea problem as part of an overall concept for No,rtheast Asia. If 
North Korea manages to maintain its nudear capability through the 

inability of the negotiating parties to bring matters to a head, the pro

liferation of nuclear weapons throughout Northeast Asia and the Mid

dle East becomes likely. Has the time come to take the next step and 

• de.ii with the Korea proliferation issue in the context of an agreed 

peaceful o}der for Northeast Asia? 

An even more fundamental vision would move the world to a third 
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l~vel of interaction-.. one that th~ leaders prior to the catastrophes of 

the First World War never reach1d. 

The argu1J1ent that China and the United States are condemned to 

· collision assumes that they deal iwith each other as competing blocs 

ac:ross the Pacific. But this is the road to disaster for both.sides. 1 

An aspect of strategic tension in the cU:,rrent world situation re

sides in the Chinese fear that America is seeking to contain China

paralleled by the A.merican concern that China is seeking to expel the 

United States from Asia. The concept of a Pacific Com_munity-a re

gion to which the United States, China, and other states all belong and 

in whose peaceful development all participate-could ease both fears.· 

It would make the United States and China part ofa common enter

prise. Shared purposes-and the elaboration of them-would replace 

strategic uneasiness to some extent. It would enable other major coun-

, tries such as Japan, Indonesia, Viet_nam, India, and Australia to par- _ 

ticipate in the construction ofa system perceived as joint rather than 

polarized between "Chinese'.' and "American» hlocs. Such an ·effort 

could be meaningful only if it engaged the full attention, and above all 

the conviction, of the leaders concerned. 

One of the great achievements of the generation that founded the 

world order at the end of the Second World War was the creation of 

the concept of an Atlantic Community. Could a similar concept replace 

or at least mitigate the poa;nti_al tensions between the United States and 

Chin_a? It would reflect the reality that the United States is an Asian 

power, and that many Asian powers demand it, And it responds to 

China's aspiration to a global role. 

A common regional political concept would also in large part an

swer China's fear that the; United States is conducting a containment 

policy towa_rd China. It is important to understand what one means 

by the term "containment." Countries on China's bordc:rs with substan

tial resources, such as India, Japan, Vietnam, and Russia, represent 

Thi:S mat_eriiil i~ .dis~ri~u.ted_ t?Y Capitol Counsel LLC _o·n behalf Of U.S . ..Chin"a Tnlirispacific Fo\Jndation. 
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realities not created by Americ:in P?licy. China has lived with these 

countries throughout its history. When Secretary of State Hillary Clin

ton rejected the notion of containing China, she meant an American

led effort aimed at creating a strategic bloc on an anti-Chinese basis. In 
a Pacific Community effort, both China al1d the United States would 

have consttuctive relations with each ot_her and all other participams, · 

not as part of confronting blocs. 

The future of Asia will be shaped to a· significant degree by how 

China and America en'i•ision it, and by the extent to which each nation 
I - - -

is able to achieve some congruence :wit.h the other's historic regional 

role. Throughout its history, the United States has often been motivated 

by visions of the univers.il. relevance of its ideals and of ;i proclaimed 

duty to spread them. China has acted on the: basis of its singularity; it 

expandec;I by cukural osmosis; not missionary zeal. 

For these two societies representing different versions of exception

alism, the road to cooperation is inherently complex. The mood of the 

moment is less rdevant than the abili_ty to develop a pattern of actions 

capable of surviving inevitable changes of circumstance. The leaders on 

both sides of the Pacific have an obligation to establish a tradition of 

consultation and mutual re·spect so that, for their successors, jointly 

building a shared world order becomes an expression of parallel na- · 

rional aspirations. 

When· China and the United States first restored rdations forty 

years ago, the most significant contribution of the leaders of the time 

was their willingness to raise their sights beyond the immediate issues 

of the clay. Jn a way, they were fortunate in that their !orig isolation 

from each other me;mt that there were no short-term day-to-day issues 

het1.veen them. This enabled the leaders of a generation ago to deal 

with their future, riot their immediate pressures, and to lay the basis for 

a world unimaginable then but unachievable without Sino-American 

cooperation. 
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In pursuit of understandiAg the nature of peace, I have studied the 
I 

construction and operation of international orders ever since I was a 

graduate student well over h;alf a century ago. On the basis of these 

s.tud_ies, I am aware tha_t th~ cultural, historic, and strategic gaps in 

perception that I have descr;bed will pose formidable challenges for 

even the best-intentioned and most far-sighted leadership on both sides. 

On the other hand, were history. confined to the mechanical repetition 

of the past, no transformatio11 would ever have occurred. Every great 

achievement was a vision before it became a reality. In that sense, it 

arose from commitment, not resignation to the inevitable. 

In his essay "Perpetual Peace," the philosopher Immanuel Kant 

argt1ed that perpetual peace would eventually come to the world in 

one of two ways: by human insight or by conflicts and catastrophes 

of a magnitude that left humani~y no other choice. We are at such a 

Juncture. 

When Premier Zhou Enbi and I agreed on .the communique that 

announced the secret visit, he said: "This will shake the world." What 

a culmi_natiop if, forty years later, the United States and China could 

merge thei~ efforts not to shake the world, but to btiild it. 
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COMMENTARY Asia 

How China Views the United States and the World 

Sep 8th, 2017 3 min read 

Dean Cheng 

Senior Research Fellow, Asian Studies Center 

Dean brings knowledge of China's military arid space capabilities as ii res'earch fellow on 

Chinese political and security affairs. 

As Xi Jihping prepares for the 19th Party Congress this fall, he sees a China whose place in 

the world is both more prominent and powerful than it has been in a century, and yet also a 

China which faces growing challenges to its security. 

On the one hand, the People's Republic of China (PRC) is econo111ica_lly and milit_arily n:iore 

capable than at any time since the end ofthe QiIJ.g Dyn~ty iQ 191 L China is the world's 

second largest ec01_10my and the world's large_st trading power. It is the first or second largest 

trading part_n_e_r of almost every cou_ntry. It consumes enormous amounts of coal, oil, iron ore, 

baµx_ite, and i_n turn is one of the largest global producers of steel, ships and aluminum. China 

supplies ti).e wodd with textiles, computers and consumer goods, and increasingly with direct 

financial investments. 

This e:conomy, in tum, has sustained the developme_nt of one of the workl's !Ilost powerful 

militaries. Where once Manchu Bannermen faced Western ships and troops with_ spears and 

bµgles, today's Chinese People's Liberation Army (PLA) is equipped witi) nuclearwe_apons, 
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stealth fighters, and modem main battle tanks. The PLA Navy fields an aircraft carrier, 

nuclear and conventional powered submarines, and an array of modem surface colilb(l.Jants to 

defend China's shores and maritime claims. Overhead, Chinese satellites maintain .. . . . . .. i . . - - . . . . - - . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . .. 

surveiHance of t_he maritime approaches to Chii;ia's shores, and can guide ballistic missiles 

against American. aircraft carriers. ! 

This economic and military strength, in tum, expands Xi Jinping's diplomatic clout. Chinese 
. I . 

diplomatic acquiescence is necessary at the United Nations, if resolutions concerning Syria or 

North Korea or South Sudan are to be passed. Chinese-backed initiatives such as the "One 

Belt, One Road'' effort and the Asia Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) increasliigly play 
' 

a role in the international financial scene. As important, they are seen as challenging the post-

World War II Bretton Woods economic structure, which was founded by the United States. 

Alongside these advances, however, are growing challenges to Xi Jiiiping's leadetship. As 

China becomes increasingly integrated in the global economic landscape, it is also 

increasingly vulnerable to international and trailsriational pressures and threats caused by that 

same international presence. China is now the world's largest importer of oil; its economy is 

affected by not only regional instability in the Middle East,. but also by piracy on the high 

seas. As China has exported members of its workforce, who are employed in many of the 

overseas investments, they have increasingly become targets of terrorists and local unrest. 

Chinese citizens have been killed by ISIS terrorists. More than 20,000 Chinese workers had to 

lie evacuated from Libya during the upheavals that ultimately toppled Mu'ainmar Qaddafi. 

Meanwhile, China fac.es increasing security challenges along its periphery. The festering 

problem of North Korea continues to destabilize the situation in Northeast Asia .. North 

Korea's missile and nuclear tests have persuaded Soutl) Korea to field the Term_inal High 

Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) Systelil, much to Beijii1g's chagrin. Just as significantly; 

North Korean provoc.at_ion.s have drawn the United States and South Korea closer. President 

Xi cannot be happy that Kim Jong Un's actions have blunted the wedge that Beijing has 

sought to inject between Washington and Seoul. 

The overwhelming electoral victories i.n 2016 of Tsai Ing-wen and her pro0 independence 

Den:iocratic Progressive Party (DPP) on Taiwan is ai:ioth.er prnblem for Beijing. The issue of 

Taiwan was relatively muted for the past eight years, as Kuomint.a,ng (KMT) president Ma 

Ying-jeou avoided controversial stances. President Tsai has been careful to avoid <Jeliberately 

antagonizing Beijing; nonetheless, Chinese leaders have demanded formal renunciation oftlte · 
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core platform of the OPP. Given OPP control of both the executive and legislative branch, 

President Tsai would prnbably lose power if she tried. Moreover, Beijing's ham-han;ded 

policies towards Hong Kong mea:n that there is'little confidence in Taipei that Beijing's past 

policy of "one country, two systems" will be su,stainable. 
. ' 

i 
These issues have gained saliency since Donalcj Trump won the 2016 election in the Unit_ed 

States. Even before taking office, Mr. Trump cllallenged longstandi11g tenets of the U.S.-
. ' 

China relationship, by taking<!-. call froll). Mad_a_fe Tsai, and qm:stio11ing An1eric:an 

comll).itment to the ''one-China policy." Since t,h,en, Presi<;lent Trump h.as repe<).tedly called 

upon China to play a I_arger role reini11g in North Korea, pushed $.ead with THAAO 

deployment in South Korea, l!,11d discussed the imposition of major tariffs on Chinese goods. 
' At the same time, however, the Adininistration· QlJ.S not singled China out for currency 

man_ipulat_ion, despite c:.ampaign sloga11s to that effect:. For Chinese leaders, this is a 

bewilderi_ng polic:y approl).ch that is neit)Jer typical of many newly elected administrations, 

which tend to be a11ti-C)Jina i11 the early years, nor focused on deal-milking, as other analysts 

had predicted_. 

AH this confronts Xi l).s )Je prepares for an)ajor leadership evolution. Where previous Chinese , 

leaders (Jiang Zen1in, I-lu Jintao) h11.ci Politbll!o Standing Committees (PSC) that typically 

mai11t_ained t)leirmell).bership throughout their two terms, most of the members of Xi's PSC 

fron1 2012 will have to step down in 2017. While Xi himself will almost certainly remain in 

power through the 20th Party Congress of 2022 (as most likely will Premier Li Keqiang), he 

mt1st name a new leadership cohort, which will significantly shape his legacy. The new 

leadership team that emerges this October, in tum, will have to navigate the shoals of a less 

vibrant economy; regional instability, and an unpredictable American president. 

Even as he focuses on forging a new PSC, President Xi must therefore balance maintaining 

good relations with the United States and not being seen as weak in defending Chinese 

interests. He will have to reinvigorate China's economy a:nd coax greater growth, even as he 

must also not antagonize the United States and other majorec(momies through openly 

mercantilist policies. For President Xi, these will be trying times. 

This piece originally appeared in the Ripon F otuin 
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.The China 'eckoning 
' 

How Beijing Defied American Expectations 

Kurt M. Campbell and Ely Ratner 

T h·e. United Stat.es has. al .. wa.ys h. ad .. a.· n outsize. se···n· se .of its. abi.lity 
to determine China's course. Again and again, it~ .tmbitions 
have come up short. After World War II,. George Marshall, 

the U.S. special envoy to China, hop¢d to bn;iker a peace between the 
Nationalists and Communists in the Chinese Civil War. During the 
Korean War, the Tniman administration thought it could dissuade 
Mao Zedong's troopsfron:i crossing the Yalu River. The Johl),son adroin~ 
istration believed Be1j1ng would ultimately circumscribe its involve
ment in Vietnam. In each instance, Chinese realities upset American 
e~~ct~tions. . 

With U.S. President Richard Nixon's opening to China, Washington 
made its biggest and most optimistic bet yet. Both Nixon a!J,d Henry 
~ssinger, l)js m1tional sec11rity adviser, assu.Jl.l~d that rapprochement 
would drive a wedge between Beijing and Moscow and, ln time, alter 
China's conception ofits own interests as it drew closer to the United 
St.att:s. I.n the fall of 1967, Nixon wrote in this magazine, '"fhe worid 
cannot be safe. until China changes. Thus ou:r a:irn, to. the extent that 
we c:~ i.nfJ.1.1t:nce events, ·sho1.1ld be to incl11ce cha.nge.'! Ever since, the 
assumption that deepening commercial, diplomadc, and cultural ties 
would transform China's internal development and external behavior 
has been a bedrock of U.S. strategy. Even those in U.S. policy drcles 
who were skeptical of China's intentions still shared the underlying 
belief th~t U.S. power ancl hegemony could readily mold Chin.i. to the 

. United States' liking. 

KURT M. CAMPBELL is Chairman of the Asia Group and was U.S. Assistant Secretary of 
St.atdor Ea:S~ A.s.ian. ai,:d Pijcifi.c _Affa.irs fro.111 ;!.Q0.9 to ;!013, 

ELY· RATNtR is Maurice R. Greenberg Senior Fellow for China Studies at the Council on 
Foreign Relations and was Deputy National Security Adviser to U.S. Vice President Joe 
Bideii from 201s to 2011. · 
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The era of good feelings: Xi and O~ama in California, June 2013 

Nearly half a century since Nixon's first steps toward rapproche
ment, the record is increasingly clear that Washington once again put 
too much faith in its power to shape China's trajectory. Al.I sides of the 
policy debate erred: free traders and financiers who foresaw inevitable 
and increasing openness in China, integrationists who argued that 
Beijing's a1I1bitions would be tamed by greater interaction wit_h the 
1nternat1onal community, and hawks who believed that China's power 
would. be abated by perpetual American primacy. 

Neither <;a,rrots nor sticks have swayed China as predicted. Diplomatic 
arid commercial engagement have riot brought political and economic . 
openness. Neither U.S. military power nor regional balancing has 
stopped· Beijing from seeking to displace core comporierits or the 
U.S.-led system. And the liberal international order has failed to 
lure or bind China as powerfully as expected. China has instead pur
sued. its own course, belying a range of American expectations in 
the process. 

That reality warrants a clear0 eyed rethinking of the United States' 
approach to China .. There are plenty of risks that come with such a 
reassessment; defenders of the current framework will warn against 
destabil_izing the bilateral relationship or inviting a new Cold War. 
But building a stronger and more sustainable approach to, and rela-
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tionship with, Beijing requires!honesty about how many fundamental 
assumptions have turned out wrong. Across the ideological spectrum, 
we in the U.S. foreign policy :community have remained deeply in-

. vestecl i_n expec,:tations abo1,1t China-about its approach to economics, 
• • .. I 

domestic politics, security, and global order-even as evidence against 
them has accumulated. The p9licies built on such expectations have 
failed to change China ii:i the ~ys we i_ntended or hoped. 

THE POWER OF THE MARKET 
Greater commercial interactio_n with China was supposed to bring 
gradual butsteady liberalization .ofthe Chinese.economy. U.S: President 
George H. W. Bush's 1990 National Security Strategy described 

· enhanced ties with the world as "crudal to China's prospects for 
regaining the path of economic reform." This argument predominated 
for decades. It drove U.S. decisiqns to grant C::hin~ rnost-favored
nation t'radirig status in the 1990s, to support its accession to the 
World Trade Organization in 2001, to establish a high-level economic 
dialogue in 2006, and to negotiate a bilateral investment treaty under 
U.S. President Barack Obama. 

Trade in goods betwe.en the United States and China exploded from 
less than $8 billion in 1986 to over $578 billion in 2016: more t_han 
a 30-fold increase, adjusting for inflation. Since the early years of 
this centu,ry, however, China's economic liberalization has stalled. 
Contrary to Weste~n expectations, Beijing has doubled down on its 
state capitalist m:odel even as it has gotten richer. Ra:ther than becoming 
a force for greater openness, cons_istent growth b.as serv!!d to legiti_tnize 
the Chinese Communist Party and its state 0 led economk model. 

U.S. officials believed tb,at debt, in.efficiency, and the demands of 
a more advanced economy would necessitate further reforms. And 
-Chinese officials recognized the problems with their approach; in 2007, 
Premier Wen Jiabao called the Chinese economy "unstable, unbalanced, 
uncoordinated, and uns'i:1stainable." But rathe't than opening the country 
1,1p to greater cqrnpeti~on; the Ch_inese Corn_m1,1pi_st Party, i.l),tei:it on rna_in- ' 
taining control of the economy, is instead consolidating· state0 owned 
enterprises and pursuing industrial policies (notably its "Made in 
China ~025" plan) that aim to promote national technology champi
ons in critical sectors, including aerospac,:e, biomedicine, and robotics. 
And despite repeated promises, Beijing has resisted pressure from 
Washington and elsewhere to level the playing field for foreign 
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compa*ies. It ha:s restricted market. access and forced non-Chinese 
firlllS to sign on to joit'lt ventures and ~hare technology, while funn.e_ling 
iilvestl'f1-eilt and .subsidies to state-ba~ked domestic players. _ 

Until receritly, U.S. policymakers ~nd exe"cµtives mostly acquiesced 
to such discrimination; the potential commercial benefits were so 

_ large that they considered it unwise1 to upend the relationship with 
protectior1is1I1 or sanctions_. In.stead) they fought tooth and nail for 
small, incremental concessions. But now, what were once seen as 
merely the short-term frustrations of doing business with China 
have· co01e to seem more ha_r01ful .i.nd perm,_anent. The A!Ilerican 
Chamber of Commerce reported last year that eight in ten U.S. 
companies felt less welcome in China than in years prior, and more 
t_han 60 percent h.i.d litde or ng confidence th:it China would open its 
markets further over the next three years. Cooperative arid voluntary 
mechanisms to pry open China's economy have by and large failed, 
including the Trump administration's newly launched Comprehensive 
Economic Dialogue. 

THE IMPERATIVE OF LIBERALIZATION 
Growth was supposed to bring not just further economic opening 
but .i.lso poJitic.i.l libera_Uzatiori, Developm~nt would, spark a vi_rtuo).l_s 
cycle, the thinkfog went, with a burgeoning Chinese middle class · 

_ demanding new rights and pragmatic officials embracing legal reforms 
t_h_at would, be necessary for fu_rther progress. This evolµtion seemed 
especially certain after the collapse of the Soviet Union and demo
cratic transitions in South Korea and Taiwan. "No nation on Earth 
has discovered a way to import the world's goods and services wh_ile 
stopping foreign ideas at the border,'' George H. W. Bush prodaiined. 
U.S. policy a_imed to facilit:ite this process by sharing tec_hnol
ogy, furthering trade and investment, promoting people-to-people 
exchanges, and admitting hundreds of thousands of Chine_se students 
to American universities. 

_ The crackdown on pro-demo"cracy protesters in Tiananmen Square 
in. 1989 dirr:irned hopes for t_he emergerice of elec:tor.i.l democracy iri 
China. Yet many experts and policymakers in the United States still 
expected the Chinese government to permit great¢r press freedoms 
and allow for a stronger civil society, while gradually embracing more 
political competition both within the Comm11nist Party and at local 
levels. They believed that the information technology revolution of 
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the 1990s would encouta:ge suJh trends by further exposing Chinese 
· cjtizens to the world and enhaw:ing the ecoriomic incentives for open

n(ess. As U.S. President Bill Cl\nton put it, "Without the full freedom 
t9 think, question, to create, China will he at a distinct disadvantage, 
cpmpeting with fully open s~cieties in the information age where 
the greatest source of national wealth is what resides in the. human 
mind." Leaders in Beijing would come to realize that only by granting 
individual freedoms could Ch1na thrive in a high-tech future. 

But the fear that greater openness would threaten both domestic 
stability and the regime's survival drove China's leaders to look for al). 

Events of the last decade 
have dashed even modest 
hopes for China's political 
liberalization. 

alternative approach. They took both 
the shock of Ti.ananmen Square and 
the dissoh1tion of the Soviet Union 
as evidence of the dangers of democ 0 

ratization and political competition. 
So rather than embracing positive 
cycles of openness, Beijing responded 
to the forces of globalization by put

ting up wall_s and tightening state control, constricting, rather than 
reinforcing, the free flow of people, ideas, and commerce. Additional 
stresses on the regime in this century-including an economic sl()w
down, endemic corruption in the government and the military, and . 
ominous examples of popular uprisings elsewhere in the world-have 
spurred more authoritarianism, not less. 

Indeed, events of the last decade have dashed even modest hopes 
fot political liberalization. In 2013, an internal Communist Party 
memo known as Document No. 9 explicitly vvarned against "Western 
constitutional democracy'' and other "universal values" as stalking
hors.es m~a_nt to weaken, destabiHz~, and even break up China. This 
guidance demonstrated the widening gap between U.S. and Chinese 
expectations for the country's political future. As. Orville Schell, a 

· leading American expert on China, put it: "C.hina is sliding ineluctably 
backward into a political climate more reminiscent of Mao Zedong irt 
the 1970s than Deng Xiaoping in the 1980s." Today, an ongoing crack
down on j011_rnalists, religious leaders, academics, social activists, and 
human rights lawyers shows no sign of abating-more than 300 law
yers, legal assistants, and activists were detained in 2015 alone. 

Rather than devolving power to the Chinese people, as many in th~ 
West predicted, communications technologies have strengthened the 
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hand of the state, helpjng China's authorities control information 
flows bd monitor citizens' behavior. Censorship, detentions, and a 
new cybersecurity law that grants broad government control over the 
l11ternet in China have stymied political activity ii:iside Cbina.'s ''.Great 
Firewall." China's twenty-first0 century authoritarianism now includes 
plans to launch a "social credit syst~m," fusing big data and artificial 
i_ntelligence to reward and punish ~hi11ese citizen_s on the basis of 
their political, commercial, social, arid online activity. Facial recogni- · 
tion software, combined with the ubiquity of surveillance cameras 
across China, has even ~ade it po~sible for the state to physkally 
locate people within minutes. · ·· 

THE DETERRENT OF PRIMACY 
A combination of U.S. diplomacy and U.S. military power-carrots 
and sticks-was supposed to persuade 13eiji_ng that it was neither 
possible nor necessary to challenge the.U.SAed secudty order in Asia. 
Washington ''strongly promot[ e<l] China's participation in regional 
security mech_a_nisms to reassure its neighbors and assuage its own 
security concerns," as the CHnton administration's 1995 National 
Security Strategy put it, buttressed by military-to-military relations 
ancl other confidence-building measures. These modes of engagement 
were coupled with a "hedge" -enhanced U.S. military power in the 
region, supported by capable allies an:d partners. The effect, the think
ing went, would be to allay military competition in Asia and further 
limit China's desire to alter the regional order .. Beijing would settle for 
military sufficiency, building armed forces for narrow region_~ conti_n
gencies whi°Je devoting most of its resources to domestic needs. 

The logic was not simply that China would be focused on its se)f
described "strategic window of opportunity" for development at home, 
with plenty of economic and social challenges occupying the attention 
of Chin_a's se_nior leacl.ers. America11 policymakers and :icademics also 
assumed that China had learned a valuable lesson from the Soviet 
Union about the crippling costs of getti11g into a11 arms race with the 
United States. Washington could thus not only deter Chinese aggres 0 

sion but also-to U:se the Pentagon's term of art-"dissuade" China from 
even trying. to compete. Zalmay Khalilza:d, an official in the Reagan 
and both Bush ad!lli11istrations, argued that a dorni_nant Un_ited States 
could "convince the Chinese leadership that a challenge would be 
difficult to prepare and extremely risky to pursue." Moreover, it was 
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i 
~nclear whether China could c~allenge U.S. primacy even if it wanted 
t?" Into the late 1990s; the People's Liberation Arrny (PLA) wa_s 
.considered decades behind th~ United States' military and those of 
• I a1·1· I . its 1es. , 

Against this bac~drop, U.S.
1
oflicials took considerable <;are not to 

stumble into a confrontation with China. The political scientist Joseph 
Nye explained the thinking when he led the Pentagon's Asia office 

4uri~g the Clintoi:i adrninist_ration: "If we 
treated China as an enemy, we were 
guaranteeing an enemy in the future. If 
we treated China as a friend, we could 
not guarantee friendship, but we could 
at least keep open the possibility of more 

China has set out to build 
its own set of regional and 
internatiQnal institutions. 

benign outcomes." Soon-to-be Secretary 
of State Colin Powell told Congti:ss at his confirmation hearing in 
January 2001, "China is not an enerny, and our challenge is to keep it 
that way.'' 

Even as it began investing more ofits newfound wealth in military 
power; the Chinese government sought to put Wa,shington at ea..se, 
signaling continued adherence to the cautious, moderate foreign 
policy path set out by Deng. In 2005, the senior Communist Party · 
offici_;µ Zhe!lg Bijian wrote i_n th._is lll_agazine that China would never 
seek regional hegemony and remained committed to "a peaceful rise." 
In 2011; after a lively debate among China's leaders about whether it 
was ti.me to sh_ift ge_ars, State Coun~ilor Dai Bingguo assured the world 
that "peaceful development is· a strategic choice China has made." 
Starting in 2002, the U.S. Defense Department had been produ¢ing 
a congressionally mandated annual report on. China's military, but 
the consensus 'among senior U.S. officials was that China remained a 
clista_t1t ,md rn.i.n.i.geable challenge. 

That view, however, underestimated just how simultaneously insecure 
and arnbitious China's lel!,de:rsh_ip really wa,s. For Beijing, the United 
States' alliances and military presence in Asia posed unacceptable 
threats to China's.interests in Taiwan, on the Korean Peninsula, and 
in the East China ai:id South Chinl!, Seas. In ~'1e words of the Pe.king 
University professor Wang fisi, "It is strongly believed in China 
that ... Washington will attempt to prevent the emerging powers, 
in particular China, from achieving their goals and enhancing their 
statµre." So China started to chip away at the U.S.-led security order 
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in Asia, developing the capabilities to deny the U.S. military access 
to the region and driving wedges between Washington and its allies. 

Ultimately, neither lJ.S. military power nor American diplomatic 
engagement has dissuaded China from trying to build a wotld-class 
ll}ilitary of its own. High-tech di~plays of American power in Iraq 
and elsewhere only accelerated effqrts to modernize the PLA. Chinese 
President Xi Jinping has launched military reforms that will make 
Chinese forces more lethal and mbre capable of projecting military 

· power well beyond China's shores. With its third aircraft carder report
edly under construction, advanced: new military installations in the 
South China Sea, and its first oyerse~ military base in Djibollti, 
China is on the path to becoming a military peer the likes of which the 
_United States has not seen since the Soviet Union. China's leaders no 
longer repeat Deng's dictu111 that, to thrive, China wiH "hide [its] 
capabilities and bide [its] time." Xi declared in October 2017 that · 
"the Chinese nation has gone from standing up, to becoming rich, to 
becoming strong." 

THE CONSTRAINTS OF ORDER 
At the end of World War II, the United States built institutions and 
rules that helped structure global politics and the regional dynamics 
in Asia. Widely actepte_d norms, such as the freedo!ll of co!ll_!Ilei:ce 
and navigation, the peaceful resolution of disputes, and_international 
cooperation ori global challenges, . superseded nineteenth-century 

_ spheres of influence. As a leading beneficiary of this liberal intern:l
tional order, the thinking went, Beijing wo:uld have a considerable 
stake in the order's preservation and come to see its continuation as 
essential to China's own· progress. U.S. policy aimed to encourage 
Beijing's involvement by welcoming China into leading institutions 
and worlcing with it on global govei:na_nce and region.al sec11rity. 

As China joined multilateral institutions, U.S. policymakers hoped 
that it would learn to play by the rules and soon begin to contribute 
to their upkeep. In the George W. · Bush administration, Deputy 
Secretary of State Robert Zoellick memorably called on Beijing to 
become "a responsible stakeholder'' in the international system. From 
Washington's perspective, with gre:l_ter power came greater obligation, · 
especially since China had profited so handsomely from the system. 
As Obama emphasized, "We expect China to help uphold the very 
rules that have made them successful." 
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In certain venues, China apJeared to be steadily, if unevenly, talcing 
011 t}:iis respon_sibj!ity. It joined the AsiaaPadfic Economic Cooperation 
organization in 1991,.act:eded tp the Nuclear Noriproliferatioh Treaty 
in 1992, joined the World Trade Organization in 2001, and took part 
in major diplomatic efforts, including the six-party talks and the 
P.5+1 negotiations to deal wit~ nuclear weapons programs in North 
Korea and Iran, respectively. It also became a major contributor to 
UN counterpiracy and peacekeeping operations. 

Yet Beijing remained threatened by other central elements of the 
U.S.-led order~and has incn~asingly sought to displace t_hem. Th.it 
has been especially true of what it sees as uninvited violations of 
national sovereignty by the United States and its partners, whether 
in the form ~f economic sanctions or military action. Liberal norms 
regarding the international community's right or responsibility to 
intervene to protect people from human rights violations; for example, 
have run headlong into Chinis paramount priority of defending its 
authoritarian system from foreign interference. With a few notable 
exceptions, China has been b~sy watering down multilateral sam:t_ions, 
shielding regimes from Western opprobrfom, and making common· 
cause with Russia to block the UN Security Council from authorizing 
interve_ntionist a_ctions. A nurn_ber of nondemocratic governments
in Sudan,Syr1a, Venezuela, Zimbabwe, and elsewhere-havehenefited 
from such obstruction. · 

China has also set out to build its own set of regional and interna
tional institutions-with the United States on the outside looking 
in-rather than deepening its cornmitment to t_he existing ones. It has 
launched the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank, the New Devel
opment Bank (along with Brazil, Russfa, India,.and South Africa), and, 
most notably, the Belt and Road Initiative, Xi's grandiose vision for 
building land and maritime routes to connect China to much of the 
world. These institutions a_nd programs have given China agenda
setting and convening power of its own, while ofte·n departing from 
the standards and values upheld by existing international instit_utions. 
Beijing expiicitly differentiates its approach to development by noting 
that, unlike the United States and European powers, it does not 
demand that countries accept governance reforms as a condition of 
receiving aid. 

ln its own regior:i, meanwhile, :Beijing has set out to change the 
security balance, incrementally altering the status quo with steps just 
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small enough to avoid provoking a inilitary response from the United 
States. In the South China Sea, one of the world's most important 

. - - . I . 

waterways, China has deftly used coast guard vessels, legal warfare, 
and economic coercion to advance: its sovereignty claims. In some 
cases, it has sirnply seized contested territory or rnilitari.zed artifici,al 
islands. While Beijing has occasionally shown restraint and tactical 
caution, the overall approach indicates its desire to create a modern 

. . h f. fl 1 maritime sp ei:e o . m uence. : . 
In the ;ummer of 2016, China ignored a landmark ruling by a t~ibu

nal underthe UN Convention on the Law of the Sea, which held that 
China's expansive claims in the Sm,ith China Sea were illegal under 
intetnational law. U.S. officials wrongly assumed that some combination 
of pressure, sham:e, and its own desire for a rules-based maritime order 
would cause Beijing, over time, to accept the judgment. Instead, 
China has rejected it outright. Speaking to a security forum in Aspen, 
CoJorado, a year after the ru!i11g, in July 2017, a senior analyst from the 
ciA concluded that the experience had taught China's leaders "that 
they c·an defy international law and get away with it." Countries in the 
region, sw~yed by both their econo.rnic depe11de11~e on Chi_na a_nd 
growing concerns about the United States' commitment to Asia, have 
faile.d to push back against Chinese assertiveness as much as U.S. 
policymakers expected they would. 

TAKING STOCK 
As the assumptions driving U.S. China polky have started to look 
increasingly tenuous, and the gap between American expectations 
and Chinese realities has grown, Washington has been largely focused. 
elsewhere. Since 2001, the fight against jihadist terrorism has con
sume.cl th.e U.S. national security apparatus, diverting attention 
from the changes in Asia at exactly the time China was making 
enormous military, diplomatic, and comlll.ercial strides. U.S. Presi~ 
dent George W, · Bush initially referi-ed to China as a ."strategic 
competitor"; in the wake of the. September 11 attacks, however, his 

. 2002 National Security Strategy declared, "The world's great powers 
find ourselves on the sarne sid_e-1,1nited by cornmon d;i.ngers of te:r- . 
rotistviolence and chaos." During the Obama administration, there 
was 'an effort to ''pivot," 'or ''rebalance," strate•gic attention to Asia. But · 
at the en.cl of Obam:a's time in office, budgets and personnel remained 
focused on other regions-there were, for example, three times as 
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many National Security Council staffers working on the Middle 
East as on all of East and Soul:he.ist Asia. 

This strategic distracti.on h~ given China the opportunity to press 
its advantages, further motivatJd by the increasingly prominent view 
in Chin:i that the United Starek (along with the West more broadly) 
is in inexorable and rapid decliri~. Chinese officials see .a United States 
that has been hobbled for years by the global financial crisis, its 
costly war efforts in Afghanistan and Iraq, and deepening dysfunction 
in Washington. Xi has called on China to become "a global lea.der. 
in terms of comprehensive national strength and internati.onal inf.lu
ence" by midcentury. He touts ,China's development model as a "new ' . . 

option for othe.r countries." 
Washington now faces its m<>st dynamic and formidable competi

. tor in modern history. Getting this challenge tight will requite doing 
away with the hopeful thinking that has long characterized the 
United States' approach to China. The Trump administration's first 
National Security Strategy took a stepin the right direction by inter
rogating past assumptions in U.S. strategy. But many of Donald 
T~mp's policies-a narrow focus on bilateral trade deficits,· the 
·abandonment of multilateral trade deals, the questioning of the value 
of aUiances, and the downgrading of human rights a11,d diploi:n.acy
have put Washington at risk of adopting an approach that is confron
tational without being competitive; Beijing, meanwhile, has managed 
to be increasingly competitive ~ithout being confrontationaL 

The starting point for a better approach is a new degrt!e of humility 
about the U11,ited States' ability to change China. Neither seeking 
to isolate and weaken it nor trying to transform· it for the better 
should be the lodestar of U.S. strategy in Asia. Washington should 
instead focus more 011, its own power and behavior, and the power and 
behavior of its allies and partners. Basing policy on a more realistic 
set of assumptions about China would better advance U.S. interests 
and put the bilateral relationship on a more sustainable foodng. 
Getting there will take wotk, but the first step is relatively straight
forward: acknowledgingjust how !Jluch our policy has fallen s_hort 
of our aspirations.e 
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. i1_tlantic · 
Americ~ Is Fumbling Its Most Important Relationship. 

. . I . . 
The United States has a China problem-and pundits and politicians are making it worse. 

Thomas Peter I Reuters 

JAMES FALLOWS 

MAY 28, 2_018 I GLOBAL 

- -----------

Like The Atlantic? Subscribe to The Atlantic Daily, our free weekday email newsletter. . . 

Email SIGN UP 

Cl:iina is an increasing problem for the United States. But the latest reactions and 

assumptions about China among America's political-media leadership class hold every 

prospect of making China-related problems much worse. How ca11 this be? It involves the 

familiar tension between short-term political shrewdness and longer-term strategic wisdom. 

Here's the pattern I see: 
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Bac:k in we l,980s, whenJapc1.p. was op. its path bf indust_rial c1.sce_nt, I was based there for The 

Atlantic. In those days thelongtime U.S. ambaJsador in Tokyo, former Senator and Senate 
. I . 

Majority Leader Mike Mansfield, said in virtually every speech that U .S.-Japariese 
I 

interactions were "the most important bilateral relationship in the world, bc1.r none." 
I 

Mansfield, a great politician arid patriot, used this phrase so reliably and relentlessly that "ba:r 

none;' became among the Japan crowd an airsq~ote shortlt,md. "We had a great tim~ at th;it 

sushi place.last night. The uriagi was the tastie~t-ba:r none!" 
I 

Mansfield's maxim doesn't seem true anymore, and probably was not accurate even atthe 

tim~, (Whatabout th<! Soviet Union, then in the depths of its Cold War standoff with the 

United States? What about China, just beginning its reforms?) But I've often thought about 

the assertion as a useful rhetorical device. It's instructive to think about the relationships for 

the US that are ''most" by a range of a variety of standards. 

I would assert that as of 2018: 

• America's most volatile relationship is with North Korea, for obvious reasons_. 

• Its most damaging relationship would seefu to be with Russia. 

• Its most dangerously taken-for-granted relationships would be (a four-way tie) with 

Mexico, Canada, the European Union as an ecohofufo group, arid NATO as a strategic 

alliance. Each ofthese relationships is crucial to America's long-term economi_c, 

d.iplotnatic, military, and. national-security well-be111g. All are now under fuote-ot-less 

acute strain, based on each group's calculation on how long Trumpsstyle erratic 

"America First!."-ism will guide U.S. actions. 

• Its most subject-to 0 change relationships are, for a widely varying range of reasons, with 

Sa:udiArabia, with Iran1 with Israel, with Pakistan, with Turkey, with Australia, with 

South Korea, with the Philippines, with half a dozen Others I can think of .. 

But its most important relationship, beyond any reasonable displite-"bar hone," you might 

· say-is with China. No other country has the prospe<;t of eventually having a larger economy 

than Ame~ic_a's~whi<.::_h sooner or l_ater Chin:i will inevitably d.o. (With four times as many 

people, it heed only become one-quarter as rich a:s the United States per capita to take the 

lead.) No other nation outside North A111ericc1. is .is tjgh_tly i_ntegrat~_q with l,J.S. corporate 

This· ri,-at8rial is distributed by (;aj:)itol CoUiiSe_l lLC oii tieh·atf _Df U.S.-Chin"a Trans·pacific FoUnd8tiori. 
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· production, consumption, distribution, and marketing systems, While Rus.s.ia still IJ,as many 

more nuclear weapons, no other country tould even dream of becoming an across-the-board 
. ' 

1.p.ilita.ry rival to the United States, as Chin,a might. 
i 

• I . - -

No other country is as important on envircinmental and sustainability issues as China, as a 
I 

force either for progress or for hastened di:saster. No other country sends as many students 

(especially paying students) to American fiversides, or has as ambitiously funded a national 

project aspiring to match American research achievements. No other country, .. well, I c_ould 

spend the rest of the day enumerating reasons to take China seriously, and to care Whether 

the relationship becomes more openly hostile and competitive, ratherthan as relatively stable 

as it has been since Deng Xiaoping and Jimmy Carter signed formal normalization 

agre.ements nearly 40 years ago. (Note: forhow I can argue that it has been a "relatively" 

staoleand positive relationship, considering the inariy other paths that history might have 

taken, please see the books I wrote while living in China, Postcqrds from Tomorrow Square 

(2009) and China Airborne (2012), or my Wife, Deb's, Drealningin Chinese (2010). Also, for 

the record: I was working for Jimmy Carter during the nonnalizationyears.) 

Handled right-or, in as error-i:ninimizi_ng a way as the governments of both countries more 

ot less have handled it over the past four decades-this is a relationship that overall can be a 

force for greater prosperity, less environmental damage,and more diplomatic stability 

around the Wotld. Handled wrong, it holds peril for everyone, in realms ranging from an 

accelerated arms race i_n Asia to hastened environrnental disaster for the world as a whole. 

I've never fully sig11ed on to the "Thucydides Trap" predictions for the U.S. and China

essentially, the idea thatifa rising power and an established power each believe that they a.re 

destined for a showdown, then that conflict is very likely to occur. (I haven't signed on 

becaus.e there are so 111any buffers worki11.g against something lil<e the Thucydides0 type 

German-British collision that led to World War I. Despite their regional rivalries, China and 

. the U.S. are in different parts of the world, with the whole Pacific Ocean between them. 

They're not involved in the kind of direct colonial competition that England arid Germany 

were. The gap between the two sides' military power is much greater, though both are 

nuclear-a.rrned and thus warier of direct confrontation; and so on.) But I've believed in the 
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converse of the Thucydides concept:that the a~sumption from both governmentst_h_at they 

could peacefully mail.age China's rise has rnade conflict less rather than more likely. 
i 

So it matters whether the United States approa~hes China seriously, and vice versa. And right· 
I 

now each country is headed in the wrong dfrection. 

Just before. the 2016 election, I fiilish«:!d a piece about the Chinese side of this predicament, 

· and why handling China would be a bigg~r problem for wl:u;,ever became the 45th U.S. _ 

president than it had been for U.S. presidents from number 39 through 44, Carter through 

Oba_ma,. The piece was called "China's Great Leap Backward," and its premise was that 

internal changes in China would require a recorsideration of China policy by an 
' 

administration led by either Hillary Clinton or Donald Trump. 
' ' 

Those changes coincided with the shift in control, beginning five years ago, frorn the colotless 

Chinese leader Hu Jin tao to the current strongman Xi Jinping. By the time of the 2016 U.S. 

presidential election, signs of change were mounting: Xi's concentration of personal power, 

his crackdown on dissent in any form, his reversal of the slow but obvious trend toward 

gradual social and civic ffberalization. No reaso.nable outsider should ever have expected that 

bringing Communist China into the world ecm:iomy would convert it into a Western-style 

liberal democracy. But through the first few decades of this process, economic integration 

with the world made China undeniably less co;ntrolled and repressive, not to mention 

dramatically richer. Year by year from the late i970s until about 2015, daily life throughout 

China became steadily less regimented and totalitarian, rnote internationalized and diverse. 

In huge areas of Chinese life, the government can still seem a fa_r-off presence, with free

wheeling chaos rnore noticeable than tight control. 

After these decades of opening up, however, China is by many measures now closing itself 

back down. After a long trend of increasing the norms of"coUectiye lea,g_ership," which 
I 

would put limits on the power of any one strongman, the Communist Party has returned to 

something closer to one-man rule than it has known since the days of Deng Xiaoping in the 

1970s a;nd early 1980s, or perhaps since Chairman Mao. 

T_his rrietei-iat is distributed bY capitol counsel LLC on behalf of U.S.-China Transpacific Foundation. 
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These internal changes have external effects a~ well. As I described in that 4016 article, a 
' damaging mixture of confidence and insecurity by the Chinese leadership has fueled a more 
' 

aggressive military and diplomatic presence ar?und the world. The confidence comes from 

China's many achievements; the insecurity, frqm its also numerous problems and failures, 
' 

from economic inequa!tties to environmental disasters. You can read the details in the piece, 

but the gist is,: _ , - I 

"The combination of being arrogant abroad and paranoid at h1:m1e is aboµ:t tl:i~ 

least desirable combination of all, from the rest of the world's perspective." [This 

from a a foreig11 academi_c, who d,id 11ot wa,nt to be n_a,111ed.] 
' . 

The paradozjcal co111binati9n of insecµri_ty a11ci_ .iggressiveness is harcily c:onfined to 

China. The United States has all too many examples in its own politics. But this. 

par_adox on .i national0 strategic scale for China matched what many people told me 

about Xi himself as.a leader: The more uncertain p.e feels about China's diplomatic 

and economic position in the world, and the more grumbling he hears about his 

ongoing crackdown, the more "decisively" he is likelyto act. 

The factor added since then is the Chinese leadership's sizing up of Donald Trump. Tl:tey 

appear to view him as someone they can flatter (with a lavish welcome in Be1jihg, and the 

pretense that X_i Jinping is Tru111p's "close fri_end''.), c_an out0 b.irgain (as with Farm Belt tariffs 

aimed straight at Trump's political base), and can potentially buy off (as with a recent deal 

fovori11g a Trump property in Indonesia). 

Meanwhile come a range of other provocations ot chailenges, from a U.S. perspective:. the 

steadily mounting national preferences of China's ''Buy Chinese" program to advance its 

high-tech ind1.1_stries. The relentless fortification of reefs and islands In the surrounding seas. 

the efforts to muscle foreign companies into compliance with Chinese politicalccorrectness 

standards~for instance, just this year, shµtting down th_e websit~i; ofM_arriott (a!Ilong oth~r 

companies) and demanding a formal apology (which Marriott gave), for online maps listing 

This lllaterial is di_st_ributed by C'apitol C0un5el LLC_on _beh81f of U.S.-ChinS Tr81'1~j:,acific'FollridatiOh. 
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Taiwl:ln ar1d Tibet l:\S "countries," rath_er th1:tn the.integral parts of the People's Republic that 

the <,:hinese government considers th_em to be. 

i 
Apart from these heavy-handed political moves, Chip a' s lleavy inves:t.ments in !llachine-

learriing and artificial intelligence (AI) technoldgies are likely to pay off more fully than some · 
I . . 

of its previous highstei:h arnbitions. Jts worldwide ip.fr1:tstructure projec:ts, under the oddJy 
. I . 

named "One Belt, One Road" world-trade plan, are.creating corruption-related friction in 

some parts .of tile worlc:l (as iHustrat~d by this report from Malaysia) but inevitably expand the 

reach of Chinese businesses. (Why the name, Which in English sounds odd? The ''road'' of the 
I . . 

One l3eh-One Road stn1tegy actually refers to s
1
ea lant!s linkin~ China with ports around the 

world.) In the diplomatic and trade-policy vacuum created by the recent U.S. '·'America First!'' 
I 
I • 

wi_th_d_rawal from the Pl:lris climate accords, the Trans-Pacific Partnership and other trade 

deals, and the previous emphasis on active ties with South Korea and Japan, China has 

realized it has surprising new freedom of ac;tion. 

· The ec;onomies of China and the United States are still intimately connected. Hundreds of 

thousands ofpeople still travel back and forth between them. But anyone who ha,s followed 

the news of the two countries sees stories in the mounting0 friction vein evefy day. 

* * * 

The obvious question for the United States is, What is to be done? And the inc;teasingiy 

obvious-seeming answer, at least in Washington, is to gettough, a_nd get worded, now. ThJ!,_t 

was riiy reading of a piece in the politically influential publication Axios this past week, by its 

co-founder Jim V1:tndeHei. The title of the piece was "China 1s the greatest, growtng threat to 

America." A few quotes convey the tone of its argument, with emphasis in the original: 

The numbers don'tlie:. China controlled 4 % of the global economy in 2000, and 

the U.S. controlled 31 %. Today, China has 15% ar1d we have 24% ... 

• With money comes power ... 

This·mBte~al iS distiibllteO by Ca"Pifol C(luriSel_ LLC On behalf Of U.S.-China Tl'iii1spacific Foun·datian . 
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• Youdon'tneed the CIA, or deep study in Chinese history, to understand the 

grand design. President Xi J1nping has la1d a lot of it out for all to see. 

Made in China's 2025: The plan is to dominate all futuristic advanced technologies 

such as robotics, AI, aviation and spa~e, driverless or new energy vehicles. 
' 

• In other words, to dominate the world by crushing the United States, 

Germany and all others in most important industries of the future ... 

• Be smart: Trump showed you ca:n tum China into a villain on trade. But a 

smart politician could.turn China into a unifying villain on virtually every 

topic-a reason to move fast andl together on infrastructure, immigration, 

regulations, space, robotics, 5G Jnd next-gen education. 

I_n Ax'.ios artjcles, "be smart" is of course a p9litical pro'sterm of art. It means "Stay ah_ead of 

the crowd," or ''here's a smart take!" Bu.tin my opinion it would be really dumb to let this 
I 

becorne the !:wt new t_ake on China. IfChjna gets turned into a "unifying villain on virtually 

every topic," the lJ.S . .is almo·st certain to getless of what it hopes for, and more of what it 

fears, from the leaders in Beijing. 

In the long history of China's deaiings with the outside world, I'm not aware of even a single 

case in which public condemnation by foreigners, or shaming, or ginned-up ill will, has 

persuaq.ed Chinese leadership to knuckle under to foreign demands. On the contrary: If you 

wantto see the worst and least cooperative side of Chi11ese leadership; give t_hem a set of in~ 

public Ultimatums, and demand that they comply. No governm.entlikes to be seen as bowing 

to foreign pressu_re-aI1d China's government likes it even less than most, and likes it less now. · 

than at some other times, given the prevailing impressionthat China is on the rise and that 

U.S. leadership is in disa_rn1.y. 

It's easy to understand why concentr:ation on a Chinese villain could seern politically "smart" 

in the short tun. The United States, with all its centrifugal pressures, is chronically in search 

of some source of concerted, unifying effort. 
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. War, or threat of war, is the easiest such unifying tool, butwar has obvious drawbacks. The 
I 

petemiial challenge for leadership is to motivate the country in-some way that does not 

provoke external conflict or inflame internal divisions.(The greatest es~ay in modem 

American political history, ''The Moral Equivalent of War" by WilliamJames, in 1910, is 
' . 

about this challenge. The closing chapter of my new book Our Towns, written with my wife, 

Deb, is about the modern implications of Jarnes's argument.) 

When it comes to Trump-era dealings with China, any ''unifying villain" -style emotion about 

China, "smart'' as it might seem, is a step the whole country is likely to rue. Its payoff is iikely 

to be minimal-in jobs, trading agreements, Cl).ina's diplomatic cooperation or military 
·, 

behavior. Its dangers should be obvious. We can all think of "smart" political moves that 
' 

momentarily helped a candidate but lastingly damaged the country. One vivid example is the 

race-baiting strategy that campaign advisor Lee Atwater unleashed on behalf of George H. 

· W. Bush in 1988. For the ugliness of this campaign, Atwater publ_icly apologized a few yea.rs 

later, after he had been diagnosed with the cancer that would kill hiin at age 40,in 1991. I 

don't know who would eventually have to apologize fora China-as-viH_aip campaign, but I 

know that most Americans would come to regret it .. 

* * * 

What would make any difference with China? As I've written previously and still believe: 

Establishing the.rightkmg-term relationship with Chinais a genuinely hard problem. 

Whaever had won the past U.S. election, with whatever set.of policies on other issues, would 

· have to deal now with a China that is too big to ignore; too strong to insult, too valuable a · 

potential partner, and too threatening a potential adversary to approach with anything other 

. than a well thought-ou~ plan. 

The core ofsuch a plan should be trying to sh4perea#ty in ways that encm1ragea_nd 

. discourage various forms of Chinese behavior. The much-loathed trans-Pacific Partnership, 

or TPP, was one of those possible shaping tools. The TPP wasthe rare policy thatDonald 

Trump, Hillary Clinton, and Bernie Sanders all opposed, but its idea was to ally the United · 

States with enough other Pacific Rim trading nations to create a rule~based economic reality . 
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too gteat and influential for China to ignore. Long-term industrial strategies, like the one the 

Clinton administration applied (successfully) in the early 1990s to revive the U.S. info-tech. 

industry relative to Japan, also can have effe,ct-and can include predse.ly thought-through 

tariffs as part qf theit powet. Different times artd different details require ever-shifting 

strategies, but none of them involves "viUaii;i" rhetoric or public dema11ds and threats. Nor of 
I 

course do they involve personal favors or business deals. 

I mentioned in an earlier article One of the clearest illustrations of what a former Western

country ambassador to China described as "shaping reality in a way that makes it unattractive 

for China to maintain its present course." It involved the Chinese military's hacking of U.S. 
' 

corpora.te secrets: 
I 

[In 2015,] when Xi Jinpingvisited Washington Gust after Pope Francis, who drew 

more press and crowds), Barack Obama,is widely believed to h.ave informed him 

that the United States had had enough on this front. Government-on-government 

spying and hacking? Sure, that's normall But governmental spying on foreign 

companies, to help their domestic rivals, was different. And ifit didn't stop, the U. 

S. government would find ways to make life more difficult for Chinese companies. 

Through use of America's own formidable tools for cybeimeddling? Through 

impedimentsto investments? Through shifts in visa policies for influe11tial Chinese 

farrtiiies and officials? Obama could leave the means to Xi's imagination. It wasn't 

specific, it wasn't directly tJ::ireatening, and it wasn't public, but Obaroa's talk was 

apparently effective. By most accounts, Chinese military hacking of U.S. 

corporations has decreased. 

The hacking decreased. Public shouting and desk-pounding played absolutely no role in a 

quiet, coordinated, decisive plan to shape the reality within which the Chinese government 

made its choices. 
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If Chinese writers were putting this principle into a traditional chengyu, the four-character 

phrases that are popular vehicles for homilies and wisdom, they'd presumably work with the 

fo11r charact.ers meaning voice small, force gre;:it; Or, in tu.m-of0the-20th century American 

parlance, "speaksoftly, and carry a big stick." 

that would be the smart approach. And also, wise. 
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